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YOUNG WILD WEST .ANO THE HAUNTED PASS
OR,

THE SECRET OF THE DEATH TRAIL
By AN OLD SCOUT

MEETING AN OLD FRillND.

rt was a raw, cloudy day in the spring of the year, during
the period when there was considerably ·1ess law and order
prevailing in the region commonly known as the W ild West,
when Young Wild West, the champion deadshot and wellknown boy hero, might have been seen riding along a rough
trail in the mountains, very near the central part of the State
of Colorado.
With him were his two partners, the girls of his party and
als9 two Chinamen who traveled with them in the capc.cit.Y
of servants.
It would be wasting both space and time to go into a detailed description of these characters. So much has already
been w1·itten of them that it is doubtful if there are very
many of our readers who are not at least slightly acquainted
·with them.
To sum it up briefly, -Xoung Wild West's companions, who
for soµ1ething like four or five years had been riding over
the wildest parts of the mountains and plains of the West in
search of excitement, adventure and fortune, consisted of
Arietta Murdock, his golden-haired sweetheart; Cheyenne
Charlie, the scout, and his wife, Anna ; Jim Dart, a fearless
Wyoming boy, and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner, and Hop
Wah and W ing Wah, the Chinese brothers.
The dashing young deadshot and his partners had found
fortune at the very start, and the rest they were always
longing for came with it.
Having the necessary income to permit it, they had continued since that time to rove about on horseback, always
ready to lend a helping hand to any one who needed it, and
also to help force the laws of civilization to the front.
In their picturesque hunting costumes the party made a fine
appearance as they rode along over the rocky trail.
Although the day was a gloomy one and there was a damp
chill upon the air that was not altogether common to that parti cular region, the spirits of the party seemed to be light,
indeed.
They were chatting gaily, with Young Wild West and his
sweetheart riding in the lead, when, as they near ed an abrupt
turn in the trail they suddenly heard the sounds that were
made by a musical instrument.
Since they .all knew pretty well that there could not be
anything like a habitation within miles of them it was not
surprising that .they should bring their horses to a halt and
look at each other in surprise.
"What do you think of that, Wild?" Arietta Murdock asked
her dashing young lover, she being the first one to make comment.
·

"If my ears are anything near right, somebody is playing a
banjo, Et," the boy answered, quickly, and then a smile showed.
uppn his handsome face.
"That's what it ls, Wild, you kin bet your life on it!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, as he gave a nod and then twisted
the ends of his long, black mustache, a custom that bad long
clung to him, especially when · he had the opportunity to corrobo rate anything Young Wild West said.
As they listened their ears beeame more used to the sounds,
and then it was easy for them to make out an old-fashioned
tune that was being played by the musician.
"I reckon we may as well go on and see who it is," the
young deadshot said, in his cool and easy way. "Whoever he
is he seems to be in a very happy mood just now."
Then he took the lead, as usual, and the party rounded the
turn. ·
They could not yet see the player, but the music sounded a
great deal plainer as they approached the spot.
Up a short rise they rode, and then, as they reached it, th ey
could hear ·other sounds, too, which were unquestionably those
made by heavy boots as they beat the ground, k eeping time
with the notes of the banjo.
One more li ttle turn and they came in sight of a scene that
was qu ite out of the usual upon a Rocky Mountain trail.
Sitting upon a rock was a tall, spare man, wearing a dilap idated plug hat and attired in a long-tailed coat and buckskin
trousers.
He was twanging away upon a banjo, and before him, dancing a sort of jig was a typ ical rider of the cattle range.
A good judge might have declared that n either the music
nor dancing came up to the average.
But it did not seem to appeal to our friends in that light
just then.
They were quite willing to look over the defects and permit the comical side of ·the situation to carry off the honors.
So engrossed were the player and dancer that th ey did not
notice the party at all, and it was not until they were within
abo ut fifty feet of them that they were aware of their presence.
Then both the music and dancing ceased instantly, and
then the two stared in surprise at the riders.
"Hello, strangers!" Young vVild West called out, nodding
to them ·reassuringly. ·•I am sorry we interrupted your little
performance. Go right ahead. It's all right. We've been
enjoying it immensely. "
"Well, by thunder!" exclaimed the man with the banjo, and
then he leaped forward, like a shot. ''If it ain't Young Wild
West!"
"By Jove!" exclaimed the boy, with .a start. "What do you
think of this? It's Bub Sprague!"
"Why, so it is!" Arietta ·e xclaimed. ~'He hasn't grown
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mi;ch older, either. But I might have passerl him and not 1 Hop," he said. ",Nell, you're mighty handsome, but you atrecognizcd him, for whoever e:r.pcctecl to meet him here?"
I way:i was, so what's the use of me tellin' you that you have
"It's me, Miss Murdock," the tall man with the banjo said, improved any? \Ving, he looks jest about the same as he aland then he tipped the old plug hat graciously.
l ways did. I g.on't s'posc he could crack a smile now if some
All bands quickly dismounted now, and fer the next five , one tickled him on the nose with a feather."
minutes th ey were shaking Hands with the eccentric banjo- I "Allee light, Misler Bub," Wing answereci, smiling as though
player.
; it was just to please him. ''Me a.Hee light. Me mindee my
Something like three years before he h ad lived for a few · own business, me rlo fool Chi nee likec my blather."
months at Weston, up in the Black Hills, and our hero and
"I seen the time once when you thought you was a mighty
his friends had become sufficiently acquainted with him to smart heathen. But when your brother comes along an' shows
know that he was honest to the core, as well as a good enter- , yer that yer wasn't knee high to him, you settled down an'
tainer.
: started in to be a plain, common heathen, with no ideas of
"\Veil, Bub, who's your pard?" Wild asked, after the greet- yonr own. But that's all right. I'll bet there ain't another
iugs were over with. .. I can't say that I ever saw him before." Chi nee l!vin' what's got as smart a brother as you have. "
.. I guess you cid:i't. Wild," Bub retorted, with a grin. ''This : "Me velly smartee Chinee, Misler Bub," Hop Wah spoke
man used to be my boss dow11 on the cattle range. Things up, cheerfully. "Me gottee uncle in China whattee velly
went a littlfl wrong there an' he lost bis job. 'fhen as he muchee smartee, ancl me allee sarnee likee my uncle."
seemed to like me pretty v:ell, we thought we would strike out
''There!" exclaimed Sprague, turning to Jerry Junk in trifor oul'selves an' work our way up to Denver. This ain't the nluph. '·It told you that story would come putty soon. Now
same old banjo I had, but it's a pretty good one, an' we figured then, there ain't !:lo use of us hangin' around h ere as I know
that we might pick up enough money at the places we stopped of. Most llkely Wild is · lookin' for a good place to •pitch a
at to buy tickets to the E<.>.st. Th ls pard of mine ain't never camp. It won't be more than a couple of lrnurs afore· it will
been E.ast, but be thinks it's all right from what I've told him begin to git dark. There's rain comin', too, so we had betabout it .. His name is Jerry Junk."
· ter move right along. Jerry, you jest rid e here alongside of
Jerry Junk, as he was 'Called, now took the opportunity of Hop an' he'll t ell you all about his uncle in China."
going from one to tl:).e oth er and shaking hands.
1
.. All right, I'm mighty willin' to listen to him, so don't
He was R breezy sort of fellow, and started in to tell his think there's goin' to be anything funny about it," the cow, boy declared, for he could see the rest smiling and no doubt
whole history.
But Bt:b Sprague cut him short by saying: •
J he though_t it was some sort of joke his friend was trying to
"None of that, Jerry. 'l'hey don't want to hear no thin' play on him.
about yo11r past life, nor what you expect to do. Young Wild: The horses belonging to Bt:b and the cowboy were quickly
West ain't got time for anything like that. I know it's the 1 found nibbling at the short grass the other side of a big roc:k.
same with his partners an' the gals. You might tell it to that
All hands mounted, and th eu with Bub Sprague rkj.ing, <;;.lose
heat.hen to the left back there. Maybe he'll listen io yer. But to Wild and Arletta, they continued along the trail l\<1bich
I've got my doubts if he'll do that, for the first thing you · wound its way upward along the mountainside.
know he would be tellin' you about his uncle in China. Ho 1 '·Ever been over this trail before?" Bub asked the young
had the most wonderful uncle that any one ever had, Jerry. deadshot, as they rode along.
By an' by you·n know all about ie, maybe.··
.
i ''N~ I can't say that we have," was the reply. "We just
'l'he late boss of the cattle range shrugged his shoulders happened JO come up this way by accident, I suppose. We've
and after staring at Hop Wah, who was the one Bub had been down at Buckhorn Ranch, and we've been riding along
pointed out for a few seconds, he gave a nod and then kept nearly every clay through the wildest sections we could pick
his lips tightly closed.
out. We have had quite a lot of adventures, too, Bub."
'\\'ild asked Sprague a few questions, and in that way man-.1 "I'~.l bet you h~ve. Yfm'rc always lookin' for 'em, that's
aged to learn that he had heen in hard luck and that he hacj why.
lost his wife a cou~le .of years previo~s.
. . "1:'ou have ~ot that about r.lght._ But what',s th e u~e of livHe 110,w had an mchriation to go back East, where he had .. mg 1f you cant have plenty of excitement? T11en agam, I was
been born and reared.
. born to help things along in general, I suppose. Nothing suits
Wh n he d~clared tlrn.t he knew he would get there now, for ' me better than to hear of some wrong doing, so I can have a
the meeting with his old friends showed that he was at last chance to straighten th i ngs out. I've been a very lucky boy,
ln a streak of luck, they all laughingly assured hini>that there , too, Bub."
would be no doubt of it.
.
I ·•I l_l:now that, Wild. In the first place you kin outshoot
.. Stiil following up the old game, I see," Dub said, as he anythmg that ever walked on two legs. The11 tl~ere a in't no
proceeded to pack away his banjo in the green cloth covering ten men who have got as much nerve an' coolness as you have.
he drew from under his long-tailed coat. "Couldn't manage to Another. thing is that you're quicker tban lightnin', strong as
makP yer feel like goin' East with me, could I, Wild?"
i a mountain lion, an' ain't afraid of anything."
"Hardly, Bub,·· was the reply. ''I reckon the West is good J "You're piling it up a little too fast, Bub," the youag deadenough for me yet. When it gets so there's nothing to be shot spoke up, laughingly. "Two or three things ·were menfouud in the way of excit.0rnent here I might take a notion to tioned when you spoke of another thing. But it's all right.
travel East. But until that time comes I think this will be I Don't say anything further in that line, please. If you're bent
good enough for me."
•
-.
j upon going East, I'll guarantee you that you will have enough
.. Still thinkin' the same old way. Always loqkin' for a money to buy ti ckets for 'ourself and your pard, and before
ch:mce to rope in a gang of road agents or bad r~dskins. I'll you get to Dem-er, too."
bet you have been do!n' it right along, too, Wild."
"All right, Wild. But if we do have enough money to buy
.. Every time I got the chance."
·
the tickets I want to earn it. I ain't go in' to do no borrowin'
.. An' Charlie an' Jim stick right to yer the same as they I from you, nor will . I n:ccept anything in the wa.y of a gift.
always did."
I've made up my mmd 1f I can't earn enoifgh to git back East
"You . can bet your life on that, Bub."
. I'm goin' to stay here in tho West. That's the kind of a hair" But I didn't think the gals would keep on rid in' around pin I am."
with yer like this."
·
"That's the way to tall{, Bub," Jim Dart called out, laugh" Well, they seem to be inclined that way yet, Bub."
ingly. "But I r cclton it won't take many days before yop.'11
"It sorter looks so. An' my! ain't it improved 'em a lot, find a way to earn enough money to carry you through.
though. I hon<?stly think that they've all got a whole lot bet- 1 There's al ways something turning up in the way of a job, you
ter lcokin' than they was the last time I seen 'em. That's know."
sayin' a whole lot, too, for where could" you find three nicer
''Yes, I reckon I know of a good chance, though I don' t
lookin' gals than Arietta, Eloise an' Anna?"
I think much of tacklia' the job. I've got a bill I took from
"Stop that, Bub," the scout's wife spoke up. "Don't lhrow the saloon -we stopped at in a little camp three da)'1l ago. lt
any bouquets this way, please."
says on it that a reward is offered for a notorious outlaw
"All right, " and the bitnjo player grinned broadly. "But named Nat Haven:;. He's s·posed to be workin' o:-er thi~ way
whj'ln I say a thing I always mean <t,. I won't take it back, somewhere, an' that's one reason why we took tlns particular
though I will say that if you don't like it r won't talk like trail."
.
that any more."
. "Is that so, Bub?" and Young Wild West became very much
"How me lookce, Misler Bub?"
1 interested right away.
-It was Hop Wah who said this, and the bla!!d smile on the I .. Yes, I'll show yer the bill."
Celestial's face caused Sprague to break into a laugh.
He was not long in producing it, and wllen our hero quickly
"I thought it was about time I heard 'ii-Omethin' from you, read it over he learned that the outlaw called Nat Havens
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was robb ing traveler s and h oldi!1g up stage-coach es along the Trai l. There's a trail that's th irty miles long, running fr om
trn!l that led into a hustling m ining camp called Lu ~ky Spot. Big Cut, whi ch is a r.reat deal big'ger camp th:rn "Lucky
The r e war d was only five hundred dollar s, but that h ad Spot, and it ends at Ludry Spot. You have got to get a hustle
' on you if you s trike the t rail bet wee n new a nd darl:, though.
been sufficient to interest Bub Sprague a nrl .Jer ry Junk.
While n eit her of them figured that t hey stood any chan ce j L ooks as thou gh it might r a in pretty soon, too ...
of capturing the <l utlaw, they h ad decided to ri de up th at way I "Jt won't matter a great deal whet her we strike the t r a il
to-ni ght or no t," Wild retorted, as h e finished sizing up the
and trust to luck.
" So you would like t o get hold of th at r eward, eh, Bub? " man befor e him . '·We'll pi tch our camp samewher e, and then
ri de on to Luck y Spot in the morn ing."
Wild said, as he look ed at t he eccentr ic fe llow and smiled.
'·Oh, you aren't in any hu r ry, th en," and the h orseman
"I certainly would , Wild. But I don't know how I' d have
a chance of gi ttin' it, 'cause me au' J er r y woul dn' t stand turned h is attention to the i;irls, looki ng at t hem as critically
much of a chance of cat'chin' t he outlaw alone. I !mow as if they might have been horses t hat wer e offer ed for sale.
"Ne, in no hurry at all. \Ve wan t to t ake a ride through
• • blamed well that you'r e ' t hi nkin' about hPlpin' me out . But
if you was to do it an' we was succl'! ssful it wou ldn't be me th e haunted pass, t oo."
·· Hau nted pass, eh ?"
j
who woulu be entitled to the rewar<.!."
'' That 's all ri ght, Bub. We don't need t he money. Yo u , The h orseman gave a start, and r iveted hls eyes upon t hose
: of the yo ung deadshot.
know that pretty well. "
"No, I suppose not. Everyth ing is ~o i n' along nicely with · " Yes, that's wbat I believe they call it, isn't it, Bub?" and
Wild t urned to Sprague.
your mines, I s'pose. "
"' That's what we heard 'em talkin' about at th e las t place
··some of t hem are pa nning out braut ifully, and other s
are no t. But I assure you t hat we all h ave incomes that are we st epped, " came the quick r eply.
'' Oh, yes, there's a pass about five miles this s ide of Lucky
larger t han we can spend. That ls et1ough to let you know
that we arP. a ll ri ght fina ncial ly. But say, Bub, .how far do Spot that's supposed to be haunted. But I don't believe in
· i ghosts myself, so I don't take a ny stock in what I've heard
• you , suppose it is t o Lu cky Spot C:tmp? ''
" Can't be mo re t han twen ty m iles from here, accordin' t o say about it. I came through t her e to-day, and I didn't see
I anything out of the way. I didn't h ear an y sounds like chains
what we've been told."
"Bu t · th is can't be t he t rail the r oa d agents are worki ng 1 clanking or groans from dead people, either. Ha, h a, ha !
I I r eclton some one just got t hat up to scare folk s. Maybe It
on ." ·
'' No, it a in' t. But th ls will fetch us to the r egular trail ! was so that travelers wculd go around the other way and
over which t he stage-coach rµns . I was t hi nkin' tha t we ge t h eld up by Nat Havens and his gang. Maybe you heard
ough t to strike it before dark. But say, there's another . tell of thos e fellows, too, kid. "
thing that we got hold of, a n' it sor ter makes t he cold chills I "Only what these two men told us a short t ime ago. We
i just met them a little back her e, and one of t hem happened to
run down my back when I talk about it. "
"Wh at is it, Bub ?" and the youn g deadshot looked at him be an old fri end."
''Have you fe llows ever been up this way befo r e?" .
expecta ntly. •
"There's a haunted pass what the trail run through. Least- I The horseman turned and looked at Bub and the cowboy
wise, t hey say It's haunted, an' that there's gh ost s an' s pirit s as h e asked the qu estion.
" No,': both of them answer ed, quickly. "We're fr om the
jumpin' ato uncl there a lrncst ev ry night. I did hear that
travelers is ta k in' a different r oute an' go in' t en miles out of ! lower par t of the Stat e, an ' we'r e on our way to Denver ."
" Got a good long r ide ahead of ,you, I reckon. But you'r e
t heir way in order t o reach Luck y ·spot Camp. All on account
I going to st op at Lucky Spot, I suppose ? Ma ybe you have
of the hr,unted pass, t oo."
'·Well, Bub, th is is surpris ing. I am more glad that we· got an idea of striking it ri ch over ther e. There's men fin dm et 'you now t h a n ever. Not because I don't appreciate you I ing plenty of dust there; so t hey say, and it se!lmS every day
for having joi ned with us, bu t if we had gone on alone we or two that a big strike is made."
"I ain't goin' to bother about do in' any prospectln'," Bub
might have got right in to th is ha unted pass yo u spoke of and
then prob::tbly t he ghosts and t he skeletons wou ld have! Sprague r et orted, shaking his head in a decisive sort of wav.
gobbled us up. That would have been an awful th ing, Bub. I' ve made up my mind to go East, wher e I come from,
stay ther e the r est of my life. I' ve got enough of t he West.
Just think of t he wa rning you have give n us.,.
Sprague and the cowLoy at fi rst t hought t h e boy meant all j I a in't got near as much money now as I had when I first
, go t .her e. I've put in a tough ti me of It for , over four years,
h e said.
But v:h en they saw that he was laughing t h ey k new ri ght ! an' I'll be mighty .glad to g it back wher e I kin git a wh iff of
the salt air once more."
a way t hat he ha d no fear of enter ing the haunted pass.
"Oh ! " and as if he was of no consequence at ail, the horse"St ov ta lkin' that way, W ild, " Bud said, shaking his h ead.
·
"You k now th er e ain't nothln' that co uld keep you out of • man once more turn ed to our h ero.
I " If I'm not too inquisitive, " he said, after r emaining silent
t hat pass n ow aft er you h eard it's h aunted."
The you ng deadshot was about to make some sort of r eply for a few seconds, " I wish . YO U would t ell me who you are,
when the cl~tter of hoofs sounded ahea d of them, and the k id. I've got an idea that you'r e somebody I've heard of."
·· 1 haven't the least obj ection to answering your question,
n ext moment t hey saw a horseman appr oaching.
stranger. I'm Young Wild ·w est. "
·• J ust what I thought. You're new In these parts, too, I
think."
'' Yes, I can't say that I h ave ever beE>n right in this locality
CH APTER II.
before. I may haYe passed within a hundred miles or so of
it, but this trail Is entirely new to me. I never heard of
THE THREE MASKED RTDE RS .
Lucky Spot Camp · or the place you call' Big Cut, either."
''That's funny . Why, Big Cut has got a population of someTher e was nothi ng particularly .strilcing a bo ut the h or seman who suddenly came in s ight of Young Wild West 's party. th ing like three hundred. There's a big smelting plant ther e,
H'e appeared to be a ca.ttleman, or some one well used t o with a brand new ore-crusher a.nd t hings are r ight on the
that part of the country, for he was attired in the fas hion of jump, I tell you. A spur of the railroad will be r un In inside
of a year, too, 1hey say, and then most likely Big Cut will bes uch men, a nd wore the usual broad-.brimmed h at.
H e m ight have been for t y-fiv e year s of age, or younger, for come a good-sized city in no time. Never h eard of Big Cut,
th.e r e was no way of t elling exactly the age of a man who was eh?"
j " No, that's a fact. stranrrer.~
·
constantly exposing his face to the sun and wi nd.
"I happen to live over tI1ere. I'm inter ested in the biggest
A dark-br own mustache almost CDmpletely concealed his
m outh, and a pair of eyebro ws of the sa me hue showed pr om i-1 mine t here, you know. But I've got an eye to business, a nd
1
nently aLov!' a pair of dark-gn::y eyes t hat wer e particularly I take a ride now and then over to Lucky Spot to see how
no ticeable to Young \Vild West as he r ode up cl osE::r a nd I· things are going on. Sometim es t get a chance to buy a lucky
m iner out, and if thin gs pan out all right I make a big pile
brough t his h or se down to a walk.
"How are yo u, stra ngers?'' he ca lled ou t, in a free a nd eal::y of money from doing it. But I haven't told you my name yet,
an d I suppose ypu would like to know It."
way. ·'Looking for the Big Cut Trail, I su11pose."
··Suit yourself about that, stranger ."
"I don't kn ow the name of th e trail we arc t r ying to fi nd, "
"Maybe it would be better if I were t o hand you my card. "
our her o answer ed, coolly. "B ut we have heard t her e is a
plq.ce bark her e somewher e t hat is called Lucky Spot Camp.. Throwing' back his coat, t he horseman drew a neat-looking
card-case from a pock et of his vest, and opening It, tendered
,.,I reckon we want to get ther e.''
that happeua. to be r iglit at the end of the Big Cut Wild a card.
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On it was inscribed· "N. H. Driscoll, Mining Engineer, Big
"You didn't cross the trail, I suppose."
Cut, Colo. "
"No. I guess not."
"Glad to meet you, Mr. Driscoll," Wild retorted, in his cool
"Well, that accounts for you not finding anything in the
and easy way, ,and then he took care to place the card in his way of a shanty. I know where a couple of hunters are
pocket, where he might be able to find it again in case he camped up this way, and it is not more than three or four
wanted it.
miles from here, at tihat. If you feel disposed, you can go
"I suppose all we'll have to do is to follow this rough trail with me. Maybe it would be the best thing you could do."
until we strike the one that runs through the haunted pass
"No, thank you," Wild answered, quickly. "We'll ride on
into Lucky Spot Camp," he went on.
and do the same as we always do. We don't know exactly
"Yes, but you have got about fifteen miles to go yet, and where we are going to stop, but the first good place we see
you'll find it rather rough traveling when you get a little most likely will be the one."
further on. I think it a good idea that you don't try to make
"All right, I'll bid you all good day and wish you luck.
the camp to-night. You seem to have a pretty good camping Probably I may get over to Lucky Spot to-morrow, and I'll be
outfit with you," and he nodded toward the two pack-horses glad to see you If you're still there."
that were in charge of Hop and Wing.
Then he waved his hand, after which he tipped his hat to
"Oh, yes. We are used to camping out in all si;irts of the girls and rode away. ·
~
v.teather. We won't mind it much if it starts raining."
"What do you think of that galoot, Wild?" Cheyenne Charlie
"If you think I can .be of any assistance to you I'll ride asked, when the horseman had disappeared behind a bend in
back and help you find ·a good place to camp. I think there the trail.
are several of them between here and the trail."
"I've been thinking a whole lot, Charlie, but I can't say
"Don't put yourself out any. I suppose you had some par- that I have much
of an opinion of him as far as his honesty
ticular destination in view or you wouldn't be riding this and good qual!t!es
go. He strikes me as being a man who is
way."
'
capable of deceiving the
person. Yet he may be all
"No particular destination, Young Wild West. I am only right, so I am not going average
to condemn him at all."
doing some prospecting. I am supposed to be an expert at
"I was thinkin' he mi ght be one of this outlaw gang Bub
that sort of thing, you know."
Sprague was tellin' us about."
He turned and felt of the steel pick that was strapped be"Is that so, Charlie? Well, some such a thought popped
hind the saddle.
into my head, too. But never mind. Wait till we see him
"Yes, I see you have the proper sort of tools."
again. I'm pretty sure it won't be so very long before we
"Oh, yes, a pick and pan is all I want. I have got an eye do. Now then, it certainly
is going to rain, w~lch shows
like a hawk when it comes to sighting pay dirt. .A.ll I have that he waa right
on that point. Let's move along a little
to do is to pick loose the earth here and there and it don't l!vely and find something
.the way of shelter. While we
take me long to spot anything if I think it's worth while. have a couple of good tentsInwith
us, it would be much nicer
Then I can fill up a pan and go to the n earest brook and if we could get under some cl!ff where
there's a brook handy
wash it out. If I find that it's worth while I mark the spot by and fodder for the horses."
and later on some one fn the employ of the company will
"Lots of them places through this part of the conn try," the
come and stake it out. Then, if it pays, it won't be long before we'll be running the ore over to Big Cut in wagons. I'll cowboy observed, as though he was not worrying one bit
finding a camping place.
a~it that I make a big pile of money at my business.
But about
Half an hour later raindrops began falling, and then it was
that's wh11.t I'm here for. Who would want to rough it? I
am not a native of the West, you know. I was born and bred not long before a sort of drizzle struck in.
This gradually continued until it was a genuine rain, and
in the city of New York, which is a long distance from here."
"You bet it is," Bub Sprague spoke up. "I wish I was then our friends were fortunate enough to come to just the
sort of spot they had been looking for .
there now."
Tumbling down the mountainside was a good-sized cascade,
"You'll get there soon enough, Bub," Jim Dart spoke up,
with a laugh. " Just wait till you get. that five hundred dol- and at the foot of it a bubbling, foaming brook.
The water continued on an almost level stretch for a few
tars' reward."
"This man is looking for a reward, then?" Driscoll re- yards, and right within easy reach of the stream a cliff promarked, somewhat contemptuously. "Does he think he would jected out several feet, leaving more than ample space to
accommodate the whole party, including the horses.
be capabl e of capturing a gang of outlaws?"
"Here we are!" Young Wild West exclaimed, as he rode
"Not alone," Bub answered, before any one else could make
a reply. "But if Young Wild West said. he would help me I along the edge of the brook and brought his horse to a halt.
know putty well that the reward would ' be landed all right. "I'm just beginning to get a little worried, and I'm mighty
When he undertakes anything he always succeeds. That's one glad to ·have found this place."
He vaulted l!ghtly to the ground, and the rest were not
of the peculiarities of his character, you know."
"Yes, I believe I've heard something of that sort. Young long in following his example.
The two Chinamen led the pack-horses forward to the spot
Wild West has the r eputation of being a remarkable young
fellow in more ways than one. He's the Champion Deadshot ·w here they intended to erect the two tents, and it was not
long before they were relieved of their burdens.
of the West, I believe."
Meanwhile, Young Wild West and his partners . and their
"You kin bet your life he is," Q)leyenne Charlie exclaimed,
for he no doubt felt that he had remained silent long enough. two guests, as they might be called, were looking after the
"If you know any galoot in Big Cut or anywhere else around rest of the horses.
They were all tied with lariats where they could crop
that thinks he kin beat anything goin' at shootin' an' is willin'
to put up money on it, jest let me know. I'll try an' rake up the grass and other vegetation that grew along the bank
of the stream, and in case they got tired of this they could
a few hundreds to bet."
"I hardly think I could name any one just now, my friend, partly shelter themselves under the overhanging cliff.
Hop and Wing went right at work, and as they had a system
though there are many men in these parts who consider themselves experts with a rifle or revolver. Most of them use of doing it they were not long in putting up the tents.
Then the girls lent a hand and put them to rights, as they
the revolver, though."
called it.
·
·
"Wild kin use his gun, too."
This was all done inside of twenty minutes after the halt
"Hold en, Charlie," our hero said. "I reckon there's no
need of bragging about what I can do. I don't believe in it was made.
'l'hen Hop and Wing, with the asistance of Cheyenne
myself. I don't even claim to be the Champion Deadshot of the
West. It's only a name yQu and several others have given Charlie, gathered a big pile of wood, and when a fire was
kindled the garments that had become moistened by the rain
me."
.
"That's right, Young Wild West," Driscoll observed, with a were hung about so they mi ght dry, while others were put on
smile. "You'r e a little modest, and I like you all the better in their place.
for it. But I don't want to detain you any longer, for I can
Just when they thought they had everything in good style
almost foe! the rain coming. I'll ride on, and I know I can and were thinking about supper, three horsemen suddenly
came riding along, and as if they knew exactly where to find
find s:im e pH'tce to stop at between now and dark."
"I don't know where you're goin' to find it," Jerry Junk, our friends; galloped swiftly 'to the spot.
There would have been nothing strange in this if it had
the cowboy, spoke up. "We've been rldin' up this way all day,
an' we never 'seen the least thing that looked like a shanty. not been that the faces of the three were concealed by black
These folks didn't, either, though they come up from further masks.
"Get to cover, girls," Youn~ Wild West called out, sharply,
to the south."
·
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he being the first to recover after seeing the masked men
approaching.
Then his rifle flew to his shoulder in a twinkling, and in
a ringin g voice, he exclaimed:
"Stop right where you are, you sneaking coyotes!"

CHAPTER III.
TWO PRISONERS ARE TAKEN.

The trio of riders brought their horses to a halt with wonderful quickness. ·
Evidently they had not figured on meeting with such a
reception.
There stood the boy, the rifle at his shoulder and his cheek
resting upon the stock, the barrel swaying slightly so it covered them alternately.
One of them had a revolver in his hand, but he made no
attempt to use it.
Wlld's sudden action had been the signal for Cheyenne
Charli e and Jim Dart to pull their guns.
It happened that our hero's Remington rifle was within easy
r each of him at the time, and hence it was easy for him to
grasp it a.nd cover the approaching horsemen. '
There stood the three men, their horses moving uneasily
und er them, completely at the mercy of Young Wild West
and his partners.
"I reckon you fellows have made a little mistake," the boy
said, In his cool and easy way. "Probably you have had an
idea it would be easy to get the best of us. Of course your
intention was to rob us. But let me tell you right here that
we are not in the habit of being_robbed, especially by such
fellows as you are. Now then, if either of you attempts to
fire a shot it will be the last thing you'll ever do on earth.
You fellow with the gun, just let it drop, and be quick about
it ...
The boy knew that his partners had the men covered, so he
turned his rifle straight for the heart of the man he referred
to.
"Hold on, kid," the fellow said, persuasively. "Don't get
too fast. How do you know that wo are not slmply trying to
frighten you folks?"
"I don't know for a fact. But I have my idea of it. You
just drop that gun inside of two seconds, or I'll drop you."
Thud!
The revolver fell from the man's gra!)p and lay upon· the
ground.
"Now then, r emove that mask. I want to see your face."
"IIold on, kid. Don't go too far with me. You'll be sorry
for it some day, if you do."
"Do as I say," commanded the boy, his eyes flashing dangerously.
The fellow shot a glance at his two companions, who were
on his left, and then suddenly ducking his liead, he pulled
hard upon the bridle-rein, ca.using his horse to wheel.
He was taking the chance of being shot, and no doubt he
knew it well.
But probably he was very much opposed to showing his face.
As the horse swung around and started to gallop away, Wild
caught sight of his half-turned h ead as it bent over the neck
of the steed.
A quick sight from the boy and the trigger wa.s pulled.
Crang!
As the report rang out the black mask flew from the man's
face, while a sharp cry of pain sounded.
The face was turned that way for an instant, and then our
hero recognized the man as N. H. Driscoll, the mining engineer, who had met them along the trail a short time before.
··come back here," h e shouted. "I showed you how I could
' clip that mask from your face. If I fire again I'll kill you."
But the command was not obeyed.
With a yell of defiance the villain rode on and quickly was
out of sight behind a clump of rocks.
Wild could easily have shot him, of course, but it was not
his intention to do so just then .
The discovery he had made seemed to satisfy him for the
time being.
Meanwhile, the other two horsemen had not attempted to
make their escape.
Charlle and Jim had them dead to rights, while Arletta was
standing close by, a rifle at her shoulder.
"We'll let that fellow go, boys," our hero said, nodding to

his partners. "I suppose you caught a glimpse of his face
after I shot the mask from it."
"I know who he was, Wild," Arietta spoke up. "I saw the
face plainly, though it was only for the fraction of a second.
It was the man we met down upon the rocky trail."
"That's right, Et. He gave his name as N. H. Driscoll, and
he said he was a mining engineer. But I reckon he's an outlaw, possibly Nat Havens himself. Probably these fellows can
give us a little information. We'll let them take off their
masks, so we'll be able to recognize theI]l if we should happen
to meet them again somewhere."
Without having to be told to do so, one of the villains raised
his left hand and pulled off the mask.
The face was a strange one to our friends, though they
marked it well as they looked upon·it.
"I don't know you," Wild said, shaking his head. "How
about you?" and he turned to the other.
"I s'pose I've got to show my face, too," was the reply, and
then of!'. came the mask.
They both looked to be ordinary men of that region.
It could not be said that they were exactly villainous in
appearance, either, though the fact that they had appeared
with masks on their faces was enough to warrant their true
character.
"Do you fellows feel like Ii ving very long?" Wild asked, as
he drew a gun from the holster at his side and placed his
r!fte against a nearby rock.
"There ain't no use in askin' sich a question as that," the
one who had been first to remove his mask answered, quickly.
"Go ahead with your game, kid, an' ask us what you want."
"I want to know who and what that fellow who got away
is."

"His name is Driscoll."
"That's all right. He goes by some other name, too."
"Maybe he does," and the fellow shrugged his shoulders
and looked ·questioningly at his companion.
"Isn't h e Nat Havens, the outlaw?"
The boy took a step closer and reached out a little further
with the revolver he held in his hand.
"You know who I am," he added, his eyes flashing dangerously. "Probably you have heard of what I am capable of
doing, too. You value your life, of course. Yqu want to live
a good while yet. But I promise you if yo,u tell me a lie
.
you'll die inside of two minutes."
"I don't know as there's any use in me Jyin'. You have
guessed it right, Young Wild West. Nat Havens was the man
who jest got away from here. He was a little too quick fo r
yer, which shows that he knows his business .putty well."
If the man had refused to answer his question Wild would
have been just as well satisfied that it was Nat Havens, the
outlaw, who had escaped from them.
But now it was an absolute fact, for it was hardly likely
that such an admission would be made if there was any doubt
of it.
"Wild," said the scout, after a short pause, "hadn't we better
hang the two galoots right away an' have done with it? It
ain't safe for sich fellers to be ridin' around loose, an' there
ain't no use in troublln' ourselves by takin' 'em to the minin'
camp."
Charlie's words caused the two prisoners to show great uneasiness.
But he hardly meant what he said, and when they saw a
broad grin show on his face they realized it.
Young Wild West usually had his own ideas of doing things.
No doubt a great many if they had been ·in his place would
have disarmed the two men and held them as prisoners until
they could have been taken to some one in authority.
But that was not his intention.
He had two reasons for acting in another way.
One was that should he hold them and start to take them
to the mining camp that lay at the other side of the pass that
was supposed to be haunted, it was a pretty sure thing that
their friends would ambush them and try hard to effect a
rescue.
The other reason was that by letting them go and following
them he might discover the hiding place of the outlaw band
that had been causing so much trouble in that part of the
country.
The boy thought quickly, and it did not take him long to
figure out just what he should do.
"Boys, let those fellows dismount and h.ave supper with us,
Then, after we have talked with them a while, I am going
to let them go."
The two villains showed signs of pleasure, but no one appeared to notice it.
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"After you had talked with Nat Havens a while, I suppose
"Get down off your horses,., Wild said to them.
One of them obeyed promptly, bnt the other w3s a little he proposed that you accompany him and assist in robbing
slow, and Cheyenne Charlie felt it his dtlty to assist him, us. Is that right?·· \V1ld continued.
"'That's jest right. lle told ns that you was Young Wild
which he :promptly did, the result b~ing thri,t the villain landed
'West, too. But that didn't stop us from bein' wlllin' to help
upon his back when he str :ck the ground.
The sr.out was not Jong in taking from him the weapons ho him. We had heard so much about Nat Havens that we jest
thought that he couldn't fail in anything he undertook. Hadn't
had, while Jim r elieYed the other of his hardware.
Each of them had carried a brace of revolvers and a hunting hearcl an awful lot about you, only that you was the Champion
knife, a1~d their supply of cartridges was rather large, showing Deadshot an' all that.•·
··I see. But you were somewhat surprised when you found
that they felt it necessary to be well prepared tor an enemy.
Wild called Bub Sprague and the cowboy and told them to the mistake you had made?"
··Yos. I was knocked plumb silly. I couldn't have pulled
tie the !torses and lrnvc them saddled just as they were.
This was soon don e, and then the two prisoners were forced 1 a gun if T had tricid. You sartinly did git that rifle of yours
to your shoulder in a hurry. Wby, I jest thought you would
to sit down upon a rock close to the fire.
They were very uneasy a:> they obeyed, but for the space all chuck up your hands right away when you seen the masks
of a few minutes they remained. silent, while our friends talked on our faces. Lon thought so, too.··
··Never mind what I thought,·· Hoke spoke up, sharply. "I
matters over and kept a watch in the direction the trio had
ain"t s'posed to do any talkln' jest now, an' you ain't s'posed
appeared from.
Wild and his partners had seen quite enough of N. H. Drls- to tell what I thought, either."
''Be silent," commanded our hero, shaking a warning finger
coll, alias Nat Havens, to make them feel that he was capable
of doing something daring, and It might be that he would at him.
While the conversation was going on, Wing Wah, the cook,
take a notion to try to rescue hia two pals.
It continued to rain, and soon the clothing of tho prisoners was working away just as though nothing out of the ordinary
had taken place.
were steaming from the heat of the blazing fire.
Be had a coffee-kettle swung over the fire, and was prP··1 reckon that fire feels rather comfori!l.ble, don't it?" our
hero said to them, when he thought It about time for them paring some bear-steaks for broiling, while already a number
of potatoes had been placed In among the red-hot coals.
to talk again.
The scout's wife sometimes assisted him, and when he
'"'rhe tire feels all right, but I ain't goin' to say that I'm
started to make a batch of corn muffins she came to his aid
glad I'm here,·· one of them replied, forcing a smiie.
and the work progressed while Wild and hls partners haJ
··Don't like it much, eh?··
their attention attracted otherwise.
""Not much.··
Arietta and Eloise sat on a stone near the overhanging
··well, suppose you answer a few questions while our cook
ledge, the former with her rifle ready to fire a shot at a
is getting the supper ready.,.
""Fire away. I'm willln' to a:.i.swer anything you ask me, moment's notice.
SlJe was doing the most of the watching for the other fellf I'm able to do it ..,
.. There ain't no use in tell!n' everything you know," the low to appear, It seemed.
Wild went on questioning the rascal who was so willing
other spoke up, warningly.
" It wouldn't. be an awful lot if I was to tell everything I to answer him, but he could gain. nothing furthPr than that
know. What hurt could it do us, anyhow? All we know is be and hir; companion were new recruits for the band of outthat we jest got acquainted with Nat Havens about an hour laws Nat Havens was leading.
Murray declared three or four times that he had no idea
ago, an' that he promised us a chance to make piles of money
If we'd eome with him. There ain't nothin' wrong in tellinl just where the headquarters of the band was located.
Havens had told hifu, he said, that when th Cly got to it both
that, is there, Lon?"
.. Maybe not, but you don "t have to tell that much, though." were to be bllndfolded and taken inside, where Jhey would
··You keep quiet and let this fellow· do the talking," Wild · have to take an oath of allegiance to the band before they
advis -d, shaking a finge1' at the fellow who showed signs of would be permitted to see again.
This seemed plausible enouh, so Wild was willing to let
being rather grouchy.
it go at that.
Then lie turned to the other man and said:
"Now then,·· the young deadshot said, when he had finished
··what is your name"?"'
with Murray, "Lon Hoke, I am going to ask you a question
"Bill Murray,·· was the prompt reply.
"And the other iellow's name?" motioning to his com- or two."
"I don't care what you ask me," was the reply.
panion.
'"Well, the first thing I am going to ask you is ff you expect
"Lon Hoke. I suppose his first name Is Alonzo, same as
mine Is William. But we generally go by nicknames in these to live very long."
"I'll live tlll I die. that's sartln," was the quick retort.
here parts."
·'There's nothing brilliant about" that answer. Everybody
""Yes, I know that much. So your name Is Bill Murray, and
will do that. But I mean by the question, do you r eally exhis is Lon Hoke, eh?"
pect to live many days longer?"
·· Yes, hat's right."
"What are you askin' me that for?"
''You're sure you're telling the truth?"
··Just because I have an idea that If you stick to your in·
··See here, Young Wild West, I don't know as I'd have any
occasion to lie about my name or Bill's either. I'm wlllln' to tention of joining the outlaw band that Nat Havens is the
t ell yer anything you want to know, so go ahead an' ask me." leader of, you will die pretty soon.•·
··r don't know as I'm very anxious about jolnin' It now."
··You just said that you had never met Na~ Havens until
'"Oh, you have changed your mind, then?"
about an hour ago."
"Maybe I have."
'"Yes, I said it, an' it's the dead truth, too."
"But you know as well as I do that If we were to let you
"But ~ou had heard of him before?"
"Oh, yes. We met a friend of his about three weeks ago, go as soon as you met Havens you would go with him and be
an' he told us that Havens wanted a couple of good men to sworn in as a member of his band."
"I don't know whether I would or not."
help him in his business on the trail up this way. We bein'
"You would, wouldn't you, Murray?" Wild asked, turning
in that ·par ticular line talked it over an' sent word three days
ago by the stage coach from Big Cut that we would meet him to the other.
"I s'pose I would," was the truthful reply.
to-day. We didn't come by the regular stage-coach trail,
"All right. You can do as you like about It, but if you take
'cause he didn't want us. to. He met us not long after he was
talkin' to you. folks. He told us all about that part of It, an' my advice you'll do your best to get away from Havens and
said as how he had give you his card. He wasn't lyln', either, strike out for the place you came from as soon as we let you
when Ile told you he was a minin' engineer, an' I s'pose his go. I want you to understand that I am going to let you
real name is Driscoll. But Nat Havens is the name he goes go free just as soon as we have supper. There's nothing mean
by when he 's in the hold-up business. He must be a man with about us. When we have guests, especially of your sort, we
a sort of double nature, I s'pose. I don't know what else you never like them to go away hungry .. ,
The boy laughed Hghtly at thia, and the two men could not
could call it."
Our friends were quite satisfied that the man was telling help smiling, It seemed.
Wild now left them to themselves, while Charlie and Jim
the truth.
They watched the other prisoner, and It was easy to see k ept a watch upon them.
Picking up his rifle he nodded to his sweetheart and sa!d:
that he objected to the wa'y his pard was talking.
'"That's a.11 right, Et. I see you are doing guard duty. I
But he had been told to keep silent, and he said nothing.
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am going to take a little sc:out around and try and find out
I have an idea
that he didn't go very far ."
"'Be careful, Wild," the girl advi<ied, looking at him
serious ly. '·I have seen quite enongh of th at man to make me
believe that he is dangerous. Don't let him have the least
bit of a chance."
The boy laughed lightly, and then made his way along t he
foot of the cliff, rifle in hand.
He continued on until ho was at least a quarter of a mile
a way, but fa iled to find the n•an he was s::arcl:!.\ni; for.
. As far as he could see, tho tracks o~ the villain's horse
~ontinued right on, and thinking it usc!Pss to go any further
Just th en, he turned and made his way back to th e camp, and
\\as just in time fo r supper.
if Nat Havens is hanging around anywhere.

'1

with me for two or three days now, and have neglected to
pest them . I'll do it r.ow. even 1hough I am wet to the skin
and badly in need of food and drink. ..
Dismounting, he left the steam in g horse stand ing in the
center of the ·trail, · and unbuttoning bis coat, drew from a
·
poc-ket a small roll.
Then fro1"'l another pocket lie producf'd some small nails.
It was eas~· to flnd a iotonc tbnt wo11ld answe r the purpose
of a hammer, and once he h:id done so Nat Havens, the outlaw leader, stepped to a big r;iuc tree and tacked one of th\"
cards to it .
Having done thjs, he lighted a match wh ich he shielded with
his l~ ands long enough for him to sec the inscriptic!l on the
thick cardboard:
"TIIE Di~ATH '1'1:.\H..''

That was all there was to it.
The villain lau ir,hed in a ;ileaRccJ sort of way. aud then rolllng the other card he placed it !Jack in his pocket and turne d
CITAPTl!:R IV.
to his horse.
·· Straight ahead is the haunted pass,·· he saicJ , again laugh'J'ITE OUTLAWS OF THE HAlJX TED P ASB .
1
ing. "To the ri ght is the Death 'frai l. I r atl1E.l' think that
It will be in order for us to follow Driscoll, alias Nat Havens. a stra!igrr happ,.ming to come this way in the daylight would
It was certainly a bold move on the part of the villain when be apt to try the pass after reading that little sign of mi ne
h e r efused to obey the command ol Young Wild West and on the tree over there. Now then, r will go on to the cave,
and if it happens to stop raining before it gets too late I'll
made a dash to get away.
The bullet from the young deadshot's rifle grazed the skin proceed to the other end of the pass where the Death Trail
above his left ear and took so·me of the hair with it when it comes out anu. put up the other sign. That will let any one
cut loose the black mask, and It almost caused the man to lose know &t both t:?nds. ·
Once more the laugh soundPd above the noise made by t he
,
his balance and pitch from the saddle.
But he kept ri ght on, hardl y hearing our hero's last words. pattering raindrops and i;:o ughing of the pines overhead.
Straight into the haunte'cl pass, as he called out, the outlaw
However, when he found he was out of sight of him, he
gathered his wits sufficiently to make a desperate effort to rode.
The gr ound was stony, but comparatively level, and the
escape, and he kept his ho1·se going at full speed until ha
became convinced that he was not being followed or that there clang of the steel hoofs as they came in contact with the
rocki;; sounded strangely out of place in the darkness.
was no danger of his being shot at again.
But Havens rode on for perhaps half a mile, and then
Then he slackened the pace a little, and began to gather
bringing his horse to a halt he r emained in the saddle, looking
himself fu ll y togc:ther.
'"That was what I call the greatest experience of my whole up and down the pass altcrnatC'ly for the space of fully five
life," he mutter ed, as he looked back over his shoulder and minutes.
1
It seemed tht'..t th e villain was showing the utmost caution,
then shook his head to throw off the raindrops. ·•At first I
thought tllat boy meant to kill me when he fired the shot. and no doubt he felt it necessary to do so, sir.cc he was now
But now I can see that he merely meant to shoot the mask virtually at the entrance cf the hicden retr eat he had fitted
from my face. A wonderful shot, I must say, but it was a out for the purpose of making his headquarters whi le he
close call for me at the s:::me time. To think that a boy could carr ied on his villainous wo rk of robting travelers and holding
bave the nerve to sheet close enough to a 1-uan's head to cut up a stagecoach occasiona.lly.
Not the least sound could be h eard that wou ld Indicate
loose the string that held a mask! But I've heard that he's
the Champion Deadshct of the West. I now believe it. I also the approach of any one from either direction, ancl finally
believe that he is a dangerous customer to tackle, and that I becoming convinced that it was al! right, he dismounted, and
was a fool to think of such a tiling as attacking them for taking the horse by the bridle, turned sharply to tlle right
the purpose of r elieving them of their cash and valuables. But ancl entered a narrow split in the great wall of ro ck that
the two new r ecri.: its I had with me ne eded something in the loomed almost straight above him for two or three hundred
way of excitement, I thought, and that is one reason why I feet.
For a distance of perhaps fifty feet he went, an_d then he
planned it. Sorry now l am. But, of course, I expect to have
satisfaction. 'l'hc chances are that my new recruits arc lost paused and pr oduced a match safe.
Striking a match he held it in front of him. and then with
to me before they have really been made members of my
band. But that is a ll right. I have six good men, and prob- a nod of satisfaction pushed hard upon what seemed to be
a bly that wi ll be enough, after all. Sometimrs a big crowd a jutting part of the solid rock.
But it was not, for it promptly slid inward, leaving a hole.
o nly makes matters worse. There are more to bandle, and it
But this was not all.
would only make more work for lllf>. 'J'he worst part of it,
Slowly a wide door swung open.
however, is that my identity has bE":cu tliscovered. I have been
Nat Havens again took the horse hy the bridle and pushed
working this double game for three months or more, and it
has been going on successfully, too. J suppose Driscoll, the through the doorway, and then another match was struck.
By its light he found a lantern on a shelving rock, a nd
mining engineer , will have to be reportecl as missing at Big
C1~t. That is too bad, !or I surely maclc lot:; of friends in that when it had been lighted l~ e closed the door, which was really
place. B ut never mind. This is a big country, and if T a:-n made of Btout boards and covered with a sort of cement to
forced to it I can go somewhere Plse and clo t he same th ";tg imitate the ro ck.
Having tried it to see that it was secure, he moved on with
over again. I haven't the least doubt lmt that Young Wild
West will try and oust me from these parts. lle has showed thC' lantern, leading the horse at the sa:::ne t ime.
It was not far th at he had to go befor e lie found hi mself
that he is rnucll interested in the haunted pass. Ha, ha, hn ! "
The villain laughed lightly, then, a nd rode on through the 1 into a broad cave, where several horses were hitched and
munching away at hay.
r ain in silence until it began to grow dark.
"Jlello!" a voice called out, sharply.
He did· not seem to ruind pm Wf•tting he was getting at all,
"It's all r ight," the outlaw an3Wf)red. "I've got back, boys."
and being mounted upon a good horse he kep: on at a good
Hasty footsteps were heard, and a wan appeared carrying
pace, for he was now following the regular trail that \Yas
used by the stage coach Oii its way to and from Big Cut and a lantern.
"Anybody with you, Nat? " he asked.
Lucky Spot Camp.
"No," was the repl y. ··I met the two fellows we wer e exAfter what no doubt seemed a very long time to him, considering what had happened, he came to a halt upon the trail pertiqg, but they've been forcibly tletained. The fact is, I am
lucky to be l1ere myself."
di rectly at the mouth of a narrow pass.
The man followed him into anoth er part of the big cave,
To the right of this the trail braPch c.cl off, but it was easy
which was partitioned off by the hand of nature, and . forme d
to sec that It had not bee n used a great deal.
.
··Here we are," he muttered, as he tri ed to pierce the inky · quite ' a liabitablc apartm ent.
gloom. "Now is the time to let the outside world know what I Pieces of rude furniture wer e scattered about, and at one e11d
1 11.&Ye named this trail. 1 have Men carrying the placards was a row of roughly-constructed bunks.
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Sitting and standing about were· five other men, and all
looked at him expectantly as the leader of the band came in.
"Pete," he said, turning to the man who had come to meet
him, .. I guess you had better take this lantern back so it
will be in the proper place if any of us happen to want it."
"AU right, Nat," was the reply, and the fellow promptly
took the lantern and went back to the secret door.
Havens did not have anything to say as to what had happened until he returned.
Then, when he had thrown off his coat and other wet clothing to don the dry garments that one of his men furnished
him with, he called for a match, and, taking a pipe that belonged to one of the gang, he ask ed for some tobacco.
When he had filled the pipe and lighted it he took a seat
on a cha.Ir and proceeded to r elate his adventure.
They listened to him with undisguised amazement, but there
were few interruptions as th e story proceeded.
· When th e outlaw leader had finished he puffed away on the
.Pipe in silence for a moment, and then looked inquiringly at
the faces of those about him.
"Hard luck, I should say, Captain Nat," one of them ventured.
"You might call it that," and the villain smiled, though
rather faintly. :· It Is th e first time in my life that I ever had
anyth ing of the sort to happen. I haven't been in the hold-up
business so very long, but every time I made the attempt to
get money and valuables from a person or persons I always
succeeded. This ' time I failed. Bu t when I come to think
of it there is nothing so strange about it, after all. This ki d
who is called Young Wild ·west is r eally a great character.
H e is about the coolest preposition I ever m et. I can't get
over his having shot the mask from my face so he might see
who I was. That puts me in a very bad position, for now I
d are not go back to Big Cut again, unless it be in disguise.
I'll never dare to make m yself known there again, boys. That
m eans that ' the jig is up, as far as one part of my business is
concerned. I suppose it will not be a great while before we'll
have to pack up our duds and emigrate from here. Unless
Youn g Wild West is stopped suddenly he'll ,s urely clean us
out. But probably I'll find a way to stop him. I th ink I'll
be able to, anyhow."
Then he again relapsed into s ilence, while the m en talked
in low tones.
Preee ntly the leader drew the pipe fr om his mouth, and looking at the fa ces around him, said :
"Heard anything more about the ghosts, boys ?"
"'Ne haven't had anything to d o in that line for a week or
two, cap. You know that well enough," one of them answered,
with a laugh. ·' But ever ything is all r eady the first time
any one starts to go through the pass. It's haunted just the
same as ever. "
" How about th e Death Trnil? "'
"Now, you're t alkin' about someth.in' that's puz:'llin'," came
the r eply. "I sorter thougqt that you ought to know somethin'
about that yourself."
"Well, I don't," and the leader's face took on a grave expression. "You say the r e's a man hanging around there ond
that he disappears quite suddenly. T hose who have seen him
don't seem to be able to give any description of him. I rr.ay
as well tell you ri ght now, boys, that I have a suspicion of who
it is. I have a mortal enemy, and it is possible that he has
fo llowed me here and Is waiting t o get a chance a t me."
"It's funny you n ver t old us that afo r e, cap," an u nders ized man with shaggy bro ws said, as he shrugged his shoulders uneasily.
"I don't know. It doesn't s::iy that if a man has a mortal
enemy that h e has got to t ell a.b0ut it, do es it? "
"No, but you're tellin' about it now."
"That's right. I suppose that is because I was defeated by
t he kid they call Young Wilrl W<'st. It rr.akes me feel a little
strange, and I s uppose 1.llat is why I mentioned the fact that
some one was looking for me. If we had not sta1·ted the
ghost business in t he pass, traveler_ would never haye chosen
to go by the other trail, whi ch I hav e dubbed the Death Trail.
By the way, boys,. I put up a o!p;n at the beginning of tho
trail, and I mean to put up :wother at the end. If it stops
raining p11etty soon I'll go out al!d see that it's done this ver y
night."
"I don' t believe it's rainin' much now. Let's 0 0 cut, cap,··
another of the men spoke up, showing his eagerness to ass!st
the leader.
" All right. I think I have worked up an appetite now, so
I'll have a cup of coffee and something to eat. I n the meantime you can go out and see how 1.he weather is."
One o f them who was no doubt the cook for the party,

quickly put a coffee-pot over a smouldering fire, which was
stirred into a bri ght glow and fed with some fr esh fuel.
The man who was anxious to go out and assist Havens was
not long in coming back, and he r eported that the rain had
about ceased, though 1.he weather was still threatening.
"Wait u ntil I've eaten something, and 'we'll go out," said
the captain.
In a little while the coffee was ready, and then he ate and
drank until be was satisfied, after which he put on a dry coat
and nodded to the man to go on.
A lantern showed them the way through the other cave and
to the secret door , which was quirkly opened by simply pres3ing a k nob that worked a wooden spring.
Through the passage they went and were soon into t}le
narrow pass.
There was not much rain to speak of, so after extinguishing
the lantern and hiding It the two walked on toward the end
of the pass, which was less than a quarter of a mile from the
•
spot.
It was right here that the new trail join ed It, though the
distance ove r the latter took up quite a few miles, since it
led away off to the right and arouncl through a cut, thus
making the trip from Big Cut to Lucky Spot much longC'r.
A convenient tree was found, and when the second piece of
cardboard had been securely tacked to it Nat Havens declared
himself satisfied and started back for the hidden retreat with
his companion.
As they were nearing it the unmistakable sounds made by
approaching horses came to their ears.
The outlaw leader took his companion by the arm and drew
him back behind a rock, and the next moment the shadowy
forms of two horses and riders appeared before them.
A nudge from Havens told the other what he intended to do.
R evolver in hand, the outlaw leader suddenly sprang upon
the two horsemen and called out:
"Hands up!"
"Don't shoot," came the startled cry, and then up went the
hands of both men.
"Hello! " Havens exclaimed, his voice changing quickly.
"Why, It's the new recruits I went 1.o meet. Hello, boys ! Did
you get away alive?"
Sure enough. the two men were Bill Murray and Lon Hok•',
who had been given their liberty by Young Wild West and
his friends after they had been treated to their supper.

CHAPTER V.
THE OUTLAWS' llETllE.\T IS

orscov1:mrn.

Tho two villain s who had been anxious to beconie membrn
of Nat Havens' outlaw band showed that they w·ne hun<:;ry,
and they at~ the supper our hero and his friends provided
for them with great relish.
As soon as they wore through Wild told them they were ::;t
lib~rty to go, and he even went so far as to g ive them back
their weapons.
''I have already advised you to steer clear of this man thev
call Nat Havens,,. he said to them, as they were departin;,.
"But you can do as you like about that. If you join his bancl
and stick to him it's a pretty sure thing that you won't live
more than a couple of days."
"I ain't goin' to have nothin' 1.o do w!t·h him,,. Bill Murray
declared, but Lon Hoke did not deign to make a rcnly.
It was about dark, of course, rand the rain was still fa!Iin:;,
though not as heav ily as before.
As soon as the two men had disappeared from view, Wild
turn ed to bis companions and said:
.. Now then, boys, I r eckon a co upl e of us "ill follow those
fellows. I have. an idea that the outlaw y·ilJ be looking for
them. The chanc s are that he is in need of somr ext:-a men,
and he won't lot them go if he can help it. Charlie, you go
with me, if you li ke."
"Good enough!" exclaimed the scout. showing his delight.
"I was waitin' to h ear you say that. You kin b~t your life
I'll go. ·we've run u;i ;;_g'in what I call a putty good adventure. Here's a band of outlaws an' a place where there are
s'posed to be ghosts. If that don't make cnou;:;h excitement
to last us fer a while I'll miss my guess."
" Let me go with you, too, "'\\'ild," Bub Sprague spoke up.
"I like this here sort of thing, blamed lf I don't. Anyhow,
It w111 kinder take the worry off my mind about gittin' back
East."
"All right, Bub," was the reply. " I r eckon you can go.
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You have been out with me before, and I happen to know told him quite plainly that the hidi ng place must be very
that you know how to act. Hurry now and get your horses, close at hand .
Nearer he drew to t hem, Charlie not mor e th an six fee t
boys. We don't want to let those fellows get too far ahead."
Then the young deadshot hastened to his own horse and behind h im, and Bub Sprague cr eeping along slightly in the
rear of him.
was soon putting on the saddle and bridle.
P resently Wild was so close to the men that h e thought it
Arietta was standing near him when he was ready to mount.
"Wild," said she, shaking her head, slowly, "be ver y car e- advisable to h alt a nd wait.
His companions st opped also.
ful. You ought to know that you have a very cunning scounIt happened just then that the fe llow called Bill Murra y
drel to deal with. Look out that he don't get the best of you."
"I'll see to that, little girl," was the reply. "You just take was explaining what had taken place after t hey h all been cap'
it easy, and stay right here at the camp. It may be that we t ured.
He told his story somewhat h urriedly, and when he had
won't r eturn until well toward morning. But we'll come back
all right, and to-morow we'll all have the pleasure of r iding finished he declared t hat he thought it better for him to take
Young Wil d West's advice and r ide on to Lucky Camp.
through the haunted pass."
Then it was that L on H oke spoke up, a nd h e condemned
Jim Dart seemed quite satisfied to remain a t the camp, and
his pard fierce ly for what he said.
so did Jerry J unk, the cowboy.
Nat Havens laughed lightly, all t hree of the listeners r ecogWild felt sure that they would be quite secure there, so
without saying anything further he started h is horse fo r ward, nizing the laugh as belonging to him, for they had marked
his manner and voice well when they fi rst met him on the
Charlie and Bub, who had already mounted, following him.
The three rode along over the rocky ground, hearing not h- trail that afternoon.
"" Chick en-hear ted, eh ?" they h eard hi m say, with something
ing but the sounds made by their own h orses' h oofs and the
li ke contempt. "Well, you arc on t he verge of becomi ng a
pattering of the rain.
It was fully ten minutes before they he·a rd anythi ng ahead full-fledged knight of the r oad . You can do as you like about
of them that would indicate that they were appr oaching the it. If you think I am not a match fo r Young Wild West, go
on to Lucky Spot."
two men they were following.
"Oh, I don't want to leave my pard, " Murray answer ed,
Then the faint sounds made by hoofs came to their ears.
"We're all right now, boys," the young deadshot said. "The showing plainly that he was giving in. "I ain't no coward,
horses know enough to follow them, anyhow. I'm sure Spit- but I will say that Young Wild West acted white. H e give us
fire would lead us right t o them, if I were to let him have his a good feed afor e he sent us awa y. I s'pose we could have
·
stayed with him if we had wanted to. "
way."
"Not much we couldn't," Hok e spok e up, shar ply. "You
In this way they came to the regular trail, and kept on
riding, now and then being able to hear the two ahead of don't s'pose he would have us aroµnd, after knowin' t hat we .
come there with masks on our faces to rob him an' his crowd,
them.
Though they had been almost wet to the skin once that day, do yer? Nat Havens, I'm r eady to jine your band, an' I'll tak e
any kind of an oath you want me to. I'll stick to the oat h,
they did not seem to mind getting that way a second time.
'l'hey knew pretty well when they got back they would have too, an' you'll always be able to depend on me."
"I will, too, then," said Murray, after hesitating for a modry clothing to put on, and ' another thing it was not so cold
ment. "If I take an oath you kin bet I'll keep it, t oo."
that they were uncomfortable.
'·You're beginning to get your senses back, I see," Havens
It was a longer ride than any of them expected to take, said, laughing lightly. .. All right. I believe I can trust you
but bent upon finding the place where the outlaws had their both. It's just because Young Wild West frightened you a
hiding place, and ·reeling almost certain that the two men little that you were willing to take his advice, Murray. You'll
would lead him to it, Young Wlld West hung on the trail soon get over that after you have joined our band. T her e ar e
tenaciously.
seven of us now, and you two wlll make n ine. T hat means
Though neither of the three had ever been there before, that we'll. be able to do a lot of business. Think of the money
they knew quite well that it was the haunted pass when they you'll make, too. It wlll keep coming r ight to us almost daily.
·
came to it.
All we have got to do is to k eep the ghosts work ing in t he
"Now thei;i, Bub," Wild whispered to Sprague, "I believe you pass here so as to attract the attention of those who are brave
said from what you heard this was not a very long pass."
enough to come through, and then it wlll be easy t o swoop
"Not more than half a mi le, I reckon, Wild," was the reply. down on them an d r elieve them of their money and valuables.
"All right, then. We've got to be careful. Charlie, keep It's an easy life, boys, and there's plenty of money in it. "
your ears open and your eyes peeled."
Lon Hoke expr essed himself as being delighted a t t he pros"I'm do in' that all the time, Wild," the scout answer ed, in pect, and Murray hastened to declare that he no longer convoice.
of
a low tone
sidered the advice of Young Wild West as amounting t o a nyUnhesitatingly the three rode into the pass, and they had thing.
not gone more than a hundred yards when they plainly heard
"If you're ready we'll go right into the cave now," Nat
the sounds made by th e two horses ahead of th em.
Havens said, after a short silence. " Miller , you take one
It was easy for them to regulate the speed of their own horse by the head, and I'll take the other. But wait. I almost
animals to conform with that of those in advance of them, forgot. They must be blindfolded ."
and they k ept on until suddenly they heard a sharp command
'·I thought you was forgittin' somethin'," H oke obser ved,
for the two ahead to halt.
with a chuckle. "Don't think that I'm afr aid to be blindInstantly Young Wild West and his companions reined in folded. I'm in this thing for all I'm worth, a n' I'll stick, as
I jest said a little while ago."
their steeds and listened.
Though Murray and Hoke ·were over two hundred feet
·•An' I'll stick, too," added Murray. " Yo u' ll never have no
ahead or them, they plainly heard the words of the man who cause to call me a traitor, Mr. Havens."
had stopped them.
With their own red cotton handker chiefs the t wo were blindA thrlll shot through Young Wild West, and leaning over folded , and then the outlaw leader and his compani on took
close to the scout, he whispered:
their horses by the bridles and led them in single file through
"Here we a.re, Charlie. I r eckon we are paid for riding the narrow passage until they came to the secr et doo r .
Wild stepped cautiously a long after them, and he was within
such a long distance. ·we've got them dead to rights. Now
six feet of the hindmost horses when Have ns lighted a match
then, get off your horses. You too, Bub."
The two dismounted instantly, and Wild was upon the so he might find the knob which m ust be pushed in or der to
force the door open.
ground almost at the same time they were.
The boy saw it quite plainly, and that was enough for him.
He led his horse close to the foot of the cliff, and throwing
He waited there until the four had passed through, and
th e bridle-rein over his head, was r eady to proceed on foot.
He did not oven wait for tho two, but started walking then he found Charlie right at his back.
But Sprague was a few feet behind, and when the door shut
·
noiselessly through the darkness.
In a few seconds he was able to see the outlines of the two to, making but a slight sound, he moved up a little closer',
and whispered:
horsemen.
"By jingo! T his is what I call great. Now th en, I'm goin'
Then he could see the two men standing near them.
They were talking in low tones, and Wild could not under- to help yo u capture Nat Havens, the outlaw, an ' then if you feel
like it you kin give me my share of the reward."
stand tho words.
"Never mind the r eward now, " t he young dead shot r etorted.
But he cared nothing for that.
What he wanted to do now was to learn where they in- "That part of It wlll come later on. I want you two to come
tended t o go, for the fact that t wo of the men were on foot inside that place .wi th me. We'll give them a chance to put
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away the hcrses, am~ then I'm goini:; to try and open that
Charlie knew exactly what Wild was doing, so he put out
door. 'l'here's a door there, all right, though we can't sec it his hand and caught hold of a small spur of rock to assist
in the dark::iess."
I him in getting there without showing himself in thll passa.~e.
The boy stepi:;ed forward until he was leaning against the
Much to his surprise the piece of rock gave way, and he
door.
had all he could do to dodge it.
He listened and could hear the sounds made by the horses. , Crash!
as they were being relieved of the saddles.
i It struck the rocky floor of the passage, making a loud
Then the faint footsteps of men could be heard receding.
I noise.
.
·when the sounds had died out he struck a match, and sure 1 Then the scout crept into the nie:he, and crouched near
enough, he located the knob right away.
i Wild, who had just got Sprague safely there.
He pusheC. i:pon it gently, but at :fl;st it would not move>. I The outlaws were in no groat hurry to enter the passage.
A harder push and it slowly went back, and then a draught ' Our friends could not see thc>m, of coun:c. but they halted
of air blew in his face.
. right at the mouth of it and looked at the barrel with no
The door wos cpen .
j small degree of surprise.
Fearing that a guard might he insi<le, he waited, but nothing
Of course they had known it was there, but to have it
happened, so beckoning- to his companions, who were right at bounce into the cave in such a sudden way made it appear
llis elbow, to follow him, the young deadshot boldly stepped as if human assistance had caused lt.
into the cave.
j All had revolvers in their hands, for probably their one
Wild was not going to run the risk of being caught in the thought was just then that some one had found a way to get
place, so whispering to his companions to stand where they inside the secret cave.
were a moment, he went outside, and finding a Gtone that i The falling of tl.te stone Charlie had loosened as he ran
must have weighed at least fifteen pounds, he carried it back from the spot added to the alarm felt by the outlaws.
and placed it against t:1e door so it could not shut of its own I They stood there listening for a few seconds, and then Nat
accord.
I Havens himself advanced a few fe'3t into the passage.
"'There yon arc,., he whispered. "~ow then, come orL It I "The first thing .he saw was a Gtone that hall drnpped to
seems that they don't t<>.kP the trouble to have a guard here. ! the ground.
Probably Nat Havens feels certain that no one would ever'. He looked at it sharply, and then his gaze turned to find
thinl~ of sue~ a th;ng as there ~eing a ~oor here. But that:s where it had co:nc from.
all r~ght. It,s a e.oo_r, though . i~ the light of the match it : He soon discovered the spot, and when he put his hand
certamly don t look li ke one. Its made of hom·ds, too, boys, . into the openir.g a piece of l'Ock and some sand fell down.
and c~vcred with som~ !~ind of mortar or cement to make it J ··Ah!" . he exclaimed, in a tone cf voice that showed grc>at
look llke the sohd rncic '·
, relief. .. Boys, I guess there's no cause for alarm. 'l'hcre's
Neither Charlie nor Bub Sprague said anything, but both been a slight cave-in h er e, it sc>ems. You cal} see where this
nodded, though the boy rould not see them do this, for it was piece of rock fell from. lt"s ha;·dly likely that any one caused
as dark as pitch where they now were.
' it to fall. lt tumbled down of its own accord, probably beThe horses r·ould be heard stamping and munching away at I cause the earth around It gave wv.y just then."
the. fodder the. ontlaws bad ~rov~ded for them, ai:id Wild went
"Yes, but what made the barrel roll in here?"' one of them
a httle clo3cr rn the hopes 01 berng able to perceive some sort, a sked, in a puzzled way.
of light.
+
,
.
h.
•
.
.
.
··Something may have dropped from :>bove and upset lt.
He was for.unate ·~ d?mg Lis, for by movmg m that di rec- That would easily account for it,•· the leader exIJlained.
tion ~e came t~ a tm n rn the r?cky chamber and was able to
"That's no, .. another of the villains e;.:cJ~imed. ·Tm mighty
disce1 n som_ethm~ that looked hk~ a passagP.
.
glad we know what done it.··
Only a famt hgnt showed from 1t, buj; that was sufficient.
··well bo s 1 tl1i k th"' b
,,
t
d th t
f
Charli~ and Bub followed him of course and movino- to'
Y '
n
, arrc1 ro.11 C'u ou a~
e s one e11
ward it, the three were soon wh~re it was ;nuch lighter~
' down fr?~l natural causes .• There!;' one ~hmg certa!n, "'.e
Then a minute later they found themselves peerinrr into I lr.n,ow pi ecty well that no o.ie coulc possibly g~t Into this
t he cave that was used as a habitation by the outlawG "'
: ciwe unle~s they kt?-ew the ,wey to d? it. It ha ppe1lf'cl to be the
'l'hey were just in time to witness the initiation of the •wo 1 last. one• m myself, a1:1d I m certarn that there wa;; no one
n ew recruits
c 1 outside wbrn I came m. 1 can't for a moment make myself
.
,. _·
.
I believe that the disturlance just now was caused by any
Still bni:ofoldcd, l31ll l\Iurray and Lon I:Ioke were standing hun:an agency. But to make sure of it we had better make
in ~he cencH of. ~he rocky ?partment, while a~·o~nd t~em in a thorough search of the whole cavc>. Two of you stay with
a circle stoo.d sn, i:ien, eacn with a mask cov enng his face the candidates and the rest of us will lcok around."
and ~n u~ra1sed kmfe:
"
.
! ··I don't see no use of Jookin' much,•· the man called Miller
Also Illc.sked and with a Ion"' cloak upon him that came to • observed with a shru"" of the shoulders
the ground stood a man whom the three readily guessed to be J "I d ',
.
.• h.,
·
.
Nat Havens.
on t, e1t11er, t e 1eader answered. with a laugh. "I
There was a deathly silence in the place, and this was no 'just .merely s~ggested it to ~atisfy you al_l. ··
.
doubt intended so the new recruits would be deeply impressed.
Wild an_d !us two companions :ere takmg ~ll thi~- in.
To get a better look at what was going on, Bub Sprague , It occur red to the boy that "hould they .,o thrnugh the
s tepped a little to the right.
I passage to the. place where ~~e horses wue_ stab.le~ a!ld find
!t was1 an unfortun ate movement on his ·part, fer a stone the secret door open they rn1.,ht chang? t~e1r oprn 1on.
t urned under his foot, and before he could catch himself he
Nat _Havens was so near to _the mche where _they were
p itched forward, striking an empty barrel, which rolled from I1 ~rouching that th:re was no poss:ble chauce of lcav;ng It to go
t he place making an unearth ly clatter.
I •. nd shut the d?o1 or to get out if they wanted to.
'
I 'rho only thmg they could do was to remain right where
they were and trust to luck.
But it happened that the outlaw leader decided that the
CHAPT J~r.. VI.
cause of the racket had' been explained, and he turneil and
walked back into the cave and once more took his position
VERY SATISF.\CTORY RESULTS .
before the two waiting ~andidatas, who were no doubt a litt le
1 alarmed by the proceedmgs.
Yoi:ng Wild West was quiC'k to think and act.
H_owever, th~y may .have thought it was a part of the inlHe realized instantly that their position was a bad one, and t1ation, and smce nC'lther of them asked a qi.;estion, Nat
without waiting the fraction of a Gecon<l he made a grab for Havens let it go that way.
Bub Sprague and succeeded in catching him by the collar ot
When the last mau had taken his place in the circle Wild
h is coat.
thrust his head cautiously from the niche.
Back into the passage he pulled him, a nd fortunately there
Then he crept outside, at the same time advising Bub
h appened to be a good-sized niche right there.
Sprague to remain where h e was.
Charlie remained fu!iy a second longer looking at the outCharl:e followed him, howev€T, a_nd the two lay upon the
laws in the chamber.
ground and watched what was takrng place.
When the barrel rolled in they were much startled, as might i 'rhe barrel hart not been put back where 1t was when Bub
be supposed.
i slipped an<l fell against it.
Exclamations of surprise went up from nearly all of them, i It remained where it had stopped rolling, but was not In
and then all but the two who were beiug initiated started for the way of those in the main cave.
1
the 15pot.
Charlie thought just then that if Hop was only there t hey
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might have aome fun with the barrel and give the outlaws we wouldn't see any. But we'll be on the watcb for them tomorrow. Nat Havens wlll surely fix up something for us if
a genuine scare.
He •whispered something to that etl'ect to our hero, who he finds we are going through the pass which is supposed
promptly told him that such a thing would be out of the ques- to be haunted. If we go the other way the chances are they'll
tion, as they were not there for the purpose of scaring the have something fixed up for us there. Of course he don't
v1llains, but simply to spy upon them and then arrange a mean to !Pt us get to Lucky Spot Camp without robbing us.
Most likely he' ll want to shoot some of us, too, for he cerplan to capture them all.
Meanwhile, the initiation of the new recruits was again tainly must have a grudge against me for having shot the
mask from his face . But it's all right. We'll try and fix it
taken up.
The members of the band stood in position wltli their up- so we can see some of the ghosts and catch the outlaws at
raised knives, the leader reciting a short but binding obliga- the same time. If we can only manage to get them out 0£
their r etr eat long enough for us to get there ourselves it will
tion, which the two r epeated r eadiJy.
When they had sworn to all that was requV-ed of them, be an easy thing to do. We'll get them all right, I'm con1 ft.dent of it."
Havens r emoved the hoodwinks from their eyes.
They talked about In this way as they rode along, until
Then, in tho light from a swinging oil lamp, Mill Murray
and Lon Hoke saw the upraised knives, the points pointing finally the conversation ceased by mutual consf'nt.
It was really a long ride, and it was quite a little after mid·
right toward them.
It was an awe-inspiring sight, no doubt, but neither of them night when they got back to the camp.
It was beginning to rain again, and they were fortunate
seemed to be more than ordinarily affected.
At a word from the master of ceremonies the knives were that they were not a little later in getting there, for it was
lowered and quickly placed In the belts of the masked men. not long before it came down very hard.
The girls got up when they heard them talking, and would
Then Havens shook hands with the two new members and
told them they were now on the same footing as were those not be satisfied until they heard the story of their experience.
They were delighted as well as surprised, for the girls toolt
around them.
This was a signal for the r est to come up and shake h ands, as much interest in running down outlaws as any of the rest.
They believed that honesty should prevail and that law and
and when they had all done so the masks were removed, and
.
order must be upheld wherever they went.
the leader took off the long black gown.
It was a little later than usual when Young Wild West
It was all very interesting to Wild and Charlie, of course,
.
but it was not the flrst time they had witnessed such a arose the following morning.
He was quick to see that the storm had cleared and the
cerem<my.
Quite often such things were practiced by different bands of bright rays ot the sun, which had just appear ed over a distant
range of hill!f, made the scene look cheerful enough.
outlaws in various parts of the West.
Charlie had got ahead of him this morning, and he grinned
Every band wanted to be as secret as possible, and they
could scarcely be blamed for making a new recruit swear to broadly when the boy came out of the tent.
"Must have been putty sleepy last night, Wild," he said.
1·
stick by them.
"I reckon so, Charlie. Why, hello! Wing has the breukfast
When the outlaws began chatting and laughing, Wild
ready."
thought It about time to leave the place.
"You lcin bet your life he has. I've been up about ten
He gave Charlie a nudge, and then stepping to the niche,
I minutes myself. Hop woke me up on purpose when he went
whi sper ed to Bub to come on out.
Sprague got out very carefully, for he felt humiliated at I out. He stuck a pin in my foot."
"Misler Charlie allee samee thlinkee um snakee bitee, so
having so nearly caused disaster by one careless step before.
The three passed on to the other chamber, and they we1·e .be," Hop spoke up, gleefully, though he took care to keep out
of the scout's reach.
not long in reaching the door.
"That's all right, heathen," Charlie said, shaking a finger
Out they went, and Wild pushed it to.
He lighted a match and not knowing just how to fasten at him. "Jest let me ketch you foolin' around me ag'in an'
it looked around until he found the knob of stone he had you'll sartinly lose a couple of inches of that pigtail of yours."
"The same old thing," called out Bub Sprague, cheerily, as
pushed in.
He was just able to catch the edge of this with his fingers, he sat near the fire tinkering with his banjo. "Charlie an'
and when he pushed it back there was a faint click, and he Hop always quarrelin'."
"That's right, Bub," Arietta answered, with a laugh. "But
knew the door was locked.
"There you are, boys," h e said. "Now then, all we have they never harm each other a great deal, and I r ea lly think
got to do Is to get our horses and ride back to the camp. if it came to the point it would be hard to tell which thinks
the IJ\OSt of the other."
I am sorry It is so far away, but it can't be helped."
"Huh!" exclaimed Charlie, as though disgusted.
When they got out into the pass they found It still very
"Whattee mattee?'" Hop added, shaking bis head. "Me no
dark, though there was no rain falling.
However, the storm had not cleared, and they might expect llkee Misler Charlie, and Misler Charlie no likee me."
Wild had gone to the brook, and in a few minutes ho reto get thoroughly soaked before they could reach the camp.
Mounting th ei r horses, they started off, putting them to a turned refreshed from having bathed his face and ready for
his breakfast.
faf'.'t pace at the very start.
The rest had been waiting for him, of com:se, and they now
For several minutes they rode along without any one making
sat down and soon were engaged in eating the subst3.ntial
a ccmruent.
Then Cheyenne Charlie got alongside the young deadshot, meal that Wing had provided for them.
Bub put aside his banjo, declaring that It was in first-class
and said:
"Well, Wild, what are you goin' to do about capturln' them shape, and that it was dry enough to use.
While they scarcely thought they would be bothered by the
outlaws?''
" I haven't exactly made up my mind yet, Charlie. But I outlaws, they did not fail to keep a pretty good watch around
think it will be better to wait until to-morrow. If we can them as the meal proceeded.
But no one showed up, and when it was over Bub took up
manage to get them when they are out of the cave we could
go inside and easily surprise them when they come back. his banjo, and finding a convenient seat on a log near at hand,
This ghost business we have heard about is certainly being he sat down and began to play and sing.
Really Bub's voice was a little out of tune, and he could
conducted by Nat Havens and his 1 gang. I want to find out
nomething about that part of it. Bub. I believe you said scarcely carry a tune.
But the words he sang were comical, to say the least, and
that skeletons and ghosts have been seen in this pass."
"That's what me an' .Jerry Junk was told," Sprague an- that offset what he was lacking in.
Cheyenne 'C harlie applauded the loudest of any of them,
swered, promptly.
"Ghosts usually show up in the night. How about those I though all showed that they appreciated the efforts of the
eccentric man.
who have come through here in the daytime?"
Hop must have thought It about time for him to show his
"The daytime is when the ghosts an' skeletons has been
seen. I don't s'pose they could see 'em very well in the night. band.
He had played quite a few funny tricks upon Bub Sprague
Of courne lf somethin' white was to pop out in front of us
now we could see it all right. But I ain't afraid of ghosts, in the days gone by, but since meeting him this time nothing
of the sort had occurred.
an' you know that putty well, Wild."
Just as Bub stai·tcd in to sing another song In response to
"Yes, I've heard you say th.at before, and I believe you're
telling the truth. Well, there's one thing certain, we can't the encore he bad r eceived, Hop slipped away and went around
gother to look for any ghosts to-night. If we did I'm sure behind the rock upon which he was sitting.
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No one seemed to observe him, and, of course, he did not
Wlld's curiosity was aroused, and making a motion with hlf'
want them to.
hand which indicated that tb.cy were to wait for him, he swung·
Bub was tw ang in g away at the banjo and had just started his horse around again and rode swiftly along the trail.
in upon the second verse of the song when-As he neared the spot he kept his eyes open, and then he
Bang!
suddenly saw a man creeping along a ledge toward a small
A loud r eport sounded and he was 'enveloped in a cloud of opening In the cliff.
smoke.
It was but natural that the boy should thl-nh: It was one
"Hip hi, hoolay!" a voice shouted, and then Hop Wah came of the outlaws.
running from a direction that was entirely opposite to th e spot
"Hold on, there," he called out, leveling his revolver. "Stop
where the explosion had occurred.
right where you are, my friend."
The smoke qui ckly cleared away, and then Bub was dis- I The man obeyed instantly, and seeing that he had him
covered sitting upon the ground, h,is banjo hanging in a clump where he wanted him, Wild added:
·
or bushes about six feet from him.
"Come on down here."
"'l'hat settles it," he said, when he saw the laughing faces
Without a word of reply, the fellow did as directed, causbefore him. "I won't never IJlay or sing ag'in as long as that ing the earth and small stones to rattle down as he descended.
heathen's around. I know he done it. He set off a big fire.He was a medium-sized man attired in the usual costume
cracker or exploded !tome gunpowder right under me. I that miners and prospectors are in the habit of wearing.
oughter ketch him an' chuck him in the brook, that's what
His face was bearded, but there was a paleness that showed
I oughter do."
distinctly.
a Go ahead an' do it, Bub," suggested the scout, who was
While he appeared to be somewhat frightened the man had
read y to witness just such a · thing. "He's sartinly deservin' Lot altogether lost his nerve. , •.•
•
of it."
"Well," he said, "you stoppea me. What do you want of
"No, I won't do it," and Sprague Bhook his head sadly and me?"
got upon his feet.
"I reckon I'll make you a pr!sO'ller," the young deadshot anThcn as he took the banjo from the bush and looked it over swered, coolly.
carefull y he added:
"What for? I haven't done anything to you."
•·It's all right. I oughter been watchin' him, that's all.
"Maybe not. But that don't say you won't if you get the
Maybe I'll have a chance to git square with him afore I start cqance. Where are the rest of the gang?"
for the East."
" Oh, I understand," and the stranger's face lighted up. "You
He tested t he strings then, and finding everything all right, think I belong to Nat Havens' gang."
·
placed the banjo back in the green bag and la!~ it where it
"I did have such an idea," Wild answered, never once lowwould be ready when the camp was broken up.
erlng his revolver.
The little entertainment Sprague had given them delayed
"Well, that's where you make a mistake. I am no outlaw.
our friends somewh2.t in making the start.
I followed Nat Havens to these parts for the purpose of killBut they now made up for it by hurrying to saddle the ing him. He did me a great wrong, and I'll never feel satishorses.
j fied until the debt is paid. Three times I have missed a chance
Hop , and Wing were assisted by Bub and the cowboy, and of shooting him, and each time I Jiave made up my mind
the pack-horses wei-e loaded in a jiffy.
that it would not occur again. But who are you, young fel'l'hen all hands mounted and sf:- ted from the spot.
low?"
"'Ve have got quite a little ride ahead of us, Et," Wild said
"My name is Young Wild West."
to his sweetheart, who as usual was riding at the front with
"A peculiar sort of name," and the man shook his head,
hi m. "But we'll strike the haunted pass about the middle of showing plainly that he had never heard of the young deadthe fore noon, I reckon. Then you can look out for something shot.
to happen."
"Who are you?" Wild asked , after a short silence, during
"I'll be on the watch, Wild , " the girl answ ered, with a nod which he watched the fellow sharply.
of h er golden head. "I want to catch a glimpse of the ghosts
"You can call me the Man of Mystery, if you like. I
aud skeletons Bub has been telling us about."
wouldn't tell you anything further if you shot me full of holes
for refusing. But you can believe me when I • tell you that I
am not an outlaw. What little I have said to you Is the truth.
The outlaws finding that they have made a mistake by frightCHAPTER VII.
ening travelers so the majority of them don't go through the
pass any longer, are now turning their attention to this trai l.
W'ILD CAPTURES A SKELETON.
But I have had my attention here a few days, and I have
fixed up something for them. Two or three travelers have
When our friends struck the regular wagon trail they could been shot down because they put up a fight when they were
proceed at a faster pace, and they rode along at a good clip held up. But the time w111 come when I'll get face to face
and somewhere about the middle of the forenoon they came in w1th Nat Havens and pull a trigger which will mean his
sight of the high bluffs through which ran the pass.
death. I don't want to shoot him when he is not looktn'g. I
When they got near the spot the sharp eyes of Young Wild want to see him and tell him something before it happens.
West caught sight of the piece of cardboard that had been He did me the greatest wrong that one man could do antacked to a tree by the leader of the outlaws.
other."
The young deadshot promptly called the attention of the rest
The man grew excited as he spoke, and it occurred to Wild
to it, and then _hurried the sorrel stallion a little and reached that possibly there was something just a little bit wrong
the tree first.
about hfs mind.
"Ah!" he exclaimed. "Here is something else we have got
But he had become convinced that he was not an outlaw,
to look after. According to that sign to the right it is the and that he really was looking for the life of Nat Havens.
Death Trail, and from what we have already heard straight
Having become tired of waiting for him, Arietta came ridahead means that we'll have to ride through the Haunted Pase. ing up just then.
Now then , which way shall we go? Shall It be the Death
"Who are you talking to, Wild?" the girl asked, in surTrail or the Haunted Pass?"
prise.
"You know which way you're goin', Wild," Cheyenne Char"Excuse me, young fellow!" the Man of Mystery exclaimed,
lie SIJOke up. "It was in what they call the haunted pass excitedly. "Here comes a you ng lady, and I mustn't stay
that we struck luck last night."
here."
"Of course, Charlie. But don't talk so loud. I forgot my"Don't be in a hurry, " the boy said, reassuringly.
self that time. There may be some one hiding close at hand.
"But I must go now," and then in spite of the fact that
We are going to start to go through the haunted pass, though Wild was still holding the revolver he turned and ran behind
It may be that we won't be permitted to get to the other end some rocks and disappeared from view.
of it. But we'll try it, anyhow."
"Well, Et," our hero said, as he turned to his sweetheart,
Then he looked again at the sign on the tree, after which "there's something more to think about. Here is a fellow
h e rode a short distance to the right over what was called who calls himself the Man of Mystery hanging around among
the Death Trail.
the rocks here. H e isn't an outlaw, I'm sure, and he declared
As he was turning to go back and join his waiting com- that he is here for the purpose of causing the death of Nat
panions be caught sight of the figure of a man just as it dis- Havens, who did him a great wrong at some £!me er other. A
appeared behind a cleft in the rocks something lil~e a himdred funny piece of business, I must say, little girl."
feet ahead.
·
"I should say it was, Wild. 'rell me all about it."
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' What there was to tell Wild let her know as they P9l'mltted their horses to walk back to their waiting friends.
.Then it had to be told agaiin, and to say that there waa
much surprise evinced would hardly be expressing it.
"Haunted Pass an' Death Trail!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, shaking his head. "Say, if there ain't enough to keep
us busy around here for a while I'll never take another chaw
of tobacker. Man of Mystery, too. What are you goin' to do
about it, auyho-w, Wild?"
"We'll rlde on through the pass and we'll go it a little
slow," was the reply . . "Maybe we'll have a chance to see the
ghosts and skeletons. If we don't most llkelY. we'll come upon
the outlaws. I don't mean to ride all the way, through just
now. When we come to the spot where we left our horses
last night I think we had bettter halt and be a Uttle careful."
"That's tt, Wild. Come on. I'm tn a hurry to git there."
The scout shawed a great eagerness, and 1t was about the
Eame with Jim Dart.
They all permitted their horses to walk along, and It was
but a very few minutes before they came to the place where
Wild, Charlie and Sprague had stopped the night before after
following the two new recruits to the outlaw's cave.
Dismounting, the horses were led among some rocks at the
side of the pass, and then Wild nbdded to his sweetheart and
said:
·
"Now then, Et, I want you to stay right here with the
rest. I am going to take a look around, and I suppose Charlie
and Jim will want to do the same."
"An' you kin bet I will, too, Wild," Sprague spoke up.
"I may as well go along. I ain't done nothin' yet to show
what I'm made of," Jerry Junk observed, as he felt of his r&volver.
But before any of them could leave the spot voices were
heard a short distance away.
Wild held up his hand warningly, and then slil}ped along
behind the rocks and soon s.aw Bill ;Murray and Lon Hoke
standing almost directly in front of the little cut that led to
th'e secret door of the cave.
Two skeletons suddenly slid down the face of the cliff, and
quickly making up his mind what to do, the young deadshot
beckoned to those behind him to follow, and then startea,,
boldly toward tb,em.
The two new recruits heard their footsteps right away, and
when they saw them coming showed signs of great surprise.
"Hello, you fellows! " Wild called out, but not speaking In
a very loud tone of voice, for he knew it was possible that
more of the outlaws were near at hand.
''Hello, Young Wild West!" Murray answered, acting very
much as though he was pleased. "Jest got here, eh? Where's
the rest of yer?"
"Oh, we left the girls and the Chinamen at the end of the
pass. We didn't want to let them come on through here and
run the risk of getting shot. Most likely Nat Havens is waiting for us, you know. Have you seen anything of him?"
"No, not a thing."
It was Lon Hoke who said this, but Bill Murray shook his
h ead in the negative to bear out the lie.
They all got in a group, and were talking away when suddenly an unearthly clatter sounded from the top of the cliff
to the left of them.
Instantly all eyes were · turned in the direction.
Then a startling thing happened.
'
Two skeletons suddenly sild down the face of the cliff, and
all but Wild turned and fled.
"I reckon we'll find out something about this," he said,
spri-nging to grab one of the gruesome abjects.
Cl:mrlie and Jim had hung back a little, and when they
saw the action of our h ero they ran swiftly to the spot.
But he did not need their assistance, for he seized one of
the skeleton figures by the thigh-bone just M lt started to go
upward.
Something snapped, and down it came, rattling in a way
that might have been called ominous.
The other skeleton went on up rapidly and quickly disappeared through a cleft near the top of the rocky wall.
"I've got him, boys." the young deadshot called out, in his
cool and easy way. "I'm sorry 1t isn't a ghost, but a skeleton
will do, I reckon."
Then he climbed over the rocks, dragging his prize with
him:
Bub Sprague, in spite of h is boasting that he was not afraid
of ghosts, had fled with the two villains.
Where he was now no one seemed to know, for they had
dis.a ppeared.
But Jerry. Junk soon ca.me !rom behind li. bowlder, imd
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looking rather sheepish, hastened after Wild and his partners.
Wild thought surely that Bub must be with the girls, for the
fact was that he never thought anyt fog about him.
But when he got there and found
missing lie was somewhat surp.rlsed.
'"•.
"We saw the hideous objects, W'l.ld," Arietta said, as she
looked at. the skeleton he was ' dragging •along with him and
shook her head. "What did you bring that thing here for?"
"Oh, so I could have a chance to look it over and see how
it is fastened together," was the reply. "But say, where is
Bub Sprague?"
"Why, I don't know," and then all hands looked toward the
spot where he had been last seen.
"Wild," said Charlie, catching the you.ng deadshot by the
arm and showing no little excitement, "I'll bet he run on into
the outlaws' cave with them two sneakin' galoots."
"Do you think he would be foolish enough to do that, Charlie?"
"Well, it sartinly looks that way, don't it?"
"Yes, but could ·he have been s o frightened that he did not
realize where he was going?"
"Most likely. He was puttin' up a big blutl' when he said
he wasn't afraid of ghosts an' sich, an' he even asked you if
he wasn't that way. I believe you said yoµ thought he was,
or someth1n' like that."
"Yes, I may have made such a reply, Charlie. It really
does look as though Bub lost his head for the time being and
that he has gone right into the den of the outlaws. Quite
Ukely Murray and Hoke were as much frightened as he, and
they have let him follow them in without thinking."
"Well, if he's in there it isn't likely that Nat Havens and
his gang will let him out very soon," Jim Dart observed, with
a shrug of the shoulders.
"No, " and our hero shook his head and looked rather serious. "But," he added a mom ent later, "maybe he has run
and hidd en himself somewhere else. We'll wait a while and
see if he turns up."
Satisfied that their position was a pretty good one in case
the outlaws made an attack upon them, Wild advised his two
partners to keep a watch and then he turned his attention
to the captured skeleton.
He quickly found that the bones were fastened together by
a copper wire, and that wire had been used to lower it down
the cliff.
"This thing might be called cleverly put together, and I
suppose it is," he observed , when he had fini shed his examination, while the girls and the cowboy were looking on. "But
I reckon any one could put a skeleton together if he took
the time to do it. Just think how foolish it is for any one
to get frightened at such a tliing as this. While it is true
that it is the bones and skull of a human being, it certainly
can't hurt any one."
·
"I don't like the looks of it, though," declared Jerry Junk.
"It sorter reminds me what I'll be some time or other."
"It ls a sort of reminder," and the young deadshot smiled
at him. "I think I'll keep this as a souvenir of our trip
through the haunted pass. But I don't feel like taking it with
me just now, so I'll try and find a place to hide it until I can
come and get it."
"There's plenty of places right along here where you kin
hi-de it an' if anybody ain't watchin' yer they'll never find
it," the cowboy said, suggestively.
Wild nodded to him, and then starting back along the foot
of the cliff h e soon came to a crevice that was amply large
enough to conceal a skeleton.
He carefully pushed it in, and then rolled a bowlder against
the opening.
"That will be safe enough there until I want it again, unless, as Junk says, somebody watched me as I was putting it
there, " he observed, as he came back and joined the rest.
HNow we have got to find out where Bub ls."
"He's in the outlaws' cave, as sure as guns," the scout declared.
''I'll creep along that way and have a look. The rest of you
wait here," the young dead'.shot said, when he had thought for
a moment.
Then without losing any further time he proceeded to make
his way along, hiding himself as well as he could behind the
rocks that were so plentifully strewn along through that side
of the pass.
He was within about fjfty feet of the little passage that
led to the cave when he heard low voices.
The young deadsJl.ot pricked up his ears and listen ed.
Presently a man appeared at the opening and looked cautiously up 'the pasa.
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But ho was willing to take a chance at two hundred feet,
His face was concealed by a black maslc, and Wild gave a
and actually was hoping that they would fire upon him.
nod of satisfaction, for It was surely one of the outlaw band.
Then he would have an excuse to answer the firing, and
"I don't hear anything of 'em goin' away," the masked man
said, In a low tone of voice, "so I reckon they must be there he meant to do It with his r!fie, which made it pretty sure
that some of the masked scoundrels would go down.
yet. Had we better go on up an' tackle 'em, Nat?"
Jim Dart looked back and be quickly guessed what Charlie
"Yes, we might as well make a clean job of it. We've got
one of the crowd, tJ:\ough I can't say that I want him. We was up to, so he slackened the pace of his horse.
Then Arietta d!d the same thing, though Anna and Eloise
ought to be able to surprise them now, for they must be looklug at the ·skeleton they captured. A mighty clever triclc or kept right along with the cowboy and the two Chinamen.
Cool arid clever as he was, Nat Havens, the leader of the
Young Wild °\'Vest's, I must say. That's what I got for treatIng our two new men to a little show. I wanted to surprise outlaw gang, must have become exasperated, for he rained his
them, but I had no idea that any one else would come along revolve:· and fired a shot.
The bullet whistled through the air daugerou!lly clcse to
and become spectators. H's too bad. for when this gets s-pread
about it .will spoil the ghost business here. If we remain here the scout's head, and then with great quickness he turned in
and keep in business I suppose the Death Trail will be aban- the saddle and threw the butt of his rifle to his shoulder.
Taking a quick aim, Charlie fired, and one of the masked
doned alto~ether, and travelers will use the pass as before. I
don't like it, bc~'s, and that's why I'm will!ng now to go ahead men fell fiat upon his face.
Thls caused them all to halt.
and make a clean job of it. I want to have the pleasure of
But three of them began firing as fast as they could.
shooting Young Wild West, and you want to see to it that his
Crang!
partners get the same dose. Don't harm the girls or bother
Charlie's rifle spoke again, and another went down.
with the Chinamen. We don't waut anything to do with
That w:i,s quite different.
them."
The rast ran for cover among the rocks that were right at
"All right, Nat."
hand.
This was said by some one further back in the opening.
Charlie gave a nod of satisfaction when he saw them go to
Wild had heard enough to satisfy him that an attack was to
the side of the pass that was opposite to the entrance of their
be made right away.
He made his way hurriedly in anrl succeeded in reaching his cave.
Anyhow, they were quite a little distance from that place,
friends before the villains showed themselves in the pass.
"Bors," he said to his two partners, "take the girls and go and he knew that they would hardly dare to expose themand mount your horses right away. The outlaws are coming selves to view in an efCort to get to it.
He brought his horse to a halt and waited until Jim came
out to make an attack here. You won't have to ride very far,
because they'll be on foot. I am going back there, and when back to him.
"They started it,·· he said, as though to explain why he had
they come out I'll go Into the cave and bring out Bub Sprague.
Go on now, and do as I say. But be careful you don't let them shot two of the outlaws. "You seen it, didn't you, Jim?" you
"Yes, I saw it, Charlie. I saw you duck ar~ though
get too close to you . If they do you'll have to shoot them
heard the hum of the bullet."
down, that's all."
The words were spoken hurriedly, and Charlie and Jim at · "I did hear it. It come mighty close. That wa2 the leader
what fired that shot. He kin shoot putty good, 'cnuse it was
once started to obey.
Back went Young Wild West, creeping along as before, and easy two hundred feet."
"But you didn't get the leader, Charlie. I saw him run fer
when be was nearly at the spot where he had been listening
two men suddenly appeared from the opening in the side of a rock the first thing."
"I could have got him all rig-ht, Jim, but I don't know as
.the cliff.
difThey were followed by another, and then four more came I was thinlr.in' of jest which one I wanted . It made no But
ference to me, an' I jest plugi::etl thc. n r arest one to me.
out, one after the other.
it's all right, 'cause :nost likely Wild wants to talrn Nat
All were masked, and had revolvers ready to shoot.
Wild crouched behind a rock and just as they liad passed Havens alive."
"Certainly he does. Now thi>n, I suppose we had better c;tav
him he heard his friends riding away.
"Come on, boys," he heard one of the men exclaim, and he right her:i and try and prevent th e villains from gnini; back
knew it roust be Nat Havens. "Th ey've Etarted to go away. to their cave. Wild must surf'Jy find Bub Spra gue therP., a·i!d
when he comes out he'll have to be careful or th('y'll open fire
We've got to hurry or we'll miss them."
Then as the villains started on a run, ·wild slipped from on him."
Before anything furth e r roulcl be said a footste;1 soundPd
behind the rock and made his way to the entrance of the
close at hand, ancl turning Ch eyenne Charlie :rnrl Jim Dart
underground rendezvous.
Through the opening he hurried, and when he found £he saw a bearded man emerging from a cleft in the face of the
cliff.
door was wide open he did not henitate to hasten inside.
Treading lightly he crossed that part of the rocky chamber ' It was the man who had surprised Yonng Wild West by
where the horses were kept, and then through the short telling him that he was going to L:iko the life of Nat Havens.
Chl!rlie and .lim Dart hnd not snen him, but unth thnu~ht
passage to the cave that was occupied by the outlaws.
As he reached the end of the passage he came to a stop, right a way that he was the fellow wllo called himself 1.1.ie
Man of Mystery.
and took a good look.
·•I heard you sboot, ancl I came on through from my cave,"
Standing near a table at one side of the apartment were
Bill Murray and Lon Hoke, and lying on the floor near them the man said, just as if he was well acquainted with them.
"Did you kill any one?"
was Bub Sprague, bound hand and foot.
1
"'Only two of 'em," the scout answered, and then looking
The poor fellow had a very wh!te face, which Wilcl could
not help noticing, for it was quite light in there, since thF>re hir:1 squarely in the •face, he adrlcd.
"Ain't you the Jlllan of Mystery?"
was an opening at the other side of the cave near the rocky
"Yes, l11at's who I am."
ceiling.
"All right, then. I thought so. How in thunder clld you git
here so quick? 1 thought you was hangln' out on what they
call the Death Trail."
CHAPTER VIII.
"H's only about five hundred feet from where I am standing
now-the Death Trail, you know. But ::my,'' he adcic:d, locking
THE MAN OF MYSTERY AGAI;:>.
very serious, "did you shoot Nat Havens?"
"No, I didn't git him. lt was two of the other!:: I got."
Cheyenne Charlie brought up the rear as they all rode away
"All! I'm gll!d of that," ~nd the pale face of the Man of
In accordance with vVild's instructions.
In less than a minute he saw seven m'asked men running Mystery llghted up, while a bright glow shone from his eyes
for a second.
as fast as they could to· overtake them.
"'Listen," he said, as he came closer to the two. "Some one
They were scarcely two hundred feet behind, but the scout
did not urge his horse to any faster pace, but rode along has named the route back there," pointing toward the other
side of the cliffs, ··tile Death 'l'rail. I'm going to tell you
just fast enough to keep the same distance ahead of them.
right now that there is a sr>cret to the Death Trail. What it
The others, however, were going a little faster than that.
Charlie was simply trying to draw them on, so Wild would is will be discovered later on. But mark you well what I say!
I must have Nat Havens. He Is for me.•·
have a good chance to rescue Bub Sprague.
AYou were telling Young Wild West that he did you some
Then again, he was taking the chances of being shot at by
great wrong and that you meant to kill him but wanted to
·
them.

'
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get him in a position so you could talk to him before you
When th e two r eached the end of the pass they saw Arletta
dld it. ,. Jim spoke up, when he saw that Charlie had taken to riding over t)le Death Trail alcne.
watching the spot where the outlaws had been last seen.
'''Go on,., Jim called out. motioning for her to procePd.
"'l'hat is true. But I can't give you any further explanation "Hurry and tell the others to keep a watch on the left side,
now. But if you will do as I say I'll obtain my revenge and and if that Man of Mystery calls out to you do exactly as he
satisfaction all the quicker, and you wlll then know the secret says."
of tile Death Trail."
This was rather mystifying to the girl, but she had ex.. What do you wish us to do?"
perienced so much that nothing was very surprising to her
"L~re the outlaws to follow you and ride on until you come now.
to the De::. th Trail. Then keep on and watch sharply at the. She urged her horse forward, and then Charlie and Jim rode
left side untll you see me. I'll tell you what to do then."
on after her, watching for the outlaws to appear.
"Suppose they won't follow us?" Jim asked.
· They were a good hundred yards in advance of them, any"Th ey will surely ride after you if you have killed two of how, but just as they were turning a bend in the :regular
their number."
trail they saw them appear.
"Yes, I 3uppose they will be looking for r evenge. All right,
Neither of them had taken time to get a rifle, and this was
as soon as Young Wild West shows up we'll probably do as you encouraging to the two. for they could keep closer to them.
want us to."
A hundred yards further on and th ey saw those who had
"Wlrnre is Young Wild West?" the Man of Mystery asked.• gone ahead at a halt.
'' He's in the outlaws· cave."
Charlie waved his hand for them to continue, but Arietta
"What ! "
turned her horse and motioned for them to keep close to the
The fellow seemed greatly surprised.
left side of the cliff.
"Yes; as soon as seven of the outlaws came out h e slipped
''I don't know what in thunder this means, Jim," the ·scout
in to rescue one of our men, who got in there in some way."
exclaimed, as he glanced at his partner for a mome;;it. " It's
"There are only seven of them."
the blamedest piece of business I've ever struck . Jest see
"There are nine now. Two more were taken in last night, what's been happen in' ever since we first met that galcot
you know."
yisterday afternoon."
The Ma n of Mystery shook his head as though he could not
Jim made no reply.
quite understand It.
He had his rifle to his shoulder, and was watching the
He hesitated as though he was not sure whether he ought scoundrels behind.
to go away just then or not. and as he opened his lips to speak
They had gained slightly, and seemed bent on keeping up
again, Jim suddenly caught sight of the outlaws running the pace, regardless of the fact that the two ahead of them
across the pass a considerable distance from the spot.
were armed with rifles.
"There they go, Charlie!" h e exclaimed, as he swung his
But Charlie and Jim, placing dependence upon what the
rifle to his shoulder. ''They've managed to sneak along the Man of Mystery had told them, Jet their horses go at an easy
edge oC the cliff without us seeing them, and they are making canter now, and when they reached the spot where they had
for the cave. 'Wild hasn't come out yet, either. We had last seen Arietta and the rest they suddenly found themselves
better--"
before a sort of cave.
Crang !
No one was to be seen, however, but a voice called out from
He \Vas Interrupted by the r eport of Charlie's rifle, for the above :
scout had managed to draw a bead on one of the masked
•·Into the cave. I can see Nat Havens coming.··
villains.
Both recognized the voice 3.S belonging to the self-styled
Down went his third victim, and taking off his hat, he waved Man of Mystery, and with<mt any hesitation they swung their .
it over his head and shouted:
horses around and succeeded in getting them over the rocks
"Whoopee, whoopee! I've got another one."
into the cave.
"Bt:t Wild is in danger !" exclaimed Jim, his face paling
It was only a narrow place they had to go in, but as it turned
slightl y.
sharply to the right they found quite a large chamber.
"That's all right, Jim. Don't you 1,.hink he'll let 'em see
In this were the rest of the party.
htm. He's most likely•nailecl the two what was in there, au'
Knowing that they were safe for the present, Cheyenne
he an' Bub kin take care of themselves till we kin git there. Charlie and Jim Dart dismounted, and riffes in hand, crept
If this galoot wants to git Nat Havc,ns he had better come back so they might see the outlaws when they came back.
ri ght with us. "
They hardly had time to get there be,fore they came riding
along.
;·Do as I've told you," the Man of Mystery suddenly called
f
f
d
out, and then without another word he ran back into the
But they wer e not riding so ast now, or evi ently th ey
cleft and disappeared.
were somewhat puzzled at no longer hearing the hoof-beats
of those they had been pursuing.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart hardly knew what to do.
As the outlaws passed beyond their range of vision, a
Those who had gone ahead of them 'were out of sight, so rumbling, crashing sound was heard, and then there was a
Arietta was not there to give any advice.
thud that fairly shook the ground.
'fhey waited for the space of two or three minutes, and then
Charlie and Jim promptly rushed outside, and after them
suddenly the clatter of hoofs sounded, and they saw fou r of came Arietta, who was bound to see what had happened.
the outlaws riding furiously toward them.
What they saw was somewhat surprising.
"Hooray!" exclaimed the scout. "The sneakin' coyotes has
A sort of cut ran between some high rocks, leaving a space
got fooled again. They only went far enough to git their barely wide enough for a wagon to pass.
horses, an' they're after us now. Come on, Jim. I reckon
we had . better do as that Man of Mystery said. Wild will be
Into this a big boulder weighing many tons had Jodgoo,
effectually blocking the way over the Death Trail.
along with Bub putty quick now. H ere's where we clean up
If the heavy mass of stone had been sent crashing down for
the outlaws of the Haunted Pass. "
the purpose of wiping out the outlaws it had not succeeded,
Tlie scout swung himself into the saddle without waiting for there sat the four on their horses, acting very much as
to fi nd out whether Jim agreed with his proposition or not.
though they were dumfounded.
But. Dart was thoroughly in accord with him now, for he
The mass of rock had simply blocked their way, that was
kn()W as well as Charlie that there had been seven men to all.
come out at the start, and as three of them had been shot
As the three stoo'd watching, a whizzing sound came from
down there could hardly be any more than four to come now, above them, and then the snaky coils of a lariat circled in the
not counting the two new r ecruit!), of course.
air for an instant and the br oad noose settled over the head
But Wild certainly had taken care of them, and he would and shoulders of gne of the masked horsemen.
i:,ppear in due time, as Charlie sa id.
It was ' Nat Havens who had been caught!
He mounted and rode along after the scout, keeping his
h ead turned and holding his rift e in r eadiness.
'l'he four outlaws evidently meant business, for they came
t earing tlll'ough the pass at a rattling gallop.
CHAPTER IX.
Charlie and Jim were forced to ride very fast, too, and as
WILD HAS AN EASY THDW O~' 11'.
they neared the end of the pass they came in sight of the
girls waiting with the cowboy and the two Chinamen.
Young Wild West was as cool as he ever was in his whole
Charlie motioned for them to go on and turn to the left, J life when he stood locking in at the prisoner and the two men
a.nd Uiey did so a t on~e.
. who had no doubt been left there to guard him.
.
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Taking each of them by the arm, the man did so.
that It was possible that the r est of the outlaw
Hoke was very sullen, but Murray seemed ready to cave in
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moment,
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to do his
"Brace up, you rascal," Wild said to him. "Don't act the
He was holding a revolver in his right hand, but not satisbut you didn't tal::e it."
fl ed with this he draw another, and then raising them both part of a baby. You had a chance,West,"
the roan said, pleadWild
Young
It,
help
couldn't
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As Len Hoke gave a violent
the band. I didn't want to do it very much. but when Lon
a cry, the young dcadshot exclaimed:
joined the band all right."
"Silence! One word from you and you'll die. Hold up Insisted on it I give in. We both it.
I was looking on at the
"Yes, I happen to know all about
your bands, both of you!"
Bill Murray almost sank to the floor when he recognized time you took the oa.th of allegiance."
"Yer was?"
the young deadshot.
"Yes, that's a fact. So was Cheyenne Charlie and this man.
"Up with your hands," repeated Wild, In a voice that told
We followed you when you came into the cave last night. Nat
plainly that he meant what he said.
but I reckon he
With something like a gasp Murray obeyed, and then his Havens considers himself a very bright man.
two fellows and we k ept
companion, realizing how hopeless the case was, followed his didn't fool us any. We followed you
you within hearing nearly all the way from our camp. It was
example.
neither of you
.. So you two fellows joined the outlaw band, after all, did quite easy for us to do that, you know, since
you would be
you?" the bey said, in his cool and easy way, as. he stepped seemed to have sense enough to think that
toward them, taking care to keep them covered with his re- followed . "
"You have done a mighty smart thing, Young Wild West,"
volvers.
this ain't o·.'er yet.
''There wasn't no way to git out of It, Young Wild West," Lon Hoke declared, ha if angrily. "But
of your gang. It won't
answered Murray, in a faltering voice. "I didn't do it by my Wait till Nat Havens cleans up the restyou
follered us :m' mantake him long to git you. Jest 'cause
own likin'."
goin' to win out."
" Well, it's just the same. Now then, Murray, you can use aged to sneak in here don't say that you're
''You're mistaken on that, Hoke. I consider that I have
your left hand to take the gun away from Hoke. Hurry up,
already won out. You heard the shooting outside, I suppose.
for I can't waste any time here."
good. I heard four shots
Hoke gave vent to an angry growl as his pard did as the If you lUdn't your ears are not very three
of them were rifle
fired, and I happen to know that
young dendsbot told him to.
shots. You don't suppose my partners shot for nothin g do
''Throw that gun over here by my feet."
you? That means that there are only four of the gang left.
This was quickly done.
You two fellows don't. count any more, and you never· will
"Now then, let me have yours."
on that."
" You kin have it an' welcome, Young Wild West," Murray count, either. You cfl.n wager all you're worth
Hoke kept his mouth shut th en.
answered, quickly, and he promptly tossed it over.
He was beginning to wilt, and Wild knew it.
" That's all right," the boy said, with a nod of his head.
Out Into the stable part of the cavernons place they made
"You have got a knife there. Suppose you use it to cut the
their way, and seeing a few horses the1 e, our hero tohl Bub
rope that is wound about the fellow on the floor."
, to fetch along- a couple of them.
The man did not have to be told a second time.
But before Sprague could obey he changccl his mind and
Dropping upon his knees, he quickly severed the rope, and
added:
exclaimed:
and
feet
his
upon
got
Sprague
then Bub
"Never mind. ·we can get them when we come back. But
"'rhank yer, ·wild! I sortpr thought you would show up
a rope hanging there. I r eckon we can use th?.t. Just
there's
a
say
didn't
I
here
in
comin'
yer
Imtty soon. When I seen
and see to it that
word, though I felt 1ike givin' a yell. I knowed it wouldn't take a few turns about these two fellows
Then you can
do for me to make any noise. like that, 'cause it might fetch tlley're fixed so they ca.n't possibly get away.
lead them along with the rope."
in the others."
"I'll do that mighty quick, Wild," Bub answered, with a
"You were wise, Bub," the boy answered. ''Now see if you
chuckle.
can find enough of that rope to tie these fellows' hands."
He showed that he knew how to make good knots, for he
"l reckon there's plenty of it," and Bob now got a hustle
soon had the men secured just as Wild wanted them to be.
on hir.:iself, for his fear had left him entirely, it seemed.
Then our hero led the way out::;ide and they were soon into
}Iurray passively submitted to being bound, but Hoke made
·
the pass.
some objections.
Not a man was in sight, and after looking cautiously in
However, a threat from Wild caused him to cool down a
out to the middle
lit.Uc, and he was soon rendered h elpless, as far as doing both directions the young deadshot venturedhe knew his comof the trail and looked In . the direction
an y harm was concerned.
It was just then that Wild heard a commotion in the outer panions must have gone.
But there were no signs of them.
cave.
"Come on," he said, nodding to Bub. "Just make those
"'The gang is coming back, Bub ' " he exclaimed, in a low
tone of voice. "Just hustle those two fellows in that dark fellows do a little trotting."
Wild hurried on, leaving Bub and the prisoners slightly in
corner over .there, and grab up the guns you see on the
the rear.
ground."
But he knew the man could be depe nded upon to take care
Another threatening motion toward Hoke caused him to
of the two.
hurry along with his pard.
The boy kept a watch on either side as he ran, and the
Sprague picked up the two revolvers, and standing before
that Charlie
thP prisoners, who had but a short time before been his guards, further he went the more convinced he became
and Jim had rfdden from the spot with the outlaws in purwaited to see wnat the young deadshot would do next.
suit.
Wi)d took his station at one side of the natural doorway.
But he could not make himself belie':e that they would go
He could hear horses rr.oving about, and it suddenly flashed
upon him that the villains were 1 not coming in, after all, very far without trying to catch the scoundrels.
However, when he had cont;inued on until the end of the
bllt had merely come to get their horses to give pursuit to
was reached he wondered what had become of them.
pass
outside.
left
been
had
who
those
just then that two shots so unded, and then the clatter
was
It
he
place
underground
the
leaving
them
eard
h
he
When
came to his ears.
hoofs
of
said:
Sprague,
to
turning
and
nod,
gave a
Looking down what was called the Death Trail he saw some
"It's all right, I reckon. They're not coming In here, but
appe:?.red.
arc going on out. i suppose foey mean to try and catch dust. and the next minute two horsemen
livrs, and with a nod
Charlie and Jim and the rest. We'll we.it a few seconds to I They were ridin g as though for th eir aside
and, revolver in
mr,ke sure cf it, and then If we hear nothing of them we'll of pleasure the young deadshot stepped
them.
for
waited
hand,
on.··
going
go out and see what's
He knew v~ry well that they were outlaws, and bent upon
. .. ~\.11 right: Wild," Bub answered. "You kin depend on me
them alive, he stood there until they came In full
capturing
i
to."
me
to <'o auythmg you t ell
"\Vllcl wnited for nearly a minute, and not bearing the least 1 view around a bend.
saw Bub coming
sound from the other part of the underground place, he nodded • At that very moment the two horsemen
I w ith his two prisoners.
to Bub to fetch along the pr isoners.
Knowi1~g
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comes. He sartinly oughter show up putty soon. Most likely
he's heard the shootin' we done jest now."
The rest now came out of the cave.
Hop Wah was the most curious of them all, it seemed, for
he could not take his eyes from the crevice that was something like twenty feet above after it had been pointed out to
him as the place where the leader of the outlaws had disappeared so suddenly.
"Velly stlange, " . he said, shaking his head. "Me Jlkee go
uppee Jere."
"About the only way you kin git up there, heathen, Is to
wait for this here Man of Mystery as he calls himself to lower
his rope. He might lassoo yer, though, an' haul you uP there
mighty quick, jest the same as he did the other feller."
"Allee light, Misler Charl!e. Me no waitee."
"No, I reckon you had better not. That feller got the man
he was alter, so I s'pose it's all right, anyhow. It's a putty
sure thing he'll show up putty soon. an' tell us all about it.
But I think we're wastln' time he1 e, so we had better go on
an' try to git them other two, an' at the same time look for
Wild and Bub Sprague."
This seemed to strike them all as being the proper thing
to do, so the horses were quickly led out of the cave and
then all hands mounted.
They turned back the way they had come, and h ad not gone
more than a couple of hundrE.d ~·ards when they were delighted to see Young Wild West riding towal'd them.
"Hooray!" shouted Cheyenne Charlie, waving his hat. "Here
comes Wild now."
Then he saw Bub Sprague leading the four prisoners.
"Great gimlets! " he add ed. "I reckon ·wild got them two
galoots, an' he's got the other two there, too. Bub has got
'em tied together with a rope, an' he's sartinly leadin' 'em
along as if they was soldiers."
They all saw that this was true, and tho next minute Wild
had joined them and was telling them all about it.
As soon as he had briefly r elated what had happened after
he went into the cave to look for Sprague he wanted to know
what had become of the other two outlaws.
"One of th em was roped by the Man of Mystery and pulled
quickly up the cliff, Wild," Arietta told him. "The other Jim
was forced to s hoot."
"Is that so? Well, these fellows told the truth, th en. I
didn't know whether to believe them or not. After we caught
them one of them said Nat Havens had been roped and pulled
upward from his horse. He a lso said that the other had been
shot by some one. Well. it's all right. Of cour se you can all
CHAPTER X.
guess who roped the leader of the gang."
"The Man of Mystery, 'W ild," his sweetheart said, quickly.
THE i:>!WHE'l' OF THE DEATII TRAIL REMAINS A SECltET.
"That's right, Et. It could have been no one else. Sup·
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart barely had time to see the pose we ride back there and try and find him. I am anxious
leader of the outlaws being hauled up the steep face of the to see him again. I suppose he has finished the outlaw leader,
cliff when one of the three men who had been stopped by the though. He seemed to be very bitter against him."
TJ::\ey all rode back to the place where the bowlder had
falling of the big bowlder fired a shot at them.
The bullet whizzed past Jim's head, and seeing that another tumbled between the narrow space through which t)Je trnil
shot was about to come he did not hesitate to fire himself. ran, but no signs could th ey see of the Man of Mystery.
Arietta told Wild it was her opinion that there was a way
Jim's bullet went true to the mark, and as he was falling
from the saddle the other two villains turned their horses to get to the niche above from the inside of the cave, so he at
,
once started to investigate.
and went galloping back over the trail.
But search about as he might, nothing in the way of a passThey were behind a ·rorky obstruction before they could be
stopped, and then Charlie ran fully thirty feet after them, age that led upward could be found , though they did find one
but was unable to see anything of them, .but could hear the that went on through in the direction of the haunted pass.
"It's a sort of puzzle," our hero said, with a shake or his
clatter of their horses' hoofs.
"Come here, Charlie,·• Arietta called out just then, for the head, after about twenty minutes had been spent in making a
brave girl had come out of the cave and stood looking upward. search. "We can't find the Man of :Mystery or the outlaw
"What's the matter, Arietta?" Charlie asked, as his eyes fol- he captured in such a wonderful way. But we have learned
how it was that the man appeared in the pass at the other
lowed the direction she was gazing.
side. This pansage will take us all through, I suppose, and I
""'here did the man who was lassoed go?" she asked.
"I don't know," and the scout shook his head. "I know he am sure there is room enough for the horses. I think the
was roped by some one above, but where he went to I can't best thing we can do is to go through and then have a look
into the outlaws' cave. I am anxious to discover how they
say."
"He disappeared in that crevice up there." Jim Dart said. worked the ghost trick, as they call it."
"So am I, Wild," the scout spo~e up. "Jest lead the way.
"I saw him just as he was pulled in. But we know who got
We kin git through here, all rl gllt."
him, all right."
Bidding the rest follow, and telling Jim to bring up the
"The Man of Mystery!" Young Wild West's sweetheart exrear, so there would be no chance of the prisoners getting
claimed.
away, should they happen to become loosened from the rope,
''Yes."
"That bein' the case," and the scout shrugged his shoulders the young deadshot mounted his horse and started on through
and shook his head, ·•I reckon we may as well wait until the passage, carrying a lighted lantern hanging to his arm.
It was not such a great distance that he had to go, and he
the feller comes an' lets us know what's happened. He said
he was gain' to kiil Nat Havens, so most likely he'll do it. I found that in some places it was just about wide enough for
a horse and rider to pass.
don't see no way to git up there, anyhow. "
The worst part of it came when they reached the outlet,
''There m:.ist be a way to get up there from .inside the cave,"
but he managed to get his horse through, and then it went
Arietta declared.
"Maybe there is. But I reckon we had better wa.it till Wild along all right until the pack-horses came.

They stopped their horses suddenly and looked on both sides
as though they wanted to find an avenue of escape.
Wild promptly rushe.d out before them, and Ievel1ng his revolver, called out:
"Halt! If you try to get away I'll shoot you both."
"Mercy!" cried one of them, throwing up his hands instantly, while the other threw down his head close to his
horse's neck.
" I reckon you fellows must have enough of it," the boy said,
in his cool and easy way, as he walked toward them. "Hold
up your hands, you fellows!"
This was said to the cowering outlaw, who promptly
straightened up and did as he was told.
Then the bDy without the least hesitation took their weapons
from them and bade them dismount.
"Where is Nat Havens and the other fellow?" the young
deadshot asked.
"Nat was lassoed an' hauled up somewhere back there," one
of 1.he men answered, in a trembling tone of voice. "The
other feller got shot. Awful things has been happenin' since
,
last night."
The answer was somewhat surprising to the young deadshot,
for he could not imagine who it was who had lassoed the
leader of the outlaws.
But sudd enly he thou"ht of the Man of Mystery, and then it
became quite plain to him.
"All right," he said. "You may as well submit quietly, for
we have got you, anyhow. I don't want to shoot you if I can
help it. What I want to do is to take you al1ve to the sheriff
or some one else who ls entitled to take charge of you."
Ilub came up, and he had plenty of rope left to tie the two.
Neither had anything to say to Murray or Hoke, and hardly
·
noticed them, in fact.
"Now then," said our hero, with a smile, "I reckon we'll go
on and see what's happened since I last saw our friends,
Bub."
"That's it, Wild ." came the reply. "It sorter seems to me
as though the blamed gang has been cleaned out in great
$hape. It ain't likely there's one of 'em runnin' loose now,
from what one them IJals jest said."
"That's quite likely the case. But we'll soon find out."
Then the hoy started to walk rapidly along the Death Trail,
Bub following and handling the four prisoners with the greatest of ease.

.
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The packs had to be removed in order to let them squeeze and then as it hap,iened a man led the way to them, at the
same time calling out that be was the sheriff of the county.
through t he narrow p~ace.
Wild sized him up quickly and toolc it for granted that he
But this did not take a great while, a nd soon they were
was, though he asked him to show his authority.
all outside in the pass.
The man yuickly did so, and then wanted to k now who
Then they rode back to the opening wh ich formed the enand what the prisoners were.
trance to the big cave.
When he was t.old that they were all that was left of Nat
'file pr isoners h& d r emained silent up to this time.
Havens' band of outlaws, be could scarcely believe it.
Then one of t he last to be captured said:
But Bill Murray, anxious to 'escape being hanged, made a
" You can't find out anything by goin' in ther e, Young Wild
West. If you want to know how the ghost trick was wor lted, clean treast of it all, after which the ' four were taken into
I 'll t ell yer ."
custody.
Not until after they bad eaten dinner at the camp they
"Go ahead and tell us, then," was the r eply.
'' \Veil, we had a co uple of skeletons tha t Nat Havens r igged had pitched did Young Wild West again meet the sheriff.
Then he walked over to the shanty hotel and found him
up with wir es. He r un wires to t he cliff up there an' fastened
'em In sich a way that t he skeleto ns could be pulled up an' there.
"Sher iff," said be, "I reckon there's a reward com ing to us."
down th e cliff ~ es t as was wa nted. We had t wo or three white
''Yes, five hundred dollar s," was the r eply. ''But you must
woman's dresses, too, which was fixe d up with somethin' inside
of 'em to look like ghosts. They was worked t he same way with r emember it was fo r Nat Havens."
"I thought it was fo r the breaking up of Nat Havens' band."
th e wires. If anyone happened to come along in t he night•·well, it was somethin' like that."
time, a n' we !mowed they was comin', v;e would work the
"All ;·ight, thrn. Don't you think the bantl is broken up
ghosts. But in t he daytime the skeletons was wor ked. That's
why this place got to be called the Haunted Pass, I s'pose." pretty well? I reckon you had· better take some one and
"That is quite a satisfactory explanation, I th ink," ou r .r ide back thera and pick up the dead ones. I hardly think
hero said, nodding to bis companions. ''But if any of yo u you will find Nat Havens, though. I think his body fell into
a deep crevice somewhere, and that it will be impossible to
would like to go in and see bow it looks inside, come on ."
T hey a ll wanted to see It with the exception of Bub and fish it out." ·
the cowboy.
"All right, Young Wild West. I reckon I'll pay the reward.
T he lat ter declar ed he did not care about going in there, I've heard enough about you to know that you wouldn't tell
while t he former said he had been there twice now a nd t hat nothin' that ain't the truth. I'll pay it right now."
was qui te enough for hi m.
"Very well, sheriff. Come here, Bub."
Sprague, who had acco·npanied him, promptly stepped up.
They remained outside guar ding the prisoners, while the
Tlle moment 'Wild received the five hundred dollars from Urn
rest made an Inspection of the cave.
Wild fo und t he wires that worked the ghosts, and he cut sheriff he handed it to the man who was so anxious to get back
East.
· them all.
"There you are, Bub," he said. "You take that. I don't
When they went out they took th e hor ses in the' outer cave
with them.
want it, and I am quite sur•3 that Charlie and Jim and the
Bub a nd the cowboy called out t o them excitedly as th~y girls wouldn't touch a dollar of i t. lf yO\l're going East, light
appeared.
out for the nearest railroad station at once. Don't do like
"There's a noth er skeleton an' three ghosts!" Sprague ex- you did once before. You know you got about one-third of
claimed. " They come t umblin' down the cliff ther e mighty the way and then changed your mind and came back ..,
"I know it, Wild," was the reply. "But this time I'm goln'.
sudden like a little while ago. ,.
"All right, B ub. I found the wires and cut them, an d t hat's I'll take it, 'cause I know you mean to give It to me."
That settled that part of it, and there was one man in
why they tumbled down. I reckon we'll t a ke t hose things
and go on through to Lucky Spot. But we'll t ry a nd find Lucky Spot Camp at least who was ver y happy.
Our friends remained at the mining camp the remainder of
the Man of Mystery first."
It was suggested by t he scout that t he h or ses belonging to the day.
The sheriff and some deputies be swore in went and found
the outlaws be loaded with what was wor t h while in the outthe cave and then brought the bodies of the outlaws back
laws' cave and taken over, t oo.
Wild was willing to t his, so while the r est were loading with them.
Wild recommended that the prisoner called Bill Murray be
the horses he ca.lied Char lie and Arletta to ride back with
, dealt leniently with, and the sheriff promised to do his best In
him to the place wher e the out law leader had disappeared.
They wer e gone full y half a n hour, and when they r eturned the matter.
The next morning as they were ready to leave, Bub Sprague
everything was in readiness to proceed.
and Jer r y J unk came running up to shake hands and bid them
"Find out anything, Wild?" Jim Dart asked.
"No, " the young deadshot answered, wit h a shake of his good-by.
"Jerry is go in' with me, Wild," Bub said. "I'm goin' to
h ead. " I ~eckon the secret of th e Death T r ail is going to
r emain a secret, as far as we a re concerned. I honestly be- take him to New York an' let him see the sights."
"All right, good luclc to you both,·· was the reply, and tlH'n
l!eve that we'll never see nor h ear a nything either of the
Man of Mystery or Nat Havens again. We'll take a Joolt waving an adieu, and with a ringing cheer sounding in their
when we come back, t hough; that Is, If we happen to come ears, Young Wild West and his frif"nds rode on from the camp,
back this way. Come on. Now we'll make for L ucky Spot deciding that it was hardly worth while to go back the way
they had come and try to learn the secret of the Death Trai l.
Camp."
Five minutes later our friends were r iding along with the
Next week's issue will contain ''YOUNG WILD WEST
prisoners.
SAVED BY A SIGNAL; OR, ARlE'l"fA AND THE VANISH·
'
When the population of the mining camp saw t he par'ty ING LIGHT ."
riding in with four prisoners It was not long before a crowd

I

ga~~~e~~led

a halt in front of the ceneral store and hotel,
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CURRENT NEWS
United States Rec:ret Seniee men were rushed to Springfield, Ill., December 21, following the discovery of two
rifled mail sacks stolen from a \\Tabash train ru1d found in
a vacant lot there. One of the pouches bad contained regi tered mail, and the officials t<ay the lo~s will amount to
more than $10,000. 'fhe discoYcry was made by a :fiveyear-old boy. ·Every letter had been opened, but scores
of checks were fouud, ~bowing that the robbers took only
the cash.
Confronted by two masked highwaymen, each armed
with a revolver, fiYe girls were recently saved from being
robbed shortly after G o'clock a mile beyond the end of the
:Jianitou car line, Spokane, Idaho, when Miss Katherine
Langelol1s, aged 19, who was driving the buggy in which
they were riding, slashed one of the outlaws across the face
with her whip. The' highwayman cringed under the blow
and fled into the brush. His companion shouted to the
girls to cease calling for help and then followed his pal
into the brush.

American firms are preparing catalogue and rrd·vertising
matter in the Chinese language, with an end in view of
reaching the demands ancl tastes of the Chinese trade.
Sewing machines, phonographs, lamps, patent medicines,
yeast and yeast powder, cigarettes, and condensed milk are
among the articles e:xtensively advertised by placards in
Chinese posted about the streets of Chinese cities. One
enterprising American baking powder firm has an illustrated booklet containing numerous recipes in Chinese
issued and distributed among the Chinese people. An
American university issues its catalogue in Chinese to attract Chinese students desirous of going abroad for a Western education. An American correspondence school advertises very extemively in Chinese throughout the cities of
China and does considerable business with ambitious students. Many American patent medicines are adve1iised
throughout China by literature in Chinese only. A leading American sewing machine company also attributes
much of its success to the spreading of its Chinese gdvertising literature among the Chinese people. Recently a
large wholesale American drug house secured an idea of an
appropriate trade mark for its products in China from an
American consul and is now issuing its labels ai;id advertising matter in connection with this 1..rade mark, the latter
being particularly adapted to Chinese ideas.

George Bynom, who was out with a p~ty of hunters a
few days ago, roped a young grizzly bear. The party
sighted the hear near the Yuba River, California, and fired
several shots without effect. Seeing that the quarry was
about to e!Scape, Rynom, an experienced cowboy, ·unfmled
hi s lassoo and clrnscd the animal with his trained range
Despite the ~act that the Permian goi·crmncnt allowed
horse. Overtaking the bear ~He~· a mile ?hase throug.h
8Cn'. b b~n~h, Byn?m plae?d lus lrne upon it and held it the four members of the scientific expedition .:ent out un1
t·
, tl lC '.T
·t
·
1
·
· · t auspices
arnvcrl . The
unh l 111s. comnnmons
.1.~a 10na
iD e un1vcrs1 v anc,
o·£ ,,.
. . gnzzlvr was then se-J. d er tl· 10 JOlil
·
to
months
h::ilf
a
an~l
fonr
about
only
Society
·Geograp,hic
·
,
curely heel and brought lo Dowmeville.
explore the famed pre-Incan city of :Jinchu Picclrn, buried
After 'J'ne~day . December 24, travelers on the :JiojaYe on the edge of a 2,000-foot canyon, the men, who reached
Desert rubbed thefr eyes in wonderment and believed they here on the United Fruit liner Santa Marta, in from Colon
were dreaming of geography book scenes of the great Sa- December 19, brought with them stories of some remarkhara Dei:;ert, for two carloarl~ of ostriches were on fueir way able discoverie~ . Those returning were P rofessor Hiram
to Victorville, near which point an experimental ostrich Bingham, head arcb:rologist nt Yale; Profesrnr Herbert
farm is to be started . Becanse the :Mojave Desert is more K Grlegory, head of the departmc11t of geology at Yale;
like the native haunts of the o trich, it is believed that the Dr. George F . Eaton, of the Peabocl:v Tml itntr, nncl Probi" birds will thrive better there than at other points in fessor o~good Hardy. Smallpox nnd t~·phm plag11ec1 them,
S~~1tl1ern C'aliJ'ornia. The government once experimented and their Indian guides deserted them, but the most diswith came ls on the desert. ' The experiment was unsuch('artcning thing of all y;as the opposition of Presiclent
c:essful.
Billinghurst, a descendant of an old-time British settler.
Profesrnr Bingham brought back fifty 8kull~ of n pre-Inean
Prof, Thomn.R T . Eyre of the mechanical engineering
period and many skeletons, as well nR thirty cases of wondeparhncnt at Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., told
derfully wrought bronze tablets and pieces of pottery. Dr.
his clas~es of a st range incident which occurred recently.
collected fifty cases of bo1~e<, which will arriYe later.
Eaton
.\. receipted bill, which he lost from his receipt book, was
Among the fos~ils discovered were i he bone• of ma;:todons
blown away b,v the \rincl from his home, No. 501 Dorge
tho~e of the ancient equus, the forcrnnner o·r the horse.
and
Street, West Lafayette, to St. J oqeph, Ind., more than one
and Professor Gregory "·rre both ill for a long
Eaton
Dr.
hundred miles from Lafayette. It is believed the bill was
Bingham nearl:r lo~t h!s life as he was .
Professor
and
time,
carried into the <1ir by a whirlwind and then blown far over
of Palco], in Southern Peru, 1,GOO
heiglits
the
exploring
the State to i he point where it wa.c; picked up. A resident
Professor Bingham, \Tho was in
leYel.
sea
of St. ,Joseph found the stray bill, and returned it by mail feet above
brought lrnck with him ,Tuan F .
expedition,
the
of
charge
to its former ownct. The bill and enYelope were posted
son of the former Pre;;ident,
thirteen-year-old
the
Leguit,
on the bulletin board at the university as an instance of a
in Virginia.
school
in
lad
the
place
will
and
strange freak of nature.
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WORKING FOR MI.LLIONS
,.,. .

By DICK ELLISON
'.(A SERIAL STORY)"

CHAPTER XXI. ·1 Continued)
What their thoughts or fears may have been during
those minutes which to them must have seemed hours no
one save themselves could have told.
Once Ella halted, and for an instant it seemed as if she
must have fallen.
The supporting arm of her uncle gave her new courage,
however, and they hurried on, following closely the path
chosen by Charley and Tom, until at last Captain Hunter
suddenly discerned the dark hull of a ship looming up
ahead.
:i:fe looked again.
Yes, it was a ship, and there to the right of it lay another, and another still to the left.
Still hurrying forward he saw coming t oward them a
number of dusky figures similarly clothed to themselves.
'f hey were divers; another moment put t hat beyond a
doubt.
All carried axes, and presented a decidedly formicla ble
appearance.
Were they friends or foes?

CHAPTER XXII.
TOM CAPTURES THE TERROR.

"What had happened?
It was Tom's first thought and Charley's as weJl.
Instinctively the boys turned and faced each other ; then
Tom, grasping Charley's arm, point ed back in the direction from which they had come.
Fabulous wealth lay scattered all about them, for who
could doubt that the contents of the other boxes were similar to the one into which they had broken? But what was
all the wealth of the I ndies compared with the welfare of
those whom t hey had left behind?
Tom's first thought had been that it was an earthquake,
but almost instantly the recollection of the torpedoes of
the Terror came t o mind .
"We must go back at once," he thought. " If anything
ih.a.s happened to the Cyclops - -"
Poor fell ow!
He was unable to complete the sentence, eYen in his
thoughts.
Charley, offering no sign of objection, the boys hurriedly

scrambled over the heap of boxes and wreckage, gaming
the sandy bottom of the bay.
Before they had advanced a dozen yards, Tom became
aware that a mistake had been made, and that they had
been going in the wrong direction.
The ledge had now assumed an unfamiliar shape, and.
instead of coming upon the wreck of the first galleon they
had discoYerecl, another of very different form seemed to
have appeared in its place.
"We must go back and start over again," thought Tom,
and he was about to communicate his thoughts to Charley
when he suddenly felt the latter's hand upon his arm.
There was something long and black descending upon
them from above, and Charley was pointing toward it-it was a boat built in the shape of a huge cigar.
Cyclops or Terror!
'fhe question was most important, but how to decide ?
One of the strangely constructed crafts it certainly was,
but which one wa more than Tom could tell.
Charley's thoughts were of a similar character, and both
feeling that the chances were all in favor of its being the
Cyclop , the boys stood and watched it.
Slowly it descended, maintaining at the same time a
slow forward moyement.
All at once Tom, whose eyes were fixed on the turret,
caught sight of the ugly face of Dick Price at the wheel.
"HeaYcn help my father !" was the thought that flashed
through his mind, "this me:rnR mischief and no mistake!"
Clutching Charley's arm, he drew him back into the
·
shadow of the sunken ship.
Meanwhile the Terror h:i.d continued to descend, until
at last she rested on the bottom.
Moments pas~ecl and the door of the water-tig:fit chamber opening, four men clothed in diving armor sallied
forth and started for the sunlrnn ship.
What was Tom about?
Tlie instant he saw them coming he drew Charley
around on the other sicJr and pointing toward the Terror
in the most animated manner, hmriedly pushed ahead.
There was no clanger of discovery on the part of the
divers, for they had already pa~secl into the shadow. A
few moments later, and the boys stood abreast of the door
commun icating with the water-tight compartment, and
.
Tom had boldly seized the knob.
"Great Scott!" thought Charley, "is he going to attempt to capture tbc Terror? One-two-three--fourthat means Price :md three others. T om is taJQ.ng big
chances, but--"
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But he never once thought 0£ drawing back, and they
were inside the door now.
Toni's helmet was off the instant the retreating water
had passed his shoulders.
"They've blown up the Cyclops, Charley," he whispered.
"They've done it-I £eel-it-I know it! Dick P rice, or
Captain Terrible, I'm going to have revenge!"
"But think of the risk we run!" answered Charley.
"How do we know how many of the scoundrels are still on
board. For Rea en's saJrn, don't be rash."
"I don't care. If they've killed father and Ella I don't
care to live any longer. Here goes, Charley. If worse
comes to worse I'll die :fighting to the last."
As the inner door flew back a dark :figure rose suddenly
beJ'ore them.
It was Crosar.
"Glory, Massa Tom Hunter! Massa Brown! Oh, Lawd,
hev youse escaped?"
"Hush! not a loud word, or I'll beat your brains out!
The Cyclops-tell me what have they done?"
"Blowed her up wif torpedoes!"
Tom staggered back.
"And were all killed on board?" he faltered.
"Golly, I 'specs so. Don't see how they could 'scapedon't see however youse done got away, but now youse is
here I gib de Terror to youse, and welcome . • Boys, dere
ain't a blessed soul on board but me and Captain Tcrrible's sure gone to feed the sharks."

CHAPTER XXIII.
OONCLUSION.

Captain Hunter drew Ella closer to his side, at the same
time giving the signal previously arranged upon to command a halt.
It was entirely useless to attempt to conceal themselves
from the approaching party. The only thin.g to do therefore was to stand and face them, be they fnend or foe .
There were four of the divers all told; their dress was
out. of the same peculiar sort worn by the refugees from
the Cyclops, and it was this which made Captain Hunter's
heart sink within him, for he felt that they must have
come from off the Terror and nowhere else.
Each man had the diver's ax attached to the suit in foe
usual position; in each helmet blazed .lights ~imilar to
their own, and there were the very duplicates of his own
patent air knapsacks strapped across their back.
Two of the divers walked in advance, while the other
two seemed to he carrying something heavy between them,
which a second glance showed to be a box of trcmendou~
weight seemingly, arnl even this .Point was speedily proved.
As they drew nearer it was easy to see, for the box had no
lid, that it was filled with gold coins, for the most part as
big as a Mexican dollar and few smaller than a climr!
Now all these things were comprehended by Captain
.Hunter in a few seconds.
He had scal'ce1y thrown his protesting arm about Ella
than he saw that they were discovered.
The two divers who carried the cheat dropped their bur-

·-

den-all four were seen to grasp their axes and start toward the little party with a rush.
A mist passed before Captain Hunter's eyes; for the
moment he felt that he must suffocate; there was a terrible
ringing in his ears.
These wer e no friends, but f oes!
Scarce realizing what he did, the master of the Cyclops
seized Ed's arm and :flung it round Ella's waist, indicating
by a peremptory gesture that the steward was to look to her
safety.
Already the 'foremost of the enemy had aimed a crushing blow at J oe Haggerty's helmet, which the engineer
skillfully dodged.
There was but one ax between them, and that was in
the possession of Captain Hunter himse~f.
Darting forward, he struck out, missed, dodged a blow,
struck again, and this time successfully cutting through
the helmet of his ,opponent at the side.
The diver sunk like a log, but at the same instant the
others were upon him, and a desperate conflict began.
Could he hope to conquer?
It seemed impossible.
Dodging and striking, striking and dodging, the brave
man leaped from side to side, keeping up the :fight.
Another fell before his ax, then another.
But no-what was this?
There,had been four at the start; three had fallen, and
still three remained.
He had struck but two-they were :fighting among
themselves!
What now?
Was he going mad?
Surely there lay the Cyclops upon the bottom, not ten
feet away.
/
Wildly he struck again-another fell.
His brain was reeling; he staggered forward, fell himself, and knew no more until-Not until he found himself lying stretched upon a cush1 ion ed couch in a comfortable cabin, with Tom bending
over him and Ella's soft hand bathing his head, while a
few feet away stood Charley Brown and Joe Haggerty,
with Ed grinning at the door.
\Vas he dreaming? Had it been all a dream? Was t his
the cabin of the Cyclops? Had he never left it at all ?
Har1d
Tom was speaking.
"He is all right now. Our enemies are all deacl, father.
We've got a beter boat than the one we lost, ancl the milIlions of the sunken, fleet are ours !"
I

*

*

,*

*

"'

*

They were just in time.
We refer to Tom and Charley, of course, who had n Jn
the Terror forward, arriving at the scene of the conflict by
the permission of a merciful Providence in season to hurry
out and lend them air.
Tom had spoken truly.
They had captured a craft superior in every part icular
to the Cyclops, and before they left the bay, which was
weeks later, gold in coin and ingots to a "fabulous amount
had been taken on board from the treasure boxes of the
sunken :fleet.
.(To be Oontinued),
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
GETS SPANISH PRISON LETTER.
Captain John Gulley, a retired seaman, 76 years old, of
694 Third avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., received a letter recently, bearing the postmark of a small town in Spain.
'J'he contents told him of a fortune, which would be partly
his should he come to the aid of the writer. A short time
ago he visited bis law:rer, Harry E. Shirk, in the Temple
Bar Building. "It is the same old Spanish fraud game
and you are the 'goat,'" said the attorney. The Jetter received by Gulley is almost the same as the many Spanish
prison letters which anive in every part of the United
States about this time of the year. The reward in this
case, however, is not concealed in a secret pocket of a
wallet, which is hidden away in a coat that is in a trunk,
alleged to be held by the authorities, but is to be found
in a valise.

the plumage of many gulls, herons, grebes and swifts all
ready for women's hats and worth a large sum of money.
T. Gilbert Pear.son, Secretary of the Audubon Society,
said the other evening at the offices of the society, No.
1974 Broadway:
"The millinery law gave the tradespeople more than
a year in which to dispose of stock, and since eighteen
months have elapsed we can see no reason why further
leniency should be shown.
"There is an abundance of material that can be used
for hat trimming to which there is no legal objection, and
manufacturers and stores will find it to their advantage to
adhere strictly to the law.''

GERM A~Y AGAINST FOEEIGN :MARRIAGES.

Herra fter any member of Germany's diploma tie service
'rho becomes betrothed to a woman who is not a German
will be dropped, the very fact of engaging himself to marry
HIGH PRICES FOR AU'l'OGR_\.PHS.
The sum of $780, which was paid for an autographeu a foreigner being interpreted as a desire to leave the serletter of Martha Washington, was the highe"t price realized rice and being promptly followed by notice that the wish
in the sale of Danforth autographs, which was concluded is granteu. This revival of Bismarck's stern decree, base d
in Philadelphia, December 7, at Freeman's. Although on his dictum that "a foreign wife cannot possibly help a
the collection embraced many fine letters of Gen. Nathaniel German diplomat," has been revived in consequence, i~ is
Greene, Col. Henry Lee, J ohn Paul Jones, .John Adams, said, of German dip1om::icy in a certain European capital
Ralph I zard, George Washington and Martha \~;asltington, haYing been very unfavorably affected by the influence of a
and the correspondence of Edmond Charlca Genet, :Jlinis- certain foreign gra11d dame who is the wife of a member
ter from France to the United State~, and James Camp- of the German diplomatic service. Inte.rnational alliances
bell, Postmaster-General, the sale was marked by spiritrcl of G~rman d.iplomats have always been looked on unfavorbidding, and about $4,000 was realized. A communication ahl~r m ccrtam quarters, and latterly the tendency of Gerfrom Commodore John Paul .Jones to Genet realized the man sbitcsmen and royalty has been to look with equal susnext highest price, bringing $725. Two letters by John pic'.on o~ intenrn~ional royal ~narriag,es as t?n~ing to tie
Quincy Adams written at The Hague denying that Gen. I Gci many s han~s m c:·ises. Bismarck s. proh1bb?n was alWashington expressed the desire to resign as President lowed to lapse into disregard when Prmce Bernhard von
of the United States because of the ingratitude of its peo- Buelow b?came Chan~ell~r.n He married an Italian, Prinple realized $170 and $160, respectively. ' A letter of Gen . ces~ Mana Becc~delh d1 11olog11a, and headed a service
Washington dated Philadelphia, 1782, directed to :Jfajor- which has bee ~ l.1bcrally represented by American women,
Gen. Greene, brought $300, anJ two others, communica- among them Lillian )fay L'.:mgham, of Louisville, Ky., \~ife
of the late Ambassador Baron Speck von Sternbui·g;
tions ditted a few days later, realized $295 and $105.
Jeanne Luckemeyer, of ... ~e w York, wife of the present
.German Ambas~ador at Washi ngton, Count Johann Heinrich Yon Bernstorff; a great granddaughter of John Jay,
900 HUMMING BIRDS SEIZED.
the wife of Gen. Han s Lother von Schweinitz, who was an
millinery
the
since
made
plumage
of
seizure
The largest
law went into effect eighteen months ago was made re- eminent ~oldier as well as Ambassador at several capitals;
cently by representatives of the State Conservat ion Com- H elen Moulton, of Alban:·, who married Count Paul rnn
mission and the National ABBociation of Audubon Societies Hntzfeldt-Wildenburg, once Ambassador to England and
in A. Hirsh & Co.'s factory, No. ·20 Eruit Thirty-first afterward Foreign J\finister; l\iaud Cass Ledyard, of Detroit. whooe husband, BaTOn YOn Ketteler, was assassinated
street, New York.
Members of the Audubon Society discovered recently in P rking hy BoxerR while he was :Minister to China, and
that a department store had sold a woman seven hum- Constance Hoyt of Washi ngton, who wedded Baron Feruiming birds. B. L. Bowdish, chief clerk of the societies, nand von Stnmm, who was second secretary to the German
traced the birds to Hirsh & Co. The store paid a fine Embassy in America . This list might be largely extenrlec1
if it were made to incluc1e former and minor members of
of $60.
Accompanied oy Warden Edgar Hicks, of the State Con- embassies and legations. It is worth\' of note that Count
servation Commission, Bowdish went to Hirsh & Co.'s Paul von Hatzfeldt-Wilde11burg.._ and Gen . von Schweinitz'
factory and there discovered great quantities of plumage. ooth of whom had American wiYes, were in the German
The raid followed. They seized 900 humming birds llJld diplomatic service during Bismarck' s time.
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THE KING OF CRIPPLE CREEK
OR,

THE BOY WITtl A BARREL OF GOLD
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIAL S'l'ORY)

whi.ch you bought the claim was illegal because the proper
CHAPTER XIX. (Continued )
.
The arm had been well set, for Joe Duffett was, in his notice had 'llot been giYen ?"
"Impossible!" cried Jack. "Judge Dillon is supposed to
rude way, something of a surgeon, as Colonel Wilfer had
' be an honorable man; he woulcl never do such a thing."
occasion to !mow.
"Judge Dillon is, to my certain knowledge, one. of the
colonel.·
' ' We shall now leave you, my men," said the
scoundrels who e\'er went unlrnng," replied Col.
greatest
you
take
to
here
up
sent
be
will
men
"A soon as we can,
down to Cripple Creek. If you think you can escape, why Wilfer. '"~here is great jealousy against the firm of Hudiry it; but all I cau say is th at if you succeed, I shall im- son & Tolliver, as you know. A new sale is to take place
mediately organize a force ancl hunt you down. 'l'here will ~a-morrow at noon by the onler of this most umighteous
be no jail ing done then. You will simply be lynched, so Judge. It has been adYert isecl for two weeks in an obscure
if you will take my advice you will remain just where you paper 1ip the county. 'l'hc idea is to wipe you out. There 's
more to it which I will e"\plain later. All I need add n ow
are."
Having said this, Col. Wilfer led the way back into the is that if they coulcl haYe held you pris011er twenty-four
hours you wo~lcl_ have found yc:urself minus a mine when
cave, 'l'erry and Ethel following him.
you got free, if, mdeed, they c1Ld uot kill you in the end. "
enbroad
a
to
ridge
the
Their way took them through
Jack was amaziod. B<1d as he knew many of the claim
Col.
and
fire
a
was
there
wl1ere
side,
other
e
entrance on th
shysters of Cripple Creek to be, he had never anticipated
'i'lilfer's horse was found .
"Jack," Fnid the colonel, "sit down and make yourself that their rascality could extend rn far as this.
"Who .told you all thi~, colonel ?" he exclaimed. "The
comfortable. We haYe got to stay here all night and may
thrn? must have been very secretly rnanage~1, for no
whole
boy,
dear
:My
np.
lets
a3 well take it easy until the storm
of it eYer ~at to my ears."
br<'ath
f;r
done
have
you
what
for
you
thank
ever
how can I
"Who told me? \Yhy, One-eyed Ike fol cl me," replied
Ethel? When her horse carried her oYer the c:I iff I nev er
e'l'.pectcd to see my darling again; but your prompt action the ~olonP.l. "One of your men came and confessed it all
to 111111 shortly after you and Terry started out, and what
sa,·ed lier and-and--"
docs Ike do but. jump right into the strarn launch and run
afmuch
too
seemed
and
here
down
broke
colouel
'rhe
down to the mill and tell me."
fected to proceed.
"Blessings on Ike~" cried Jack. "And yet he is what
"Why, really I did nothing,'' replied ,Tack. "I caught
they can a bad man."
the horse's bricllc, it is true, but--"
"'Jack Hudson saved my life and I'd giYe it cheerfully
"That's all right. You got there," broke in the colonel.
save his,' was the way Ike put it; but he did net kMw
to
gone
have
certainly
would
horse
the
that
declares
"Ethel
O'\'er the cliff with her if you had not been just as qui~k to where you had gone ancl tt:e informer could not tell him,
take hold as you were . We won't talk abont it any more. so he started at ~nee for Cnpp~e Cre~k. to Eee what he cou ld .
I h!J.Ye got something of the highest importance to say to learn. Jlfe8:11wlnle I had bm:rne~·s m Breakneck Canyon,
you and T erry. Do you know why Bill Beer,s put up that ancl sornethmg se~med to tell rne to go right ahead ;rnd
job on yon? Why it was that you and 'l'erry were enticed perhap~ I would fmcl you . The~·e's my story . •Jack. 'l'hey
are try m g to rob you of your mme and the next mo\'e will
up to Stillman's hut?"
"'iYhy, to blackmail us," replied Jack. "They made me be to sue you for nn accounting and to claim all the moHey
you have ever taken out of it. Rnin stares you in the face,
order 'l'cny to draw a hundred dollars, and--"
" •.\.nd t.ltat is only part of it. Let me tell you the rest. my b.oy, unless we can get to Cripple ("reek to-morrow
It is part of a scheme to ruin you. 'l'herc ha s been a recru- rnornmg: but can we do it? I~o ok out there and see the
lar syndicate o.f toughs formed again t yon both; frie~ds snow banking np na:gin t the month of the ca Ye, and we
of ) fatamoras Mat, whom you captu red and sent up to the only hal'e one horf'c among us all."
penitentiary where he belongs.''
CHAPTER XX .
"Why, I know that," said Jack. "BeElrs told me that.
DOWN TIIE MOUNTAIN .
GETTING
I understanrl it all."
in silence. It was a hard blow
tjme
long
a
for
sat
.Tack
was
injunction
an.
morning
this
that
know
you
"Do
taken out prohibiting you from working yom mine? Tl1at to him. He could not bear to think of all he hacl worked
Judge Dillon granted it on the ground that the sale at so hard for being swept away in a day by a gang of
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swindlers, and he held a prisoner here, not five miles from
Cripple Creek as th e crow flies, but . as good as a huudred,
the way matters stood.
If it had been a clear day he could have walked out of
the rave and looked right down into Cripple Creek, and
Ly th e aid of a good glass actually watched the people as
t hey walked about the street ; but, as it was, he might just
a,; wel I l1aYe been at the other end of the earth.
1'..t least so Col. Wilfer thought, and most people would
han agreed with him; but Jack was thinking while he sat
there silent, and the more he thought about the matter the
more inclined lJ.e was to take an altogether different view
oI the atl'air.
"'l'erry, you knew all about this before?" he said at last.
'l'ltc colonel had drawn Ethel to one side and they were

Jack now halted and made a careful study of the surrounding cliffs.
At last feeling certain that he had located the trail, he
started down the mountain, the horse slipping and sliding
in the ni.ost dangerous fashion.
It was now getting on toward night, and, of course, it
was of the utmost importance that Jack should get down
into Cripple Qreek before darkness came.
H e had not gone a great way before it seemed to him
that he could see horses ahead, toiling up the slope; Lut
the wind whirled the snow about so that he could not be
sure. It might be only the moving treetops, and for a
while he thought it was; when all at once he saw his mistake.

There was a band of ten mounted men toiling up the
discussing their own affairs.
i·t trail within a stone's throw of him.
"Oh, yes!"· replied Terry. "He told me all about
·
Were they enemies or friends ?
while we were riding along the ridge, J ack. "
Jack reined in immediately and rising m his saddle,
shouted :
·'What do you think of it?"
•
"Why, I don't know what to think. Whatever you say
goes."
"Hello, there l Hell'O l Who are you. Pull out a little
" I only wish I could say go," mUTmured Jack. "If I and leave room for me to pass I"
could only once get into Cripple Creek I'd make those fel"Hello, boss I That's you, I know by your voice I" called
lows sick, and don't you forget it."
the leader, and to Jack's great joy he also recognized the
"You never could get there alive in this storm!" cried voice.
wl'hat you, I ke?" he shouted back, and so it was OneTerry. er And in the nighttime, too."
" I think I could. It's not cold, but can I leave the eyed Ike himself, with nine men all heavily armed behind
re~t of you here?"
him, coming up to Stillman's to rescue Jack and Terry,
'·Yes, you can, Jack," broke in Col. Wilfer. "You can for Ike ha:d gone straight to town and by moving about
lea ve us all here. If you think there is any cliance of get- afoong his olcl pals in the gambling saloons soon found a
ting there, take the horse and go along. Terry and I can friend who k:llew all about the plot against the King of
sfak it out until you can send help to us, and as for ' those Cripple Creek.
toughs, we shall be good for them in case they should, by
For Jack and Ike to compare notes took but a few moariy chaD ce, get free-never you fear."
ments, of course, and a plan of action was immediately
"What do you say, Ethel?" demanded Jack. "I'm sure decided upon.
Eight of the men went on to the cave to the assistance
I only want to do the right thing."
"I say, go!" declared Ethel. "Don~t suppose for a min- of Col. Wilfer, Ethel and Terry, while Ike and one other
ute that I want to see you lose your mme after all you have, turned back down the trail, with J-ack between them.
done for me "
\
"
• ~ ,,
•
,.
•
,
,
•
I
It had now begun to rain, for Jack had reached a lower
1
_Go, ,Jae~; said C~l. vhlfer, ~eemg that the boy still level and it came down as though the flood gales of hea 1•en
I would, if I stood m' your shoes. I would were opened and meant to stay so for some time to come.
hes1b:tC:'rl.
J1ot gm:: t;ie matter another moments thought. I am. we~l
"Do you think we can make it, Ike?" asked Jack. "Jt
able to 'I'
tn.rn care
and my daughter, and there is seems t o me l'f l·t ge t s mucn
, soft er tl1e h orses w1·111_osc th. e1r
·
t hof myself
,,
a1ways ern· o e1p
.
·
·
·
'
" d
,. ·tl
.
f
h d
d
d footmg altogether and that it vnll be a slide for tnc rest
1
.Tac'I neeu1e no LUl' 1er urgmg, or 11e a. area
y ma e f th , ,,
0
" ,e \lay..
up his rnind that it was the only thing to be done.
.
;'
.
k
"
_\. iew moments later he found himself astride the horse,
Im hopmg for the ~~st, replied I e. _ We must get
rid 'ncr along the top of the ridge with the wind blowina there, boss. I tell you it s a nughty serious matter; and,
acr~in~t his sicle with a force of eighty miles an hour whirl~ what's more, I've bet a thousand dollars to one hundred
ii~o· the: s~ow 'lll about him
'
that the King of Cripple Creek will jump into this fight
was all ;he horse could do to hold his own, and this with both feet and knock his enemies out to the last man ."
Wc\s not ihc worst; for how was J a.ck ever to find the trail,
"Yes, and I want to see you win that bet, Ike," replied
aud after he found it, how was he ever to face this terrible J a.ck; "but say, we must be pretty near the mouth of \\'ebb
Canyon. What if we should run into a mule-train going
wind in going down the mountain side?
If it had continued as it was then, it is doubtful i:f he down, loaded with ore?" ·
"We a.re right into it now," replied Ike. "Don't talk
could have clone it; but as luck W,9uld have it just about the
time Jack reached the spot where the hut had been the about mule-trains to me, that would be the last straw;
wind began to die down and at the same time the temper a- them mules ,~·oul d tramp tho slush down so tliat our horses
ture rose several degrees.
could never stand on their feet. ::Hill, it might •be we had
No less snow fell, but what came down was much softer better hUTry and get by the mouth of Webb Canyon while
and everything seemed to indicate that it was soon going to we have the chance."
tur n to rain.·
_(To be Continued)
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TIMELY TOPICS
Four thousand one hundred and fifty bales of raw silk,
valued at .$2,075,000, the largest and most valuable silk
cargo ever brought across the Pacific to the Puget Sound,
arrived at Tacoma, Wash., December 21, on 1.he steamer
Bellcrophon from the Orient. The moment the steamer tied
up gangs of longshoremen under rush orders began transferring 1.he silk to a special train, which carried the valuable cargo to New York.
The first report of the commission appointed under the
terms of the Rockefeller Fund to devise means for the
eradication of the hookworm in the mountain districts of
Kentucky was made at Le:\ington, Ky., December 21.
The report is for Breathitt County, and shows that out of
1,785 persons examined 1,263 were affected. If that rate
of infection prevails in the other mountain counties, Kentuck-y has 20,000 cases of hookworm, it is estimated. In
some of the Breathitt County schools every pupil was
found to be a sufferer.

Uncle Sam's newest and most formidable battleship
of the air, equipped with a death-dealing, rapid-fire gun,
the heaviest to be mounted on an aeroplane, 44 feet wide
and weighing a ton, propelled by a 70 horse-power motiYe
plant, adaptable to land, sea and air, is nearing completion
at the W. Starling Burgess Aerodrom e, Marblehead, Mass.
This latest war eagle is a r adical departure from 1.he
former Burgess-Wright type of biplane, several of the
latter having already been furnished to the War Department. In that the new war aeroplane is a biplane, it is
similar to the former type of aerial battlecraft. But the
new machine is four feet wider than the old trpe. Its
powerful motive plant is capable oi' driving it through the
heavens at more than a mile-a-minute clip. For sea lancJings the machine will be equipped with a large single pontoon instead of two, as hitherto. From the front center of
the lower plane an outrigger has been erected, upon which
the rapid-fire gun will be mounted. There will also be a
seat for the gunner in the forestructnre. Immediately in
1.he rear of the gunner will be the pilot's station. He 1rill
use the standard Wright dual control, one lever for elem-.
tion and the other for warping, to maintain latera 1 stability or balance. It is planned to equip the war aeroplane
with wireless.

Thirty days in the city jail is the punishment imposed
upon 'M rs. Maude White for smoking a cigarette in the
City Park, Vancouver, Wash., December 28, while sitting
on one of the benches there, by Police Judge Shaw. Mrs.
White was sitting on the bench puffing away at a cigarette
she had made a'pparently, when Officers Jack Smith and
Henry Burgy passed and l'.rrested her. At the City Hall
Among the ren~arkabl e antiquaria:i finds at Pompeii
she said that she was sick, but the judge took a different
some of those recently made posse8s tbe greatest of inview and passed sentence. This is the first time that a
terest. Instead of showing signs of exhaustion the \\'Oil'll·oman in this city has been arrested for such offens~.
clerCul mine of antiquities J)encath Vesuvius retains its
richne's u-naba1ec1. The s.ttect of Abundance, o.nce the
Tradition ancl sentiment have saved a giant tree, known
rich Roman's parad_ise, has rccrntly been inYestigatcrl in
us the Creek Council Tree, which stands in the centre of
part of its extent upon a new system of excavation. The
South Cheyenne Street in Tulsa, Okla. An ordinance to
street of Abundance, only .ecently laid open1 has
pave the street was adopted recently and some citizens
perhaps not more than begun to yiel1l it~ spoil. The
wanted the tree destroyed but a decision to sparn it has
ground there is being suujectccl to a newly cle\·ised system
been reached. Beneath the tree, according to traclition,
of excavation and rcstoratio11. By means of his methods
are buried the ashes of the Cherokees brought from the
Prof. Spinazzola, the orignator of the new system, hopes
old council ground in Georgia, when the Creeks came to
to reproduce parls, seemingly destroyed . of the line of
the Indian Territory more than seventy-five years ago.
houses on the old street in their entirety. :N'otliing is
\Yhere the tree stands the :first important meetings of the
thrown away in the new style of excavation. The effort is
tribe were held.
made to locate the exact place and definite purpose or each
nameless fragment. The fragments of the Toofs and uppre
SilYerware to the value of $200 disappeared from the parts of houses have made it possible to reconstruct somehome of Mrs. J. W. Barrows, at 113 East Seventy-second times in great detail the top stories of the houses, the
F.treet. Xew York Cit,\-, recent]~·, the loss being discovered ceneula windows and even balconies. One of the rno't
shorth· after 1hc departure of a woman who represented imposing of these houEe front frescoes is that representing
herscl.f as a b0ok agent. The woman, according to the the Pompeiian Venus. She is pictured a noble figure dimaid, asked that 1he volumes she carried be taken to the vinely tall and slender, stand ing with her offspring Cupid
mistress of thc> hourn. The maid complied with the re- in a glistening ·chariot drawn by lithe and swaying
quc~t. and after )[ ro:. Barrow had scanner1 the volumes elephants. On the one s.ide of her stands the Genius of
she discusEed their merit~ \rith the agent. It was agreed Fortune, beloved of the prosperous Pompeiians, and on the
that the agent should call again and learn l'rfrs. Barrows' other a tutelary genius. The elephants, w:ith their welldecision. A few minutes after the woman left the maid poised bulk of muscle, look as if drawn from life . It must
discovered the loss of the silverware, all engraved with the have demanded no small skill to sketch them in the rapid
medium of fresco.
initials of Mrs. Barrows.
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~he mills,

practically inclcstr~ctible, for which the furnace
Iron cloth ls in common use, that horsehair-lookincr material 11sccl in stiffening coat collar .
"Linwstone wool" is rnade in the electric furnace . Clothes
of this material cannot be damaged by fire or grea. e and are
as flexible as clothing made of sheep's wod. An English
rnanufacturel' is making a fabric of old ropes. Japanese
troop;:, during the war with Russia, proved that paper
clothe~ are serviceable and warmer than tho ·c of cloth .
English, French and German manufacturers are turning
out paper <lressing gowns and bathrobes. EYen gloves,
which may !Je cleaned many times, are made of paper.

I

is the laundry.

F rank Tousey, Publi!'her
168 West 2.~d St., N. Y.

"What is your idea of a silent partner?" "He"s the
fellow that puts hi money into a firm and kee1)s his mouth
.hut while it is being spent." '
When the Rev. R. F. Kirkpatrick, a Prc8b~·lerian minister o.f Memphis, Tenn., discoverecl that a ncgro burglar
Tom-Did Maud tell you the truth when you asked her
was attempting to get into his home l'arly the other clay, her age? Dick-Yes. •rom-What clid she say? Dickhe telephoned the police, armecl himself with a revolver She saicl it was none of my business.
and took up a position at the heacl of a stainray. Before
the police arriYed the negro gained entrance :rncl the minShe-'l'akc care, Alfred; that isn't the remedy for seait>ter fired, killing him instantly.
sickness. Don't yon sec the bottle is marked "lJoison ?"
He (g:roaning)-Th at's the one I want.
.An ingenious automatk parachute for aeroplanes was
demonstrated from the Eiffel TO\Yer. Paris, December 22.
::Habel-I \1·oulc1 never marry a man I did not loYc.
T he contrivance, which consists of a vast umbrella, forty l\faudic-But suppose a really wealthy man should profeet in diameter, is spread by a system of spring , operating pose? l\Iabcl-I should loYe 11im, of course. ·
instantaneously and automatically directly the fall begins.
T he parachute was dropped to-day from the first platform
Small Boy (leading in a. tramp)-Oh, mother, this poor
of the tower, with a sandba.g to represent an aviator. The olcl gentleman says he hasn't had a thing to eat for eight
apparatus opened folly before it had fallen sixty feet. It. months, so I've just invited him home with me
to lunch
landed gently, taking sixteen seconds to drop 190 feet.
with us.

.

T he piling for the great dike which is being built on the
easterly side of the Panama entrance on the Pacific, extending from the main land for three and one-third miles,
is nearing completion, and be.fore long all of the rockwork
will have been filled in. There has been much settlement
necessitating large additional dumping of rock." The total
vertical settlement in ~ e section during the period July 1,
J911, to June 30, 1912, aggregated 125 fed, and in some
cases the movement of the mud has carried the trestle
laterally as much as 300 feet, but the :fill is now stable, and
a carriage way will be built along its surface giYing access
to N aos Island. 'rhis dike prevents the carrying of sediment by the current which sets across the axis of the canal
e11 lrance from the east.
Clothes without shearing the sheep or plucking the cott on plant are now ready for us whenernr we get ready for
t hem. Stone, ir9n, glass and paper supply the materials,
soft ancl pliable as woollens, cottons ana silks, some of
them washable by putting them in the fire, some of them
unwearontable anrl others so cheap they may he thrown
aw..,y when soiled. Glass makes beauti fn l dress goods,
colors to ple11se and sheen a11cl sparkle all their own. The
Ru~Rians are manufacturing a fabric of "a :filamentous
stone from the Siberian mines," flexible as any product of

Daughter-Oh, papa, l've just got the most lovely costume you ever saw. Papa (husily)-I'm glad you like it.
Dangh.ter-lt's too sweet for anything. Now all we need
is a yacht.
Dorothy-I do wish we were r ich, father. Her fatherHow rich would you like to be? Dorothy-Oh, awful!r
rich; rich enough to snub other people anJ still be called
agreeable.
"So this is your dull season, eh?" observed the visitor.
"When is the busiest period of your factory?" "When
the whistle blows for the men to quit work,'' answered the
manufacturer.
:Mother-Xow, il you take three from ten, bow many
will remain? (No answer.) :M:other-\Vell, suppose I
take away three of your fingers, what wonld you have then?
Johnnie-No music lessons.
Angry ·w ife-lt seems to me we"ve been married a centnry. l ran"t ercn remember when or where we fi r st met.
Hrn;band (ernphalically )-1 can . It was at a dinner party
where there were thirteen at table.
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and ferocious yells, were swanning upon the Dolphin's
decks. Before an attack so sudden the merchantman's
company were easily overpowered aml made prisoners.
By Kit Cly de.
The pirates ransacked the cabin and forec astle, and
then gathered with their booty ancl prisoners in t he DolOn the morning of September 16, ] 738, with the sun, phin"s waist. Upon the poop stood their capta,i n, a tall,
liaH way up to the zenith, the trim schoone: Dolphin ~ lil ~ck-l_iranlcd man , wi th a ficr:e eye ancl re~olute, cruel,
forged southward. A gentle southerly br eeze nppled the· ihm J1po. lle put some questions to Captam Knowlton
smooth Caribbean waters, and St. ThomaR, her port, lay l concerning his cargo, the sailing of other Ycssels from
only twenty-fonr hours' sail away. Here she wa s to dis- Ifoston, ancl the measures that the l3ritish p.uthorities were
charge ancl load cargo, and thence shape her homeward I taking against the West Indian piq1tcs. Then he turned
course t~ward B?ston.
.
i to his li eutenant.
Captam Archibald ~n~wlton w~l kc d his ~uarter deck
" \Ve"rc wasting time." he said. "Hun a plank out at
?nskly, for he wa_s begmnrng to enJOY ~b e r eli ef from anx- the Jee gangway and walk them orerboard."
i~ty felt on nearmg port safe from disaster by storm or I The pirate captain, looking off impatiently toward the
pirate. Torn adoes and hurr~canes were less to be dreaded brig, saw that with the tail oi' the breeze puffing her upper
than the :fjerce outlaws that m those days hauntecl the seas : sails, she would pass them two miles ::iwav. At the same
wherever merchant vrssels sail eel . "Dca<l men tell no time a ripple com in " from ihc west promi.~ed wind :for his
0
talcs" was ~heir maxim with prisoner s, ::rncl 0:'ery _mer- Iown ycssel.
chant
captam knew well that. the capture of his. slup by I "\
t
· men. "It' s no t rme
"
.
1 vas tlrnrc.,,, lie sl10u tc d t o 1i1s
prrates meant that those of his company taken alive would I to drown prisoners with that prize slipping past us. F our
be ~ad;,.to ~wall~ _the plan:,.'tl' d h f
of you i:;tay with the schooner and work her down in our
_e an ee s nppcr w 1s e . e ~er ul1y as he 1ool~cc1 wake while we give chase.''
to wmdward, where a long, sharp n gged schooner wl11ch
'rl
. t
t f our men '"liom l1e aes1gna
. t ed,
· l
b
, ·
·
..
. h
1e pua es excep
th e mornrng
la<1 rougnt mto view was sa1]11w
t"l
t
'd
t
th
·
,,
I
a
t·
0 m t e same
. t·
h D , .
1ias i y re urne
o · eir own ucc ;, an , cas ing 1oose
c1nee rnn as t e o1prtm. From her comse and. appear- f
·
rom ti10 y.an k·ee sc110oner, th e p·Hoqua sprea a h er wings
ance h e t ook h er t o b e a t ra aer f rom some Amencan
port.
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o 1e n smg reeze an swep i rn a gu o ie ng. The
Th e s t ranger was 1arger an d f ast er t h an 1111s
own cra.1.t, D o1ph"m , s crew deJec
· t edl y wa t ch eu, tl te p1ra
· t e yesse 1 swoop
an d sl ow 1y crep t up on h er wea th er quar t er.
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·
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"" th e clown upon its pr ev, w 1c , seernrng o rea 1ze e anA no th er more d is
."
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:
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"th f . b
der, had turn ed its course so as to give the schooner a
por t b ow--<!omrng on w1 a au reeze.
·
h
l
k
~ft
th
stern chase. At tins moYe t e b ac.· ag came up to e
B oth sc h ooners were c 1osc lmu Ied on tl1e st ar b oar d t ac k
.
.
.
d t'
t
I
b ·
f th' P1roqua's peak, and m her true color3 she crowded on sail
an
~e s ra~ge sc 1o?ncr ~vas now near 1y a ean_i o · . e · in ursuit.
,
Dolphm. Five or , ix sailors &nd an officer m plam
~
.
.
. . .
clothes were on view upnn her ace ks.
.1 h~ pirates l ef~ m charge of the Dolphm, m ill-t~mp~r
"What do you make her out lo be, Abel?" said Captain at berng left behmd, drove the officers and crew, nme m
Knowlton.
number, into the forecastle and fastened the door. · 'rhey
He spoke to ·his first mate, with whom he had sailed shaped the schoone_r's course into the wake of t he pirate
since they were boys.
·
craft, and then, while one of_them handled the wheel, the
"A slaver makin' for the west coast more'n likelv" others began a search for liquor. A bottle partly filled
answered Abel Forbes. "She's a good 0 ;c; pull~ alieacl ~f with ~·um, found in the cook's locker, only whetted t heir
us on the wind, and not many craft can do that."
ap~Jct1tes. They can:e to tl_1e foreca stle and asked the
The breeze, which came and went fitfully was dyin cr pnsoners ,~·here the hquor-m those days _a regular part
idiolly away and the tranger which ha<l co i;;e •verv nca; of a Ycs<el s stores-wa!> kept. Tlte rnate mformed them
now fell off ~little, k~eping ~ the same tack, as i{ try in~ that there was a cask of rum among the stores in the foreto make the most of what wind there was left.
hold. The.y opened the forec_astle door.
"If that fellow doesn't mind what he's a-doing he'll run
"Come out of there, two of you," they called; whereat
afou l of us," said Captain Knowlton. I'll hail him."
Abel Forbes and J ack Dutton, the ship's boy, climbed the
Lifting his speaking trumpet, he shouted:
ladder to the deck. The pirates pointed to the fo re hatch" Schooner ahoy! What's your name and where arc you way.
bonnd?"
"Get down and break out that cask of rum, and be quick
"The Piroqua of Havana " ca lled back the officer then aLout it," they commanded.
' to his helmFman, who' sud- 1\bcl and Jack went below and tried to pull aside the
gaYe a command in Spanish
denly threw up the wheel; the stranger sltot ahPad and barrels of beef and par~ stowed abo ut the cask. The
laid her port bow on the starboard quarter of the Dolphin. pir,1tC':; rigged a fall and by th e aid of this ome barrels i
As the ve~sels pilth ed ancl ground together, the Pi ro- \ wel'c hoisted out and others nvung a.;ide until the head of
qua's men, pretending to help in clearing them, passed a I the roYeted cask \ras in sight. But so much stufl' was still
hawser about the Dolphin's main shrouds, fastening ihe wcllged al;out it that the thirsty ruJlians became impatient.
schooners together. .A gorgeously dressed man appeared , At their order .Jack Dutton brought an auger from the
sword in hand, on the stranger's drck, shouting com- carpen ter's room, a11d seizing it one of the pirates jumped
mands. About her lee rail rose a crowd of desperate look- 1below. A hole· was quic_kly bored into the cask and with '
ing fellows, who, in a moment more, with flashing weapons a long reed pipestem he was able to reach the liquor, which
CAPTURED BY PIRATES.
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he su~ked up greedily until his eager companions clamored their fate. At four bells in the afternoon the captain and
his mate still stood anxiously at the wheel, their gaze turnthat he come on deck and allow them their turn.
ing from the pirate on the east to the western water,
a
at
it
continued
Once started to drinking the pirates
smooth and glassy, to the horizon line.
comrades,
his
missing
wheel,
the
at
man
The
rate.
lively
At last a little cat's-paw from the west ruffled the surgruffi.y called Jack aft.
face and comin& after it, growing and deepening, a dar~
" What are my mates doing forward?" he inquired.
ripple showed tliat there was wind behind. The mainsail
said
They tapped the banel of rum in the forehold,"
swelled out and there came beneath the bows the gurgle
·
J ack.
"That's pretty work for 'em to be at, with the craft to of water cut by the Dolphin's prow.
"All hands on deck!" cried Captain Knowlton. "Haul
sail and prisoners to guard,'' growled the pirate. "Here,
aft the sheets. Head her southwest by south, Abel."
you, catch hold of the wheel and watch your steering!"
The schooner rounded up into the breeze and the behatchway
the
to
forward
With cut lass in hand he ran
and shouted to his comrades to come on deck; but, reek- calmed pirates saw their prize drawing off with gathering
lessly drunken, they replied only by inviting him to join headway. Would the Piroqua leave her chase of the brig
to pursue her when the wind came? This was soon retheir carousal or go to a place warmer than Havana.
vealed. With his spyglass Captain Knowlton could see a
standWhile they exchanged threats and curses, Abel,
commotion on her decks, and as the breeze reached the
of
lack
through
vessel,
the
that
saw
foresheet,
the
by
ing
skillful handling, had fallen fully a mile behind the pirate pirate and gave her steerage way, she headed close-hauled
craft. He perceived a chance to make a bold stroke for toward the escaping schooner. But the Dolphin had the
the lives of himself and his comrades, and knowing that first pull of. the freshening wind, and drew farther and
as matters stood, their doom was scaled in any event, he farther away from her pursuer.
The merchant schoonei· had gained a fine start, but as
acted promptly and resolutely.
As the ruffian standing at the hatchway alternately the wind became steady the Piroqua, hanging on her
cursed his comrades and implored them to come 'bn deck, quarter, held her own and began to creep closer, and a
Abel, under pretense of pulling in the slack of the jib change or failing of the wind might again throw the Dolsheet, contrived to get near him . The pirate heard his phin into her cruel enemy's ch1tches.
As the pirate, crawling up into the wind, drew nearer
movement 1 turned, and instantly raised his cutlass.
"So you were trying to steal on me," he snarled. "I'll and nearer, a sail far ahead gradually lifting into view
I reYealed a great spread of canvas, a Union Jack flying at
put you out of the way."
the peak ancl the black and white portholes of a Briti:;h
instinctively
Abel
spoke.
he
as
down
flashed
The steel
dodged back at the motion, but that would not have saved i man-of-war. The pirate quickly recognized the character
him had it not been for the dangling tackle that had been i of the coming vessel and wanted no closei· acquaintance.
used in moving the barrels in the hold. It swung in the j Tacking, she spread her sails free and went off like a shot
way of the falling blade, catching and turning the blow, 1 abeam of the wind and wa::; soon hull down in the disso that the edge of the cutlass sank deep into the wooden \ tance.
I At Captain Knowlton's signal of di~Lrcss there c::i.me off
block.
Before his enemy could disengage it the mate sprang, to him from his majesty'::; cruiser Terror a boat manned
forward, and with his heavy fist h1nding squarely upon the by a <lozen bluejackets in command of a lieu1enant.
j 'l'he situation was qnickly explained, the hatch thrown
jaw, knocked the pirate backward into the hold.
With a strength and quickness he could not haYc shown oil', and the pirates, at the sight of the man-of-war's men,
in a lesser emergency, he flung th e hatch do1rn into place. ' surrendered without a struggle.
H e forced the clamp on the staple and secured it, then i Just.ice in those days was swift for freebooters of the
sea, and before the Dolphin left St. Thomas the four
sprang to the forecastle and opened the door. .
"Corne out, come out, Captain Knowlton. I've got the , pirates la·y under sentence in prison, awa,iting the day of
their execution .
pirates under hatches."
-"Steady,'' he shouted to the imprisoned crew, e'lger to
rush out. "One at a time, and only two of you. ~f . too , 'I he Rev. G. G. Ruper:t, aged sixty-five, a minister in the
many of us are about the deck we'll arouse the susp1c10ns Seventh Day Adventist Church, Oklahoma City has just
of t hat fellow ahea,d; and if we do we're worse off than I hacl his vision restored after twenty-eight year; 0£ darkI ness. In 1884, while conducting service a,t Birmingh am,
ever ."
Captain Knowlton with hrn men handled the ropes, and 0., Rupert rndden ly Lecame bl ind. Orn li;;i.s pronounced his
with Abel at the wheel, still keeping the Dolphin headed ' aflliction inc11l'able. Hnprrt came to Oklahoma, wh ere his
for the pirate craft, they cont~vecl to spill so much wind '. wife <lit•(l, leaving him with three sma ll daugtters, who
and so to steer that the vessel should make the least hea<l- ' haYe grow n to womanhood and two married. Rupert himway possible. T he distance between the two schooners !1 self married again, and until three weeks ago had never
steadily increased until they were two miles apart. 'I'hen seen his second wife. Novemher 4, his lit.tl c grandson playthe wind fell, leaving the Dolphin rolling on the ·sw('ll with : folly ilippecl a piere of tin foil from a rubber band and
flapping sails. The last puff dying away to leeward, car- : Rirnek Hnpert on one of his ryehallF. Warm applications
ried the Piroqua along some· distance further, and the . were applied to clraw t11e pain and when removed the aiI ilictecl man realized his eyesight had partially returned,
three vessels lay becalmed at equal distances apart.
In arixious suspense the Dolphin's crew waited for the aud it continued to improve until to-day he can read
next rise of wind, for UJ20D. ita direction would depend primer type.
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NEWS OF THE DAY
A private bank which advertised to pay 100 per cent. I Robert Taft, son of the President, is one of nearly one
interest a year "on all deposits from one cent to $15,000,- hundred tudents of Harvard who have been ·robbed by a
000,000," was closed in Chicago, December 21, with the supposed "Rafiles" for whom diligent ~arch is being made
arrest of F. B. Carson, its promotor, on a charge of using by private detectives. Nearly every room in Craigie Hall,
the mails to defraud. Circulars were sent to principals of the dormitory in which Robert Taft lives, has been ranschools throughout the country asking for deposits, and sacked in the last two months. The thief evidently had
Carson is said to have obtained many thousands of dollars. false keys, and it is thought he entered the rooms while
occupants were at their classes. Believing the thief was
Heavy outer garments and a suspender button in the some person enrolled as a student, the university authoripath of a bullet protected Joseph M. Dey, a farmer, from ties sought to keep the robberies secret, but student.s fai led
death at Flanders, N. J., December 21, when he was shot to keep the secret aiter detectives had been put at work.
from behind as he drove from the Du Pont powder mill to It is said the President's son lost scaJ:f pins, cuff links and
Succasunna, where he lived. The bullet went through a clothing valued at $250. Among other victims were W. C.
heavy fur coat he wore and drove the suspender button into Striebling, of St. Louis, and Paul M. Hollister, of Grand
the small of his back, inflicting only a superficial wound. Rapids. Altogether the losses o.f the students are said U>
Dey's assailant fled wheri he found his shot had not taken aggregate $10,000.
effect. Dey told the authorities he thought the man was
a negro. Robbery was supposed to ha,·e been the motive
On September 13, 1911, there was picked up on the
for the attack.
beach at Cullivoe, Papastour, in the north of Scotland, a.
life buoy, battered and stained, bearing the inscription,
Farmers brought into Kingfisher, Okla.., recently four "Passeu by J . Guthrie, San Francisco, California, June 1,
golden eagles of a ·flock of seven i:Jhat have their eyries in 1D05." 'l'he vessel E)tanley Dollar was wrecked off the
the Gyp hills, thirty-five miles northwest of this place. west coast of Japan in August, 1905, and the buoy, whose
The eagles had carried off so much small stock that the history is bound up with that of the ship, must have been
farmers finally organized to exterminate them . Four of floating in the ocean currents for six years until it landed
the birds were captured and one was killed. 'l'h cy carried in Scotland. Whether it went ai·ound the Horn or through
away lambs and pigs, and it is now believed the eagles, the Northwest Passage or down by Australasia and around
instead of gypsies, carried away an infant child from that the Cape of Good Hope into the Atlantic will, of course,
community several months ago. One of the captured always remain a matter of doubt and conjecture. This
eagles weighs silteen pounds and has a sweep of win gs of buoy is said to hold the "world's record" for drifting the
·
nearly eight feet.
longest distance. It was si.."< years on the way from the
Pacific Ocean to the Atlantic, and must have been washed
An exciting batitle between a Bengal ' tiger and an into many a strange port before it was picked up on the
African lion took plac:e in the municipal menagerie of Scotch island.
Nuremberg, December 21. 'rhe lion and tiger occupied
cages and were separated by strong though widely spaced
The death of Princess Agnes Salm-Salm at K arlsruhe,
iron bars. "Othello," the lion, spied. a watering-trough in
the tiger's cage, close to the bars. The big beast succeeded Germany, December 21, brought to an end a most romantic
in passing its head th.rough the bars, right above the career. She was the daughter of an American colonial
trough, but at that moment the tiger sprang upon him and named Leclercq, and was born in Baltimore, Md., on
buried his terrible claws in the lion's head. The lion Christmas Day, 1840. In her youth she gained some
could not extricate himself and was held down in the water renown as an actress, and then she manied P rince Felix
Salm-Salm, in 1862. The prince was a soldier of fortune.
by the other animal until he was dead. ·
He served first in the German and then in the Austrian
Paul Smith and his sons, Pau1, Jr., and Fhelps Smith, army, on leaving which he went to the United States and
owned and operated the Paul Smith Hotel Company, the joined the Union Army, during the Civil War, rising to the
power plant at Franklin ]falls, nine miles from Paul rank of brigadier general. After the conclusion of the
Smith's, and the railway which connects the hotel property war he went to Mexico and became aide de ca.mp to the
with the .r ew York Central, six miles away. From his Bmperor, Maximilian, but went back to Germany and
small beginnings Paul Smith developed his business of at- joined the Prussian army on the outbreak of the F:rancotracting pleasure seeker to the woods until he had acquired Prussian War, in 1870. He was killed at the battle of
more than 30,000 acres of land, within the confines of Gravelotle. The Princess accompanied her husband
which were ten lakes, and had become a capitalist. Sev- through all his campaigns, and in the Franco-Prussian
eral of the millionaires who have elaborate "lodges" and War served as a hospital nurse and was decorated with the
camps in the Adirondacks bought their land from the Iron Cross for bravery. After the war she married Charles
Hencage, in 1876,
shrewd but kindly Vermonter.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
THE UNION PACIFIC TO l~STALL WJHELESS.
'l'he uni011 Pacific lla.ilway rnade application recently to
the Departnwnt of Commerce and Labor at Washington
for a lie;en~e to opm·afa and maintain a wireless telegraph
sy~tem along its lines. The company asks permission to
instal l a 1.ee;hnical experime;nt tation, •which, it is stated,
,\-ill be the second of the kind in the country.
'c1eral
wirelesti stations, it is announced, wjll be constructed when
the Ii cense i.:; issuecl.
LO~, G DRIFT FOR A BO'l 'l'LE.
A bottle containing a message purporting to have been
cast orerboard in n:id-Atlantic by a passenger on the
Harn b~ug liner l:ugia twenty-three years ago was picked
up a few clays ago near the mouth of Quilla Yute Hiver,
thirty miles ~onth of Cape ]lattery, by G. B. Hobne;ket of
Mora, W" ash. 'l'he note, which was yellow with age, said:
"'l'ossed OYerboanl on the Hamburg-American line steamship Rugia on the si'..teenth of October on the ll'ay from
Hamburg to ::\ ew York. WhocYer picks this up please
report to the neare,;;t newspaper and oblige the writer.
October 15, 10 A. M., 1899." The note was unsigned. Mr.
Hobucket sent the message to a Seattle newspaper.

A QUEER WI'l'NESS.
DetectiYes in Demer began a vigil the other night
around the cloth draped cage of a panot, in the hope that
the bird would te~tify as the sole witness to the suppo-ed
murd er and suicide of ~Ir. antl Mrs. D. C. John son, whose
bodies were found in a hotel room on December 10. The
bird was found "·alk ing restlossly along the footboard of
the bed, muttering to t he bodies . . It had belonged to the
J ohmons for years. The police, believing there was a
quarrel before the tragedy, called in an aviculturist to
cross-exr.mine the parrot. The bird refused to answer, and
as n final resort it was suggested that the cage be coY~red
mu! w<1tched, as the bird might then croon some sharp
ejaculations and exclamations that would have impressed
it had a quarrel occurred before the tragedy .
'

A VICIOUS HORSE.

I

l•'RO::H 'l'U~IS TO SICILY BY AEROPLANE.
Holand G. Janos, the French aviator, made a splendid
flight J)ecembcr 18 orer the :;\iediterrauean Sea fiom Tuni•, Africa, to Sicily. He landed near 'l'rapani, having
coYcred a distance of about one humlred an(1 sixty miles
OYer Yrater. Thi,; establishes an oversea record surpa;.;sing
that of Lieutenant Bugue, who, on )fare;h 5, 1911, flew over
the 1\leditenanean from Antibe~, France, to the little
island of Uorgona, off the Italian e;oast, a distance of 124.5
miles. In making the landing the gusolene tank of Garros' aeroplane was damaged. Garros sent for his mcchanician, who arrived from Tuni to repair the tank. The
<Wi~tor then conti nued his flight to Naples and Horne.
Garros rec<'ntly cstabfohed an altitnclc record of 19,032
feet at 'I'uni ' . De,,c:ribing his flight, Ganas said: ".As
soon a 1 left Tunis I cnughr sight of the French torpedo
boat5 from Bizcrta. 'l'l1ey were crnising at equ.al distance3
across my path. That it was impossible for me to lose my
\1·ay on the trip 1rns agreeablc. Although somewhrit cold,
I was obliged to rise to a great height to avoid the air currents, and 1 was glad when I sighlecl the coast of Sicily and
found that all the population of M:irsala (a little to the
south of Trapani) had come out to welcome me. Their
boats dotted the road stead and furnished a picturesque
spectacle. The occupants clieerrd and \raved to me a<; I
flashed past overhead. l landed a little inshore and continued here."

TO AID A:l\IERICAN F .\R:J1ERS.
The International Institute of Agriculture, which has
been in existence seven years in Ronw, Italy, is now thorough1y organized and in working order, and is constantly
demonstrating its usefulness to the world in general and to
America in particular.
The institute has collectecl and co1later1 an immense
quantity of facts and statistics in regard to the important
question of the adaptability of the European co-operative
credit systems to meet the needs of the American farmer,
ancl the subject is arousing widesprcad interest throughout
America since President 'l'aft's mes age.
The co-operative rural ban.ks in Italy have been a mighty
agency for good and 11ave contributed in no small measure
to the present pro.operity oi the country. A committee
bas been formed here, having as its members many pioneers
of the movement in ltaly. Prof. Luigi Luzzatti, Commendatore Wellc°nberg, anJ other expctts, who are already arranging a prngram which will give the greatest amount of
information of interest Lo the commission of farme rs and
others interested in agriculture, who will leave New York
next April to study the different European systems of cooperative rural credit.
When it is realized that the average interest paid by
American farmers is 8% per cent. as against 3% or 4%
in Germany and Italy, it is evidently desirable, through
co-operation, that the same advantages be obtained in

Whell :Jieyer }'reeclman, a farmer and tobacco raiser,
entered the sbll of one of his horses at Rockville, Conn.,
D ecember 19, the animal attacked him with teeth and
hoofs. Freedman was barely able to cry out for help before he became unconscious from bis wounds. Jacob Cor,
a neighl.ior, hcard l<'reedman's shrieks and attempted to
over~ower the hor,qe. Breaking loose from its halter, the
an imal left Freedman and turned on Cor, who fought for
his life in a corner of tile barn. Cor finally contrived to
get a sJ1p 1100.sc about the horse's neck, and after he made
th e animal fast, summoned aid to take Freedman to St.
Fnmcis' f [ospital, in Hartford. Cor's skull was fractured
and one of his shoulders broken. It was said in reports
from the hospital that Cor, though terribly injured, would
probably recover, but no hope WIUJ held out for Freedman. America.

ELECTRJO PUSH BUT•
TON.-The base I• made ot
maple, and tho center piece
ot bla.cl< walnut, the whole
thing about 1\4 Inc hes fn
diameter, with a metal
hook on the back so that
ft may be slipped over edge
ot the vost pocket. Expoae
to view your New Electrto
Bell, when your friend will
puoh th e button expecting to hea.r ft rln&'.
As soon as he touches it, you wf11 see aome of
the Uvelle1t dancing you ever witnessed. The
Electric Button ls heavily charged and will
slv• a oms.rt shock when the button fs pu1hecL
Price lOc., by ma.fl, pootpald.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
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$ure Fire
Accuracy

Penetration

MYSTERIOUS l'LATl!l ...IFTEB.
Made ot fine rubber,
with bulb on one end
and lnflator at o ther.
Place ft under a table
cover, under plate or
glass, and bulb Is pressed
underneath, object rlsea
mysteriously;
40
Ina.
Jong. Price, 2ac., postpaid.
C. BEHlt, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

The World's
Record Holders
Remin11ton• UMC .22 cal.
cartridges have broken
lli1
·UKC cnh• mah .11 ..
t"o records in t"o yean.
The present world's lOO·ahot gallery record, 2484 ex 2500, held by
Arthur Hubalek waa made with these hard bitting .22'1.
They will help you, too, to break your best shoot'to~ r~corda.
Remin11ton· UMC .22'1 are made, too, with hollow point bullet1.
nu. ioareasea their ahockiog and killing power.
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THE GERMAN OCARINO.

Remin11ton· UMC-tho perfect ahootinr combination
REMINGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.
·---------
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e everal exhlbltions.
H . .I". LANG, 1816 Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.
POWDER.

Gee whiz! Y\"hat run
you ca n h:u·e ·p.,lth
thl• etut't:. Moisten th•
tJp of your l\n(;er, tap
Jt on tho conte11u ot
the box., and n. liltlo
bit will lllck.
Then

ahal<o hallda wJth yout
friend,
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a
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Jn a. mtnuttt he wH l
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.
eevon years' Itch.
It
will 1nake hlm 1r.ratch. ron.r, 1qulrn1 nnd
make race1. But it ta perfectly harmleas, as
It 11 mads rro1n the seed• or wild 1·011e1. Th•
hor ribl e itch atops ln a few minutes, or can
be checked tmmed1a!..e1y by rubbing the spot
wlt.h a wet cloth. Whllo It Is work!na-. you
will be apt to laugh your suspender hutton1
etr. The be£t Joke or all. Prlc" 10 c"nL.s a
box. by mall, postpaid.
WOLI!'F NOV.l!:L'.fo\'. CO .• 29 W. Zlitli St., N . Y.
SNAKES DI' TllE GRASS
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COMPLE'J'.>~

-----

STORIES, by Popular .AnlJl-

Union Ill.,

Price, lOc. each by mall, postpaid.
C. B1'JHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

PICTURE POSTALS.
TD ......, consist of Junste sets,
Map an<l Seal o! States,
Goo<1. Luck card3, Cotnlcs,
with witty sayings and runny
pictures, cards showjn~ celebrated per.son• J>uilclings, etc.
In fuct, there ls such a great
Yartety that lt fs not possible to describe them here.
They are beautifully emboa!e>d in exquisite colon1. some
with glazed surf~<'~!. and
others In matt.
Absolutely
th o h and somest cards Issued.
Price lUt:. tor 25 cards Uy
mall.
WOLJi'F NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

8'1.'A.GE M:ONEY.-'l:hi• moner ls th e 1am• as
used on the staa-e of different tbe&tere: one a ide 11
G!tEEN, t be other YELLOW. snd at a little d l1tance looks like u. t!. greenback• or gold oe r ~ rneate1.
Jn packages of 20 bills, eacb He. u. packs.sP, or I

fi~~':ffi'i~ D~~~- {0~fo Jg~~~·~~'. Je~~~~~.~. N~r:.a.s.

LOTS OF FUN FOR A DIME

into the Instrument. The
notes procluced are not
unll~-e those of the fife
and nute.
We send full
printed l n st r u ct ion s
whoreby anyone can play
anYthlnh th('y can hum, whlst1e or tlng, with
vei·y llttle µr:i.ctlce.
1-'rlcc, lOc.; 3 fo1· 25c.,

Jna11ed. posl},c.ld.

C. HEHR. 150 W . 62d SL, llew York City.
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Fits roo f of mouth; aiways invisible; greatest

~!?:~~~:..:~~~r~~;~ ~l~i~YI~~~::~~~;~~~1~1~

lit..e a canary. &.nd imitate birdi ~nd beasts of
the !if' Id and forest. Loc;;cla of fl:n. \Vonrier!ul mventiun. Thouu.nJ! sold. l'rice: only
10 cents; -i tor 25 cents. or U for 50 cenis.

Double Throat Co.Dpt. KFrenchtown,N.J,

PROF. llEGN1J8' TRICK A.OE
CA.RDS. 'l'ell the age ot any person without asking t..,bem; In colors. with tull direo..
tlons. lt•c. by mail, post- pa.id.
AddrtH11
CUA~. UNCTEU, Dept. U, 3(1; Union StreM,
Jersey City, N. J.

eci,.-;-e, and blowing ge n tly

RAP.ID CIGARETTE l\IAK°Elt.

Ventrilo qn hfl! U oublc Throat

i

T U E AUTOPUONE.
A small inusical instrument that produces very
B"\\'C'Ct
n1uskn.l notes by
placing It between tile lips
wllh the tongue over the

or July exhH.>i·

tlon or flreworks. Sparks fly in eyery dlrcctiou, and as the conl;\ burns down It throws
out anc.l 115 surrounded with what appears to
be gTass: at the en.n1e t !me a large snake
unrolls hlmselt fron\ the burning cone and
lazily stretches out In the grae!, which 11t
Jaet burns to a.shes but the snalte remains as
a curiosity unharn1ed. 'l'hey a.re n ot at all
tla.ngcrous nncl can be set ort: In the parlor
tt placed on some mc1al surface that wilt not
burn. An ordlna1·y duet van answers the JJUl'posa nicely. l'rtct1 or the alx cones, packed Ln
8 awdu8t, tn a strong wooUen box, only lOt!'.,
3 boxes for z.;c .• 1 UozP.n box.es 75c., sent Uy
mall postpaid.
H. V. GALLIGAN, UU W. 66th St., N. Y.

~. ~lG

Don't miss this bl'and new novelty. It fs a little tlgurQ made
in various s hap es, perched on a
1
spring and pedestal.
You push
down the spring, set It '\\"here you
pleo.se, and In a few moments it
Jeo.ps up Into the alr, scaring the
cat, and s~nding every one tn the
room Into convulsJons of laughter.

A great Sensational Trick ot
th e Day!
With lhe Fire Eater
in h1s possession any person can
become a. portect salamander, ap parently breathing fire and c.iect fng th ouse.n<ls or brilliant sp1rks
tron1 his mouth, to tho horro r
and conaternatlon or all beholders. Harm less fun fol' all ti mes,
seasons and places. Jf you wh~h
to produce a decided si:.nsatton tn your neighb01·hood don't fail to procure one. We fiend
lhjl Fire Eo.ter with all the mo.tcrlals, ln o.
ho.ndsom e box, the cover o! which lo highly
ornam ented with lJlustrn.tJons in various col 01'8.
Price of all comp1eto only 15c., or 4
boxes !or 50c., malled postpaid; one <lozen by
express ijll.20.
N. B .-Full printed fl)structlons for i;>er-

height.

71i

ors. torl(kl. CHAS. UNllli:R. l oOpt.
Jersey City, N . J.

I

®

~~

a perfect c lga1ette cn.n be
made in ten s,.cond9. You
will find thf,m equo.! fn
appear&nce and far supertor tn quality to <'ommerclnl ones, at Jess

~~~e~ ;n~~:.rl~eryg~r l~~.;~."stion,~1;~ ~;,~ ;;;~,~~
PJP~ or ctgat"etle at pJ<;>o.AUre,

.~

MYSTEitY, MAGIC .AN.D FUN.

2.){)Jolcos and Riddles. i3 Ton.sts,U7 Pa.rlor
'!'ricks. 8 1cortune 'l'elllng ,;ecrets, ol
All l OJ.
}'ostµal<I . CllAti. UNuEU, 31ti Union Street, Dept. V
Jcr1eyCir.y, N. J.
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - •

Mo'n"ey·M.a.k lni; Seorct~.J :l2 ~·unny H.eadlngs.

ri~
·
11~J!9Poli~~U!~o}9ag1~tf!J.~

as tt 6 juet aa ~
easy to rol1 a clgaJ·ett.a as to f\Jl a pine. Every
.
part or the cigarette ma!rer h1 hanrtso111ely
nJc1Lel-plated.
Price. J5c.. or 3 for 40c. by
\.f\lW
mall postpaid.
'
'-\~f.I
WOll'F NOVELTY CO •• 20 W. 26th St., N. l'.. I
a

Keep :<II mon•y dated be!ore 18!!6 an<!

send 'L1 1£ N cents at once for Ne\'f
Jlln strutPd Coln Yn.luo Book. size 4x7. Get. Posted
unct ma.kc fllOll<.!]" (';JR)' . c . Jf, CLARK1£ ..... co .. Coi u
Dealers. 1lox ~I. Le !{OY • .N. Y.

ar t i o Io

~ ~~o~~~ryb:mi~ke~~e .Jft~~~~.

S-01.D COIJ\'8 WANT.ED-II
f1.i5 raid for HA HK date lS.'>3 Qn11.rter1
and 6~ wl1 bout arrows. CASH promJums paid ou ht1octreds of old coins.

onToy:lia.Jdn.g. 4.-BookonCourLBWp.6-En.ac
Dall Book. t-Drea.mBook:&lo~ortuueTeller.
'l·BQOkLetter'\o"rlter. ~oolt Book. 0-Hom,
Entertainer. JO-White SlaTe Btoq Boota
.A.lltbeabenb7mafltorlOconta.Ad~

li. .t;. KL'liU VO., Andover, Ohio.

,.,,.

DllTATION GOLD TEJl:Tll,

Cold. pfated tooth, shape made so that It
will ftt any tooth. Price, 5c., postpaid.

WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
l\IICROSCOPE.
By use ot this wonderful little mlcrol!lcope you can masnlfy n. drop of
stagnant water until you see dozena
or crawJtng tnsectsi is a.lao useful
tor inspectlng grain, pork, linen,
and nun1erous other articles.
This
little instrument does equally -as
good work as the b~st microscopes
and is invaluab le to the household.
Is inade of best finished brass; size
when closed lx2'h inches. Price, 38c.
L. Senarens, 347 Wlnthro)> St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

I

THE CAMERA ClGAR HOLDER.
A beautiful ebonlzed
cig-ar holder that takes
pictures. Every smoker
who loves fun wlll want
one to e n t e r t a I n his
friends.
We furnJsh with each holder material. all prepared , tor making six different
photographs, and guarantee eve ry paper to
produce a completely finished photograph It
directions
are
follow ed.
Directions-Take
• holder apart :it the joints. roll up one of the
small blank papers (six furnJ~hed with each
holder) ancl insert It In the holder. P ut the
holder to gether and smoke a cigar fof one
minute. A beautJful finished photograph will
appear on the p:ip e r, which can be taken ou t
and preserved ror years. Prke of holde1·, with
six blank pictures. lOc.; 3 ror 2iic. by ma!!,
postpaid ; extra b lanks. Qc. per clozen.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d St., New York City.

~
t

KANGAROO PADLOCK.
A handsome padlock stamped
out of polished steel. lt locks itself when the hasp Is pressed
down into the lock, but the puzzle
fs to unlock It. You can instan tly
un!o cl< it w ith th e k ey , but no
one not in the secret can unlock
It. You can s)lp the hasp through
a friend's buttonho le and for ce
him to wen.r 1t until you release
It, althour,:h he may have th e key to th e loc.k ;
or a boy and girl co.n be locked together by
olipp!ng the hasp through a buttonhole of
their clothing.
Many other innocent and
amusing jokes can bo perpetrated with it
upon your friends and aC'quaintances. It is
not only a strong, uselu l padlock, but one of'
the best puzzles ever in vented. Full printed
instructions s3nt with each lock. They are a
bonanza for acents, as they c::i.n be read.Uy
s old for 25 cents each . Our priee. 15c.; 2 fo r
2tfo.; one dozen, $1.ZO , sent by rrtail, ])Os l pn ltl.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th Bt., N. Y.
l?ALSE NOSES.
Change your face !
Have O.
b:i.rrel at tun!
'J.'hey are lJfe ..
llJ{.e
reproductions
of
funny
noses, inade ot shaped cloth,
waxed,
and
colored.
Whe n
placed over your nose, th ey remain on securely, and on ly a
close tnspectJon r eve-als their
false character.
All shnpes,
su ch as p1.!~s. hooks. short-horn
lem ons, and rum blossoms. Bet ..
t e r than a t'alse race. Can be
carried in the vest po cket.
Price, by ma!!, lOc. each.
H.F. LANG, 1815 Centro St., B'ld7n, JS. 1'.

L. Sennrens, 347 Winthrop St., Brooklyn. N. Y.
LAUGHING CAllIERA.
Everybody grote squ ely
photo{?;raphed; stout people look thin, and vice
versa.
Price, 2iic. postpaid.
WOJ,FF NOVELTY CO.,
29 lV. 26th St., N. Y.
'.l'HE li1"LLO 1'UZZLi<;
Can you get the ring oft.?
'rh is puzzle ls the latest creation ot Yankee ingenuity.
Appa r ently it is the casleat
. thing In th e world to rc:n ove
the r in g fr-om the bl ock, but
Jt takes h ou rs of study to
discover the trick, unless you know how it ia
done. Price by mail, postpaid, JOr.: ;~ fo r 2.1 c.
II. F. LANG, Hilo Centre St., H'klyn, N. v.

These lively acrobat•
are handsomely decorated with the U. S.
flag and with gold and
sit Yer stars and hearts.
Upon placing them upon any flat surface and Ultlng lt they a.t once
be~fn a most wonderful pe1·rorn1ance, cllmbtng
and tumbling over each other and chasing
each other tn every dir ectio n, aa l! the eviJ
spirit wa3 af ter thein. c ausing roars of laughter trom the ~pectators.
They actually appear imbued with life. What causes them t o
cut up such antics Is a secret that may not
be known ove n to the owner of the unruly
subjects. If you want some genuine !un send
tor a set of' ou1· tumblers.
Price per set, lOc. malled, p ostpaid.
A. A. WAtiFORD, 16 liar'< St., Brooklyn, JS. Y.
'.l'IIE ~~BUCULO CIGAil.
- -

FALSE MU!!'l'ACHJ.; ANO .l:UcA8D.
This is a n ove lty whereby you ca.n
make a g·reat number or changea;
in fact, you can 50 d1suuJse yours~lt
that your be!t I' rl~nd won't know
you. This mustache and be nru are
ao made that you can llx the same
to your fo.ce and they will stay on.
They arc o. very \'aluable acqulsi·
Uon to your make-up when you mask or when
you take part in s ome ainateur theatrical.
Price by me.JI, postpaid, l Oc. a s~t ; 3 !or 2£'Sc.
WOLl!..1." NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.

The most remarkable trick-cigar tn the
world. It smokes without tobacco, and never
gets s m a ller.
Anyone can ha\·e a ...vorld of
fun with It, especially IC you smoke It in the
prese nce of a person who dlsJUcea the odor
ot'tobacco. It looks exactly like a flne per ..
fecto, and the sn1oke Is ao real that it 1•
bound to decei ve the closest observer.
Price, 12c. each, postpaid.
WOL.F.lr NOVEL'J:Y CO., 29 W. 20th St., N. Y.

No. 1 .
NAPOLEON'S ORACULU!ll A..'\D
DREAM BOOK.-Contalnlng . the great oracle
ot human destiny; al•o the true meaning of
almost any kind of dreams, together with
:~~J!:1 8 • ceremonies. and curious game• of
No. 2.

HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great

book of magic and card tricks, containing full

lnatru ctJon on all the leading card tricks ot
the day, also the most popular magical illu•lona as performed by our leading magicians;
• very Uoy should obtain a copy ot this book.
No. S.
HOW TO FLIR'l'.-The arts and
wiles or flirtation are fully explained by this
Uhle book. Besides the various methods ot
hand kerchief, tan, g love, parasol, window and
hat ftJrtatton, It contains a full llat ot the
langu age and sentiment of flowers.

th~ 0 •1 1t~·le ~~~

I? c~n't:i~:: f~~I \~~t;~~:lo~!

I n the art or dancing, etiquette In the ballroom and at parties, how to dress, and full
directions for calling off tn all popular square
d.aN~~ 9 • . HO\V TO 1\.l AK'E LOVE.-A complete guide to love, courtship and marriage,
slvlng sensible advice. rules and etiquette to
h observed.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.
--Giving full Instruction tor the use o r dumbbells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, horizontal
bars and various other methods of d eve loping
& good, healthy muscle; containing over sixty
tllua trations
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIBDS.-Hand-

6

:io':::1~ 0 ~11~~~r~:~a~~c;,,;~~'.~~~lnt~af~l~in~:r~~;

eanary, mockingbird. bobolink, blackbird, parequet. parrot. e tc.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQ U I ST.-By Harry Kennedy,
Every lntelllcent boy reading this book ot tnatructtona can
master the art, and create any amount ot tun
tor himself and friends.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of • elf•etense made easy.
Containing over thirty
llluatratlons ot guards. blows, and the different positions or a good boxer.
Every boy
•h ould obtain one of these useful and lnstrucUvo books. as It will teach you how to box
wt~~~ultl.a~J\Vtr:{!~tWRITE LOVE- LETTERS.
-A most complete little book, contain ing full
di rections for writing love-letters, and when
to use them, giving specimen letters for
J"Oung and old
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
LADIES.-Glvlng comp lete Instructions for
writ ing letters to ladles on all subjects; also
let.;,e:_s 1°:i~ lff'o~iu~:ginDOow; aoli, r'iJCIQi>'iis. OF
E TIQUETTE.-It le a great l ife secret. and
on e lhPt every young man desires to know all
a bout
There 's happiness In It.

l

pl!;~· i4anJ~~~:kT~0 :1~~ 1 ~:N1?1V.ki~d;o~r

,

can dy, lce ·c ream, syrups, essences, e t c. , etc.
No. 18. HOW TO BECO!llE BEAUTIFUL.
--:-One or the brightest and most va.luable
littl e books ever give n to the world. Everyb ody wish e s lo know how to become beaut!ful . both male and remale.
The aecret ts
ol mple, and almost costl ess.
No. 20. HO\V TO ENTERTAIN AN EVEN·

.

:~es~,~:~~~·.-c~rdcodrr~~~~fon;,0 ~~~1~ 1 ~~1t~~

tlo ns. et c., sultnble for
room entertainm e nt.

parlor or drawing-

m~~ ;~~pll~?:VhJ~~ln1!U:O~ ~~/'!~~·;-e';,~~

published . It contains full Instructions about
l'Un s hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishIng, together with description of game and
thh.
No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT. Heller's second sight explained by his former
us lstant, Fred Hunt. Jr. Explaining how the
me cr et dlalogu~e were carried on between the
magician and the boy on th e stage; also gtvIn g all the codes a nd signals.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.This little boo k gives the explanation to all
" kinds of dreams, together with lucky and
' ' unl ucky days.
/
.£

mf;Ti::i~i11JW.~c~~1n~1 I:i1 1d~;;~lf!~
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writing to ge ntl emen on all subjects.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOllIE A GYJ\INAST.Containing full lnstructlona for all kinds of
gmnastl c sport• and athletic exercises. Em~~~i .th~~.:v.p 11~~t{;~t~';\';i AND BUILD
A BOAT.-Fully Illustrated. Full Instructions
are given In this little book, together with Inetru ctlons on swimming and riding, companion
•ports to boating.
No. 27 •• HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF
BECITATIONS.-Contalnlng the most popular
oelections In use, comprl•lng Dutch dialect,
French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect
pt eces, together with many standard readings.
JSo 28. HO"' TO TELL FORTUNES.E veryone Is desirous of knowing what hi•
fut ure life will bring forth. whether happlneBI
or misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell
by a glance at this little book.
No. 29. HOW TO BECOllIE AN INVENTOR.
-Every boy should know how Inventions origtn ated. This book explains them all, gJvlnc
examples In electricity, hydraulics. magnet·
tam . optics, pne umatics. mechanics, etc.

6
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No. SO. HOW TO COOK.-One ot the moot
Instru ctive books on cooking ever publlohed.
reclpea for cooking meats. fl.ah,
game, and oysters; also pies, puddtnga, cakea
and all kinds of pastry. and a grand collecIt contains

tlo;o. rsrec~~"iv
0

No. 60. HOW TO BECOlllE A PHOTOGBA•
PJIER.-Contalnlng useful Information re•
carding the Camera and how to work it; aleo
how to make Photographic Magic Lantern
Slides and other Transparencies. Handaomely
111

procuring Information on the question•
given.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND
ANIMALS.-A valuable book. giving lnstrucUons In collecting, preparing, mounting and
preserving birds. animals and Insects.
No. 51.
HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
CARDS.-Conlalnlng explanation• or the gen era! principles of sleight-of-hand applicable
to card tricks: ot card tricks with ordinary
cards. and not requiring sleight-of-hand; of
tricks Involv in g sl eight-of- hand . or the use of
.specially prepared cards. Illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO .PLAY CARDS.-Glvlng
the rul e s and full dtrecttona for playing

~.."~.'~~:d·now TO BECOl\lE A WEST POINT
CADET.- Explalns how to gain
admittan ce, courae of Study, Examtnatton•.
Duties, Start ot o m cera, Poat Guard, Polh. rt
Regulations, Fire nepartment, and all a boy
should know to be a cadet. By Lu SenarenL
No. GS. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL
CADET.-Complete lnatructtona of how to
gain admission to the Annapolla Naval Acad·
emy. Also containing the course of lnstruc·
tton, description of grounds and bulldlnga,
historical sketch, and everyth ing a boy should
know to become an officer In the United Stateo
NaNvoy.. 6~.Y LHuOS\VenaTrOens.MAKE ELECTRICAL
..
MACHINES.- Contalnlng full direction• Cor
making elec•rlcal machlnea, induction coll•,
dynamos. and many novel toy• to be w~rkT 4
r.rst':!:~:~~clty. By R. A. R. Bennett. Ful y No. 6~. l\IULDOON'S JOKES.-The moat
original Jok e book ever publlshed, and It la
brlmCul or wit a.nd humor.
It contain• a
large collection ot son gs, Jokes, conundru m•,
etc., ot Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, bu•
morlst, and practical Joker or the day.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-ContalnIng over three hundred interesting puzzle• and
conundrums, with k ey to aame.
A complete
bo~. ~7~1y uic;~rat~~ DO ELECTRICAL
TRICKS.-Contalnlng a. large collection or lnatructlve and highly amusing electrical trick•,
together with Illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.
-Containing over on e hundred highly amu •·
Ing and tnatrucUve tri cks with chemical•. By
A Anderson. Handsomely Illustrated.
No. 69. HOW TO DO S J,E I GHT-01'' -HAND.
-Containing over fttty ot the latest and beat
trick• used by magician•. Also containing the
secret of second sight. Fully Ill ustrated.
No. 71.
ROW TO DO JllECllANICAL
TRICKS.-Contafnlng complete Instructions tor
performlng over sixty Mechanical Trick.a.
11
Fui.1:. 4~~tr~~'\v TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
WITH ()ARDS.-Embraclng all oC the Iateot
and moat deceptive card tricks, wlth fllu•trattona.
No. 73. HOW .TO DO TRICKS WITH NUlllBERS.-Showlng many curious tricks wlt'h
figures and the magic or numbers. By A. Ande~i.n.74.Fl~16~h~,s6r'W~iTE UTTERS CORR ECTLY.-Conlalnlng full Instructions for
writing letter1 on almost any subject; also
rules for punctuation and composition. wlt'h
•P~~~ e ~ Ie.i'Q\~ ~O BECOME A CO~JURER.
-Contalntng tricks with Dominoes,
Dlce.
Cups and Balls. Hat•. etc. Embracing thlrty11 1 t ti
B
A Anderson
sl~o. u~6~a HO~V Tb TEJ, L FORTUNES BY
THE HAND.-Contalnlng rules for tellin g
fortunes by the aid ot Unea of the hand. or
the secret of palmistry.
Also the sec ret of
telling tuture events by aid of mole. marks•
sc~!: 7t~: iJi)~rai(f· DO FORTY TRICKS
WITH CARDS.-Contalnlng deceptive Card
Tricks as performed by leading conjurers and
m'if~~l~S."· 1rnw TO DO THE BLACK ART.Contain ing a complete description of the myaterle• of Magic and Sleight-of-Hand. togethe r
with many wonderful experiments.
By A.
Anderson. Illustrated.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.Containing comp lete Instructions how to make
up for various characters on the stage; together with the duties or the Stage Manager.
Prompter. Scenic Artist and Property Man.
No. 80. GUS WTI.LIAMS' JOKE BOOK.Contain in g the latest Jokes, anecd ot e s anc2
tunny stories ot this world-renowned Germ an
comedian.
Sixty-four pages; handsome colored cover containing a halt-tone photo of

Fours, and many other popular gamea ot
cards.
No. 53 . HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A
wonderful
little book. t elli ng you how to
write to your sweetheart, your father, mother,
•l•ter, bro ther. employer; and, In fact, everybody and anybody you wish to write to.
No. 114. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE
PETS.-Glvlng complete Information as to the
manner and method of raising, keeping, tamlog. breeding. and managing all kinds of pets;
also gi vi n g fuli Instruction• fo r making cages,
etc.
Fully explained by twenty-eight illuatraUons.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND
COINS.-Contalnlng valuable Information regardlng the collecting and arranging or
stamps and coins.
Handsomely Illustrated.
No. 56.
HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.-Contalnlng full ln•tructlons how to
become a locomotive engineer; also dlrectton1
tor building a model locomotive: together
with a full deacrtptton ot everything an engineer should know.

TO MESMERIZE.-ContalnIng the most approved methods ot mesmerism;
also how to cu re all kinds or dl•eases by
animal magnetism. or magnetic healing. By
Prof. Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S .. author of '"Ho w
1
toN1!:P 2~tlzii~w ':r 0 DO PAUJJSTRV.-Contalnlng the most approved methods oC readIng the line• on the hand. together with a full
explanation of their meaning.
Alao explalnIng phrenology, and the key ror telling character by the bumps on the head.
B¥• Leo
Hugo Koch. A.C.S. Fully Illustrated.
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Contalnln g
valuable and Instructive Information regardtng the s cience o f hypnotism.
Alao . explain ..
Ing the most approved methods which are
employed by the leading hy pnotists oC the
world. By Leo Hugo Koch. A.C.S.
•
No. 84. HOW TO BECOllfE AN AUTHOR.
-Containin g Information regarding choice of
subjects. the use or words and the manner of
prepadng an d submitting manuacrtpt.
Alao
containing valuable tn!ormatton aa to the
neatness. Jeglbllity and general compoattton of
manu•crtpt.

TO BECOl\IE A SPEAKER.

-Containing fourteen Illustrations, giving the

dJtrerent positions requtaite to become a good
speaker, r eader and elocutionist.
Also contalntng gems from all the popular author• of
prose and poetry.
No. 32. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Contalnlng
the rules and etiquette of good society and
th e easiest and moat approved methods of
appearing to good advantage at parties, ball 1,
the theatre, church, and In the draw ing-room.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little book, containing the
rules and regulations
billiards, bagatelle,
backgammon, croquet, or
dominoes, etc.
No. 36. HO\V TO SOLVE CONUNDRUl\18.
-Containing all the leading conundrums ot
th e day, amusing riddle•, curtoua catchea and
•:;in~OW TO BECOME YOUR OWN
DOCTOR.-A wonderful book. containing usetul and practical Jnformatton in the treatment
qt ordinary diseases and ailment• common to
every fam ily, Abounding tn uaetul and etrecttve re cipes tor general complaints.
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND RABBITS.-A use ful
and Instru ctive book. Handsomely llluatarted.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.
-Including hints on how to catch molf•·
00
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No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END
MEN'S JOKE BOOK.-Containlng a great varlety or the latest Joke• used by the most
famous end men.
No amateur minstrel• ta
complete without thta wonderful llttle book.
No. 42.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK
STUJllP SPEAKER.-Contalnlng a varied asaortment ot stump speech es, Negro, Dutch and
Irish. Also end men's jokes.
No. •s. HOW TO BECOJllE A l\IAGICIAN.
•
-Coritainfng the grandest assortment ot mag-

~~lo \l~r:~~n!rt~;e~ar~l:.c~~ca~~~t~~n!~~tci.ubllc.

No. 44.
HOW TO WRITE IN AN ALBUllf.-A grand collection or Album Verses
suitable tor any time a nd occasion: embractng Lines of Love, Attectton, Sentiment, Hu~~~abl'!e~~~CVa1:~~ln;s0 ':..~':i1ew:~dl':,1 ;~. Verse•
No. 45 . THE BOYS OF NEW YORK llfiNl"TREL GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.- Something new and very Instructive. Every boy
should obtain this bo~~· as It conttalns C~ll
~~;~fuf;~~~~- for organ z ng an ama eur m nNo. 46 . HOW TO lllAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A description ot the wonderfu l
uses ot electrtcttyl anc.1 et ectr~ magn;ftsmtht to..
gethe r with full n•truct on• or ma ng
ectrlc Toys, Batteries. etc. By George Trebel,
A. M .. M. D.
Containing over fifty lllustratlo~~: 48 . HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
k t
b
t I t
CANOES.-A handy boo tfr oys. con ad n t~g

1

~~~tdl;~~~t~:rs ~0!n~~~s~rru;anfn~ar~:~.anFull;
illustrated.

No. 49 · HOWd 1,0 DEB~~E.-~lv lnl br~le•
~~resi~onndsu~~~n~tsciis~fg~·. ~~d ~~! b~~t seouar:ea~
tor
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